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FG EWORD

During the period 1 April 1954 to 2 May 1955 the Bell Aircraft
Corporation conducted a study program for the New Development Office,
Bombardment Aircridt Branch, WADC, in accordance with USAF Con-
tract No. AF33(616)-2419 RDO No. R441-47. The objective of this
study was to investigate the possible design and development problems
associated with flight in the speed and altitude regimes of the weapon
system outlined in Bell AircraLft Report D143-945-010. The results of
this study will provide the firm technical foundations necessary for
planning future programs, funds, and facilities.

The work accomplished during this program Is reported in the

following reports:

D143-945-012 Aerodynamics
D143-945-013 Structures
D143-945-014 Preliminary Global System Study
D143-945-015 Radar
D143-945-016 Navigation and Control
D143-945-017 Propulsion
D143-945-018 Final Summary Report
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The major design and development pro- heat fluxes and equilibrium skin temperatures
blemns associated with flignt in the altitude and encountered by the bomber, shows these values
speed regimes of the MX-2276 weapon systemn to be larger than previously estimated. Methods
hava been investigated to the extent that the for the determination of these parameters for the
present Atate -of -the -art pe rmits. The environ- nose and loading edge regions have been as-
rnent necessary to maintain a crew in sufficient certained. Initial results indicate equilibrium
comfort for proper performance of the Urew tenperatures as high as 5000'F may be en-
functions as defined in this report has beent countered lin these localized areas, if no cooling
determined. Methods utilizing exi~tiog equip- is provided. From a study of the use of trans-
ment with minor moditzcations are advaiicedto piration cooling, it was determined that rela-
provide this required environment. A qualitative tive ly large rates of air coolant expenditure are
comparison of the manned tsystemn with an un- requlired to cool the first foot of the wing
manned system shows the superiority of the chord to 1600*F. The use of water as a coolant
former fromn at. over-all weapon system vie~w- may result in lower coolant expenditure rates.
point. The effects of shock boundary layer interaction

-&pon various aerodynamic phenomena have been
The aerodynamic parameters used Ini the estimated for flow about a two-dimensional

initial report (Reference 1) were re-evaluated wedge. The effect R r~onsist chiefly of art iricrease
us~ing data. obtained during this study period. in pressure, with a consequent increase in
,As a result, it now appears that the desired equilibrium akin I.% imperature on tite upper
range can be obtained by means c'~ a glide flight surface, The increase in pressure also provides
pith initiated at lower altitudes titan thosi! an increase in cruise altitude. rhe nver-aul

?reVO~sy tin~i~d o lb euired .A tiali'lysis results rema~n to be evaluated.
of the flight niechanti'- Inidicates that the direc-
tion of Ca ilth rot at ton hit;anniajoretio-lIupon the Prie limina ry criteria and loads data for
wevtpon system rntuge and ii;ji ;w M~t~e t o Ili tse HI strtictia I aiialy~i-s o! the vehicle.- hatve
operatiowtti itt;It1ingii. A s .l'% toAu'inul 44 flc hevies~tibIi.'died. A survey of struct,.rdI, in-

,? .1ý o l
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sulating, and cooling materials was made and A radar-monitored inertial navigation
the results complied and summarized. These system in the bomber willprovide the netL ssary
data have been utilized in several typical wall accuracy. A similar but less precise inertial

conrfigurations for use on the bomber. The most guidance systerm in the bomb, used In conjuncticn
promising configuration consists of a light out- with the boniber system, will provide an accuracy
side skin structure separated from the inside of approximately 1500 feet CPE in a 300-nautical-
skin structure by a layer of insulation. The mile bomb flight. A Ku band side-looking
outside skin, which carries only airloads, is simultaneous-lobing radar will provide the reso-
allowed to heat to equilibrium skin temperature lution required for the navigation system.
while the primary Inside structure is kept at
the desired temperatures by insulation and A design investigation is being sponsored
cooling. Tests of fabrication, strength, thermal by Bell Aircraft Corporation in conjunction with
warpage, and thermal cooling have been made the study contract. Several interesting design
on this type of structure. The results indicate features such as tandem staging and the use of
that it will bep satisfactory; however, several circular bodies are presently being evaluated.

development problems were indicated.
A global weapon can be obtained with

As a result of survey of propellant conbina- increased take-off weight, and the advantages
tAons and rocket hardware, the use of oxygen and and disadvantages of several possible paths

have been determined and summarized.
JP-4 in the first two stages and oxygen-fluorine
and JP-4 in the third stage are recommended.
The use of the advanced propellants in the third It is concluded that the initiation of design

stage results in appreciable weight saving, re- and fabrication of the vehicles comprising the

quires development of a smaller engine only, MX-2276 weapon system is feasible atthtstime,

and eliminates the problem of the toxic exhaust provided certain research and development test

products at low altitude. programs are initiated in the very near future.

Ileport No. D143-945-018 2
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Evaluation of the territory of our present velopment require knowledge of the exact geo-
potential enemy shows a large dispersion of graphic location of the target prior to launch
targets that must be destroyed inorder to obtain in order to achieve their objectives. Since this
a decisive victory. To reach all of these targets information is not available for all targets, the
it is necessary to traverse from 2000 to 8000 required accuracy cannot be obtained even with
miles of enemy territory. Improvements in the most complex guidance systems. LWng-
modern defense systems consisting of tight range missile systems are also inherently
radar warning nets, communications, intercept inflexible, i.e., after launching, the missile is,
control systems, improved interceptors, and in general, committed to a specific target
guided missiles will tend to make this require- location and cn.nnot deviate to alternate targets.
ment for deep penetration costly in terms of
men and material. However, the effectiveness As a result of these considerations, Bell
of such defenses can be reduced to a negligible Aircraft Corporation proposed a rocket-boosted,
level by a strategic system capable of operating manned, strategic weapon system which corn-
at extremely high altitudes and hifh speeds. bines the best features of aircraft and missiles,

to provide the high levels of speed and altitude
During recent years there has been a for invulnerability, the accuracy required for

pronounced trend toward completely automatic precision bombing, and adaptability to recon-
missile systems for many purposes, including naissance functions. The initial concept was a
future strategic warfare. In order to fly at the three-stage vehicle consisting of a first stage,
speeds and altitudes required, and at the same manned, recoverable booster airplane; a second
time achieve the necessary accuracy, these stage expendable booster; athird stage, manned,
wcnpon systems have become very complex, rocket-boosted glide airplane. The last stage
This increased complexity results in reduced contained an air-to-surface inertially guided
reliability. Furlhermore, miny of the long- bomb which vias launched as the third stage
range guidance syslemis prv4eetily under de- approached the target area. The philosophy

ittl'rwl NA). M).13- .|- .(IP 3
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behind this system stems from the fact that no vestigate the possible design and development
mechanical means has yet been discovered or problems associated with flight in the altitude
devised which can substitute for the mental and speed regimes of this weapon system, The
powers of a human being. Mariy of the limita- major effort under this contract was to be de-
tions of automatic flight previously described voted to crew requirements and functions, and
are eliminated by the inclusion of a human mind aerodynamic investigations including heat trans-
with its capability of observing a large variety Ier, guidance and navigation, radar, structural
of different types of data, utilizing thebe data to problems, and improved propellants. This re-
arrive at a decision and initiating a variety of port summarizes the results of the studies per-
actions to implement these decisions. This formed under this contract. These studies are
weapon system is visualized as one of the ea- reported in detail in the six technical reports
sential weapons in the composite group of listed in the Foreword. A development program
strategic systems necessary for the successiul for this advanced strategic weapon system is
prosecution of future wars. It is notanticipated described in BellAircraft Report D143-945-019,
that any single system will be capable of ful-
oeafilling all requirements of future strategic
operations. In addition to the work performed under

the above Air Force contract a Bell Aircraft
On I April 1954 a on,;-year study contract CorporaUon-sponsored preliminary design and

was initiated for the New Development Office, layout program was initiated. The initial results
Bombardment Aircraft Branch, WADC, to in- are also summarized herein.

Report No. D)143-945-018 4
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A. - INITIAL CONFIGURATION

The confliguration usedfor thiWstudy program navigation and control equipment, operate and
is the configuration proposed in Rference 1. monitor reconnaissance equipment, identify the
For convenience, a description of this conf igura- target, correct the bomb guidance system, and
tion is presented here. The system is composed evaluate damage to the target, (7) an automatic
of (1) a Stage I, manned, rocket-powered booster navigation and control system for Stages I and
airplane, (2) a Stage It, expendable, rocket- [111, (8) mapping and photographic equipment
powered booster, (3) P Stage Il, manned, for reconnaissance, (9) other components of
rocket-boosted glide aircraft (bomb carrier- equipment necessary to interrelate the g.uided
dIrector), (4) an Inrirtlally gulded bombrarrying bnmb to the carrier.-director, and (10) equip-
a 2800-potund special warhead, (5) a pilot In ment to provide a satisfactory artificial en-
Stage I to aid In recovery of the aircraft, (6) a vironment to integrate the human being into the
pilot Ini Stage U1 to monitor the automatic weapon system

Riport No. 1)143- 945-016 5
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Figure 1 is a three-view of this conrflgura- hydrazine as the fuel and nitric acid as the
tion. As shown, the carrier of this strategic oxidizer, are supplied to the thrust chambers by
weapon system is a composite rocket-powered a gas generator-driven turbine pump. Conven-
airplane, composed of three stages, which takes tional aerodynamic surfaces are incorporated
off vertically, the first two stages serving as for control, and a retractable tandem two-skid
boosters for Stage 11I, the actual carrier- landing gear is provided for landing at the
director. recovery site.

Stage I (Figure 2), the main booster, is a An inertially guided bomb, weighingapproxi-
manned aircraft of canard configuration, which mately 4200 pounds and carrying a 2800-pound
supplies a total of 900,000 pounds of thrust at special warhead, is carried in the aft section of
take-off from four 150,000-pound and four Stage III between the two rocket motors, and Is
75,000-pound regeneratively cooled rocket ejected rearward.
motors. The propellants, hydrazine-ammonia
mixture as the fuel and liquid oxygen as the
oxidizer, are delivered to the thrust chambers
at approximately 1100 psia by means of turbine
pumps driven by gas generators. Propellant A summary of the weight estimation for this

storage is provided In Stage I to serve Stage configuration is given in the following table,

II up to the time of separation. Automatic
navigation and control which is provided in Item Weight, lb
Stage I is monitored by the pilot who eventually
takes over and Lands the aircraft. Conventional Stage I

tricycle landing gear and landing flaps are pro-
vided for this stage. Two 75,000-pound thrust Dry Weight 165,000

chambers are gimbal-mounted Pnd used to con- Propellants 486,000

trol the aircraft during ascent. Conventional Total 651,000
aerodynamic surfaces are used for control of
stage I after burnout and separation. Stage II

Stage 11 (Figure 1) is an expendable booster Dry Weight 30,000

which supplies a total thrust of 300,000 pounds, Propellants 125,000

from four 50,000-pound and four 25,000-pound Total 155,000
thrust, regeneratively cooled rocket motors
using the sa me propellant comoination as Stage . Stage IM
Two 25,000-pound thrust chambers are gimbal-
mounted and used for control during the burning Dry Weight 14,600
period following separation of Stage I. Propellants 26,200

Payload (bomb carrying 2800-
-'tage III (Figure 3), the bomber, is a manned pound warhead) 4,200

aircraft, of modified delta configuration that
performs the strategic mission. Automatic Total 45,000
navigation and control equipment, together with
the necessary equipment to allow the pilot to Gross Weight (Bombing Mission) 851,000
monitor, supply corrections, or override the
automatic control, are included in this stage.
In addition, equipment for bomb guidance, re-
connaisaarco, and artificial environment and A typical flight profile for abombingmission

emergency provisions for the pilot are included. Is shown in Figure 4. Indicated on this figure

Boost thrust is supplied by two fixed 25,000- are the velocities and altitudes attainable with

pound thrust rocket motors. The propellants, this advanced strategic weapon.

Report No. D143-945-018 6
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VELOCITY 22,000 20,000 16,000 16,r00 13,000 12,000 4000'I Io o, ,o ol,, o o
ALTITUDE 259',000 195,000 86O000 172,000 158,000 152,000 110,000

POWER CUT-OFi
STAGE m GLIDE PATH .....

ASTAGE GLIDES BACK 10,600

STAGEU TO TAKE-OFF BASE NAtTICAL MILES

Figure 4. Typical Flight Profile

5, •TYPICAL BOMBING MISSION

For purposes of illustration the mission has 2. Take-Off and Boost.-
been divided into seven portions and each of
these portions will be discussed separately. The vehicle is launched vertically. The

crew position is such that a seated position will
I. Preparation forTake-Off be assumed when the vehicle turns into a

normal glide attitude. This arrangement is
Prior to take-off the vehicle must be satisfactory since the boost accelerations thus

erected and fueled, the crew must enter and occur normal tu the chest, the direction of
seal the enclosure, the inertial navigation sys- maximum tolerance to accelerations. During
tern must be erected and started in operation, boost, using gimballed rocket motors, the ye-
the desired flight path must be programmed in, hicle is ,utomatically programmed into the
together with checkpoint, bomb launch, target, path which will yield the proper glide attitude
and !anding field location data. at the end of boost. Both the first and second

Report No. D143-945-018 10
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stages are Ignited and burn duringthefirst stage utilized by the inertial system to obtain an
of boost. After approximately 112 seconds, error between the actual location and the corn-
Stage I burns out, is separated from the other puted location. This error Is then used by the
two stages, and glides downtoalanding. Stage II inertial system to correct the bomber flight
continues to burn for approximately 116 addi- path.
tional seconds at which time it is separated
from Stage III and destroyed. Stage MI power During cruise the bomber is flown corn-
plants are then ignited and boost this stage to pletely by the autopilot using informatlon from
its maximum velocity and altitude. After burn- the inertial system. The crew Is not reculred
out, Stage III glides along the deslredflightpath. to navigate or fly the vehicle except In the case

where it is necessary to override or Ignore the
During the burning period of Stages I and inertial system.

If the vehicle Is controlled by gimballed motors
in these stages. Following the burnout of Stage 4. Target Approach-Bomb Launch
11, the aerodynamic surfaces of Stage HI provide
the control forces. AS the bomber approaches the target

area, the Inertial system computes the range to
go and compares this with the range at which

3. Cruvi the bomb is scheduled to be launched. When
T o tthese ranges coincide, the bomb is automaticallyThroughout the cruise, the vehicle is in launched.

gliding flight at maitimum lIlft-over-drag ratio.
It is ma.intained on the desired flight path by In this region, the location of checkpoints
means of the inertial navigation system which as determined by the crew becomes more im-
continuously computes the vehicle position and portant. This is true for two reasons: (1) the
compares it with the desired position. The bomber has been flying longer and the errors
autopilot systems control the vehicle to provide Licrease with time, and (2) the actual target
minimum difference in these readings. lbcation may not be known precisely, although

its location relative to checkpoints in theFor reference purposes the crew is pro- vicinity may be known with greater accuracy.

vided with a map, driven by the inertialsystem,

which shows the position of the bomber with S. BombCorrection
respect to the ground, as computed by the
inertial system. Throughout the cruise phase After the bomb is launched the carrier
the crew also observes the area trp. .?rsed, continues in gliding flight and passes the target,
using both the radar and the visual equipment. so that the target area can be observed with the
The radar provides a printed record of the radar. Thus the crew Is able to obtain location
region which the vehicle traverses. Since it of checkpoints, even after the bomb has been
is a side-looking radar any points of interest launched, and transmit any necessary correction
become visible on the radar presentation when to the bomb. The bomb is guided by its own
they are abreaot the bomber. Thus, the crew inertial system which Is erected from the inertial
is able to locate a checkpoint with the radar system of the bonber. The bomb dives into the
after it has been recorded, coordinate location of the target. If the crew

observes that these coordinates are no longer
With the visual system, the crew will be correct, the corrected coordinates are trans-

able to look both ahead and behind for observa- crt, the omeed co are tomb.

tion, when the weather permits. The presenta- mitted from the bomber to the bomb.

tion of both the radar and visual presentation
will be provided In a manner such thit the crew 6. Pastlsunch Cruise
car, locate checkpoints precisely. One method
vi-:ualzed for doing this istheflickertechnique. After the bomb is launched the crew wi;i
The location as determined by the crew is ontain as much information concerning its

Report No. D1.13-945-018 11
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actions as possible. Although it may not be pos- of flight is so short that the conditions at the
sible to follow the bomb optically during its landing field will probably be known prior to
flight, certain lactors will be known. These will take-off, Hence, the flights can be made when
include the fact that it was successfully launched, the weather is satisfactory, In order to elim-
the exact time of detonation, and perhaps some inate weight by utilizing the full capabilities of
measure of the yield. All of these are useful in the crew, only a minimum of P.quipment will be

assessing bomb damage. The remainder of the provided, such as GCA equipment. In addition
cruise is exactly as the prelaunch cruise. to the regu'.-r equipment it may be desirable

to provide ground radar, visual beacons, etc.,
7. Landing to aid in locating the landing field.

It is planned that the landing operation
will be performed by the crew. The total time

c. 7RECONNAISSANCE

In addition to the requirement for bombing the desired lnformation. Of these, only the

missions, long range reconnaissance require- radar technique possesses an all-weather capa-
ments also exist. The invulnerability and bility and is, therefore, of prime Importance.
roliability of the MX-2276 make this weapon The basic elements of a radar system for
especially suited to reconnaissance operations, reconnaissance use would be the same as those

recommended for monitoring the navigation

For reconnaissance missions various types system. Extensive photographic equipment could

of equipment such as radar, photographic, in- be substituted for the bomb to provide high-

frared, and visual could be included to obtain resolution radar target analysis information.
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IV RESULITS OF STUDY EFFONTS

IV

_ _ MANNED WEAPON

1. General It is necessary to consider emergency
conditions very early in the determination of

This entire analysis has been directed crew provisions because these conditions may

toward the crew in Stage IlI since the conditions dictate the entire design. The magnitude of

encountered by this crew are more severe and this effect will become apparent as this section

call for more unconventional measures than developes. However, very briefly, the situation
those in Stage I. The prime reason for the is as follows. If emergencies are considered,
presence of a crew in the weapon system is to the crew must be clothed with special garments

provide the systemh with the capabilities of fine and a closed helmet. In this case, the clothing

tiscrimination, i.Uterpretation, judgement, and can be ventilated, the breathing air can be con-

control which only a human can provide. These ducted directly Into the helmet, the cabin can be

capabilities are the first to deteriorate if the prrasurized with an inert gas, and there is no

hunian is required to function under some level problem of ventilating the cabin, removingtoxic

of stress. Therefore, it is imperative to keep gases, etc. The problems of pressurization and

tlhe huniinm environmient as comfortable as pxo; ventilation are relatively simple. Tie difficulty

sihle. with this situation is that the pilot is enclosed

lPcoporl No. 1D11: 0-1:i 0t H 13
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in relatively heavy, elunisv cltuhing, gloves, occasions upon which the pilot will prove ad-
etc. Under thcsc conditions, comparatively vantageous will be enumerated as a form of
minor Irritations can become major dis- qualitative evaluation. The various phases of
tractions. In addition, the pilot is required 'o the flight will be discussed separately.
view everything through a visor which will
reduce his vision to some extent. Since the
most important functions of the crew are the a. Navigation

interpretation of visual dEta from map, radar, Since the prime functions of the pilot
periscope, and other instruments, this is a are his duties In connection with the navigation
disadvantage, of the bomber and goidance of the bomb, this

phase will be discussed first. Throughout the
If the emergency provisions are not re- ftlight the pilot will monitor the path of -the

quired, the entire cabin can be pressurized and bomber using either the radar or optical sys-
ventilated with a gas mixture satisfactory for tern to check the actual position of the vehicle
respiration, the pilot can be clothed in camn- with the position as shown on the map driven
fortable garments of his own choice, and he can by the inertial system. The equipment for
function in a very comfortable environment, this function is provided primarily for use at
The disadvantages of not providing for emer- the target area. However, if necessary, thisgenie targe aref cowever obios Howesvary ini

gencis are of course obvious. However, in equipment may also be used at various check-
this of weapon system, probability points for midcourse navigation. Prior to
an emergency caused by enemy action Is very take-off the location of various checkpoints
remote due to the inherent Invulnerability of will be incorporated into the system. These
the syutem. In addition, It appears that a very will include checkpoints associated with the
reliable pressurization and ventilation system target as well as some midcourse checkpoints.
can be designed which is independent of elec- It Is anticipated that the midcourse points will
tronic equipment, auxiliary power supply, an~d merely be used as a reference. However, In
other equipment which would serve to reduce the event of an error these can be utilized the
reliability, same as those at the target. The target

n location may not be accurately known in an
o In this early study stage, it is not pro- absolute set of coordinates, although its lo-

iposed to Ignore the possibility of emergency. cation relative to nearby chackpolnts may be

Therefore, the system discussed will include knon rti morearay additi the

emergency provisions. Insofar as possible,In addition, the
thediscussiony hais. b ns divided inosspcife target itself may not be visible either optically
the discuss~ion has been divided into specific or with radar. Therefore, In order to have the
subject fields. However, because of the ex- greatest possible reliability, the terminal guid-
treme interdependence of these fields, a corn- ance phase must be provided with a capability
plete separation is not possible. for utilizing offset checkpoints.

2. Crew Functions In addition to these prime functions,
the pilot performs many secondary functions.

As previously explained, the advantages For example, as he approaches the checkpoint

of a manned weapon system lie first in the the pilot will select the best means of ob-

capabilities of a human to discriminate, as- servation i.e., either radar or optical methods.

similate, and evaluate data of many different If he uses radar he can adjust the gain, focus,

types and forms; second, in the ability to contrast, scale, etc., in order to obtain the

translate the results of this assimilation and best possible presentation. Thus, the best

cval,1!irj'l aj.ld decide upon a course of action; possible data are available for use after the

,in Ihiud, to initinte these Actionnq which may flight for reconnaissance or IBDA. If the

he of i diverse nilturc, Such advantages are system Is obviously operating incorrectly, the
ery ,lir -;i ' tl ) to ,Žvaln:lle quianlililively; there- pilot may elect to perform the navigation by

t,, i Ii. : tons, ii Lqeries ol the pilotage or navigating himself.
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b. Take-off (3) Deviation to an alternate closer
landing field, jettisoning the bomb if necessary.

The take-off will be completely auto-
matic; the function of the crew will be to ob- (4) If close enough, return to base.
týrve the operation In general and take the
proper actions in the event of an emergency. During this portion of the flight the
E'xamples of these are as follows: crew will also be able to observe both the

terrain and air over which the bomber passes.
(1) If the power plant stops operating This observation may provide various types of

prior to the correct burnout time, the crew can information.
decide upon the proper action, depending upon
the time of the stoppage. If necessary, the re- (1) Points of interest such as missile
maining stages can be jettisoned and Stage III launching sites, airfields, military installations
returned to base. of various types, city shapes, etc. The amount

of material thus gained will depend upon the
(2) If the 'failure is in a navigation means of observation available, I. e., radar or

component the crew can decide upon the best visual, at the time of observation. The location
alternative, i.e., circle and land, or continue of these points may be measured accurately by
the mission. This decision will depend to some use of the aimpoint location mechanism or
eAtent upon the mission. A similar failure In approximately by an estimation by the crew.
an unmanned system results in loss of the vehicle
and failure to accomplish the mission. (2) If any type of defense against this

weapon is developed the crew will be able to
c. Cruise observe such defense. It will then be possible

to take a limited amount of evasive action.
During the cruise portion of the flight, An early report of such defense activity means

the prime operation will be navigation. How- changes in tactics, and possibly changes in the
ever, the crew will be provided with the means weapon system itself, can be initiated immedi-
for flying the aircraft in the event of fallure of ately.
all or a part of the navigating and autopilot
equipment, This capability will not be limited An important function of the crew is
to occasions of complete failure of the system. to report defects in operation and equipment
For example, if the roll, pitch, or yaw auto- in order that these may be corrected. The
pilots should malfunction, the crew could take very fact that these may be recognized and
over the function of the particular component reported rather than result in mission failures
and continue the flight with the remainder of and lost vehicles is an important advantage.
the automatic system functioning properly.

At the beginning of cruise (as well as 3. Crew Environment
from time to time throughout this portion of the
flight) the crew can observe the range, speed, a. Pressurization and Respiration
and altitude to ",termine if the vwhicle Is fol-
lowing the proper flight pattern to achieve the Although the pilot will be required to
necessary range. If it is not, a decision can be wear either a partial pressure suit or a full
made as to the proper course of action. Such pressure suit as an emergency provision, it
action may include: is not proposed that suit pressure should be

the only type of pressurization provided. The
(1) Dctermination and correction of -iresent trend In suit development Indicates that

trouble if possible. the Suits will be stiff when inflated and only
satisfactory for completion of missions in

(2) Deviation to at: alternate, sh6rter emergencies. It ic proposed to pressurize the
mission, cabin to the necessary value, to leave the suit
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unindlated, and to have the suit inflate auto- of loss of pressure. The pressure suits
matically if a loss of cabin pressure occurs, presently available, both the partial type and

the full type, can only supply a breathing pres-
The pressure requirements for the sure of less than 5 psi. This fact gives rise to

crew are dictated primarily by respiratory the second problem, i.e., acroembolism in the
requirements, although they are also modified event of emergency. The drop from 5 psi to
by aircraft weight considerations and the danger suit pressure may very readily cause aero-
of both explosive decompression and aero.- embolism for most people. Therefore, it is
embolism. At sea level the partial pressure of this emergency condition which must be con-
oxygen is of the order of 3.5 psi. From a sidered, rather than the normal cabin atmos-
respiratory standpoint, if this partial pressure pheres. This requiL ement means that pre-
is maintained in the cabin, the respiratory sys- breathing may be required as a precaution
tern will function just asat sea level. Therefore, against such an emergency. If the suit de-
an atmosphere of 100% oxygen at 3.5 psi Is velopment program produces a suit which can
satisfactory for respiration purposes. How- provide a 5 psi differential pressure for emer-
ever, this pressure is so Low that the pos- gencies, this requirement will not exist.
sibility of aeroembolism becomes a majorproblem. It has been established that a 5 psi

pressure differential is satisfactory from a
In order to prevent aeroembolism two physiological' standpoint. It Is also more

choices are available. The pressure can be satisfactory than 3.5 psi for comfort consid-

maintained at a higher value or the crew can erations. A minimum oxygen partial pres-
prebreathe in an atmosphere of 100% oxygen sure of 3.5 psi has been shown to be desir-
at sea level for several hours prior to take- able, so therefore the remaining problem Is

off. By this means the nitrogen dissolved the selection of the gas to be used for the
in the body fluids and tissues (which cause additional 1.5 psi partial pressure. Thus far,

the embolism) can be eliminated prior to the discussion has been concerned with the

take-off. The necessity for several hours gas used for respiration. At this point it be-

prebreathing prior to flight Imposes an op- comes necessary to consider the over-all sys-

erational limitation which is extremely un- tern. As a provision for emergencies, it is

desirable. Therefore a cabin differential pros- necessary that the pilot wear a helmet which

sure requirement of 5 psi has been selected, can be pressurized with a gas suitable for

Since the ambient pressure is less than 0.1 breathing. Since this provision must be made

psi throughout the cruise, the differential pres- for emergencies, it can also be used for

sure is essentially the absolute pressure. normal ops'ration.3 With this arrangement,
the cabin can ba pressurizea with nitrogen or
another inert gas to reduce any possibility of

In order to set up a satisfactory fire hazard, while the pilot can breathe 100%
pressurization program, emergency conditions oxygen at 5 psi. The exhaled gases of the crew
must be considered early in the design. These can be exhausted overboard, thus eliminating
consist primarily of two effects, the first of any problems of water vapor accumulation.
which is explosive decompression. Explosive
decompression through a differential of 5 poi A more suitable arrangement, which
is the limit which it is presently believed a is recommended, consists ui a cabin environ-
human can withstand without major injury. ment with 3.5 psi oxygen and 1.5 psi helium.
Differentials higher than this may have fatal With this system the pilot will be able to
results. Even with this limit, with expansion breathe the cabin atmosphere. These breath-
to the extremely low ambient pressures in- Ing provisions are such that the crew is effect-
volved in this case, the decompression must lvely prebreathing throughout the flight. Thus,
be followed by almost Immediate recompression. if explosive decompression occurs, the dangers
For this purpose the pressure suit is provided of aes'oembolism occurring are reduced, even
which automatically pressurizes in the event without prebreathing prior toj flight.
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The source of the cabin and helmet (Section IV-C.) The results of the preliminary
oxygen will be a standard liquid converter, heat protection tests indicate that the walls can
With the volumes required, this will provide be maintained at very nearly the boiling point
a lower installation weight tha•i the use of high of the coolant water. In the cabin area it is
pressure gas bottles. The helium used to make desirable that the coolant should be ventilated
up the 1.5 psi increment of the cabin pressure to ambient pressure rather than cabin pres-
will be provided by a high pressure gas storage sure. The boiling point of water at ambient
cylinder because of the extremely low tempera- pressures (or uvon the local pressure on the
tures required to maintain liquid helium (80 R). aircraft) is of the order of 80*F maximum.
The amount of oxygen required for respiration Wit!" temperatures of this magnitude tl~re is
is very small relative to that required for no problem from the standpoint of pilot en-
ventilation, and therefore the quantities of gases vironment.
to be used will be discussed in the next section.

The wail temperatures may thus be
kept to tolerable values. If the atmosphere is

b. Ventilation supplied from liquid stores, the temperature of
the entering gases may be kept as low as desired.

The problem of ventilation is very In fact, they must be warmpdprior to admission.
closely associated with both pressurization and Thus, both requirements for atolerable thermal
respiration. However, ventilating inside the environment can be satisfied.
pilot' s clothing rather than ventilating by moving
and changing the entire cabin atmosphere will d. Acceleration
reduce the required oupply appreciably. For
example in recent tests men were able to wear Accelerations may be divided into two
a completely impermeable suit in a 90"F en- categories; those occurring during boost and
vironment for 3 hours with very little stress those occurring during flight. The boost ac-
buildup. In other tests in 130*F environment, celerations are imposed normal to thi. chest of
men wearing underwear, a T-I partial pres- the crew, the direction in which humans possess
sure suit, coveralls, and a ventilating suit the highest tolerance. The boost program re-
which is presently under development, were quired for the original configuration (Reference
comfortable with 6 cubic feet of air per minute 1) is well within the limits of human tolerance.
supplied at 50U to 60*F. For the ffight time Human subjects have been subjected to very
of this weapon systom, this would require a similar acceleration patterns in the centrifuge
supply oi approximately 13 pouwads of ventillat- at WADC and suffered no Ill effects other than
ing air. The environment of this cr.bin will be some loss ui inotorrroficiency while undergoirg
of the order of 600 to 70*F (see the following the accelerations. This loss was not notice-able
section). Therefore, the required veatilating when they -Yere subjected a second time.
rates will be considerably less.

Accelerations during flight , be
If, on the other hand, the emergency limited by the airframe strength. During

conditions are ignored and the pilot is to cruise the acceleration will necessarily be low
breathe the cabin atmosphere at all timen and because of the low dynamic pressures. How-
be ventilated by movement of the cabin atmos- ever, during the terminal and landing phases of
phere, a greater air supply will undoubtedly be the flight, high accelerations may be imposed.
necessary. The crew will be required to wear anti-g suits.

However, accelerations should be no greater than
c. Temperature in conventional aircraft.

The problpm of cabin wall tempera- e. Emergencies
tures which was originally considered the most
serious problem of the cabin design, is solved Some of the problems arising in the
very well by the pruposed structural design event of emergency have already been discussed,
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but the complete problem must be considered. water. Therefore a global survival kit and ex-
In the event of loss of cabin pressure, the pilot posure Puit will be incorporated as part of the
is provided with a pressure suit and helmet. pilot's equipment.
The suit is automatically Inflated and the helmet
pressure (which already exists) is modified toa With the o r I gina I pickaback config-
value compatible with the suit pressure. An uration, it to necessary that crew ejection in
emergency pressure source is available for the the bomber take place upward, In order that it
helmet and suit if the ship's supply is lost. can be accomplished during the boost period.
If the emergency merely consists of loss of
pressure, the crew may continue the mission,
abort, or choose an alternate mission. If the f. Clothing
emergency is more serious, i.e., the vehicle
is out of control and falling, the following Throughout the foregoing sections,
sequence occurs: The crew remains in the various special types of clothing have beendes-
airplane until it falls to an atitude and slows cribed as necessary equipment. Specifically,
to a speed where ejection may be accomplished clothing capable of the following four functions
safely. Ejection seats are provided. Theseare
automatically c o n t r o i I e d such that ejection are required:
cannot be accomplished above the safe speeds (1) Pressurimation
and altitudes. Analysis shows that objects fall-
ing from the altitudes and speeds attained by
the weapon system will have terminal velocities (2) Anti-g protection

of approximately Mach 1 at altitudes where (3) Ventilation
ejection may be safely accomplished. In ap-
proaching these velocities, however, high skin (4) Exposure protection
temperatures will be encountered. Thus it is
necessary to provide heat protection through- Several types of partial pressure suits
out the descent. are under development by the Air Force, and

both the Air Force and the Navy have existing

A s• "cial capsule is not provided, programs for the development of a full pres-
The weight penalties involved in the provision sure suit. The latter is the type most desirable
of a capsule, the special disconnect fittings, for this weapon system and the prospects of
special stabilization provisions, etc., impose having a suitable, operational, full pressure
higher penalties than the advantages warrant. suit by the time this weapon system is oper-
Instead, the entire airplane will be provided atlonal, appear very good. Various types of
with emergency equipment such that the crew sealed helmets are also under development for
can ride it down until safe ejection conditions use with these suits. Since the crew must
exist. Since the airplane already has pro- operate with visors closed at all times and gcod
vision for temperature protection and stabi- vision is so important, the type of helmet rec-
lization, these provisions need not be duplicated. ommended for this vehicle is one with a single-
In addition, after burnout, the fuel and oxidizer curvature visor to avoid distortion and uaing gas
tanks will be inerted. Similarly, the cockpit and defogging rather than electrical defogging in
instrument section can be pressurized with an order that the visor may be f r e e of wires.
inert atmosphere in an emergency, thus reduc- Helmets of this type are under development and
ing the fire hazard appreciably, should be available within the desired time

period.
The long range of this weapon system

combined with tho locations of th launching Anti-g protection is presently provided
sites, targets, and landing sites, require op- either by special suits or is incorporated in the
eration over arctic, temperate, and tropical partial pressure suits. This feature can also
regions. Much of the operation will be over be incorporated in the full pressure suits.
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There is presently under development viewed; and it also can be varied by magnifica-
at WADC a ventilating suit which has proven tion. For the present application Figure 5 in-
satisfactory for the type of operation desired dicates the apparent terrain speed throughout
here. This suit fits over the existing partial the cruise phase of the flight. The maximum
pressure suits and, since the latter are of a speed of 6.2 degrees per second corresponds
porous construction, satisfactory ventilation is aproximately to that of a 65-knot airplane
obtained. These suits are designed to be worn flying at 1000 feet. hi Reference 3 it is shown
under an anti-exposure suit which has four air that terrain speeds of this magnitude reduce the
exit valves, one at the end of each extremity. acuity very little and that speeds of the order of

30* to 40" per second are required before this
The full pressure suit program is acuity begins to degrade very markedly. If the

aimed at providing all four of these features in eye is aided by magnification the increase in
a single suit. As previously stated, there is a dimension of the objects being viewed would be
good chance that this garment will be avail- directly proportional to the magnification, while
able within the operational date of this weapon the terrain speed would also increase directly
system. In proportion. Thus assuming a magnification

of 4 times, under static conditions, the 75-foot
g. Visibility minimum dimension reduces to 19 feet, and if

the acuity was halved by the increased terrain
Two different conditions must be con- speed, the minimum dimension would be 38 feet.

sidered: visibility inside the cabin and visibility This minimum dimension is for a path of sight
of the ground from the airplane. directly below the airplane and will increase as

this path moves out from the vertical.
At the extreme altitude aL which this

system cruises, the sky will be relatively dark.
This fact, combined with the fact that any win-
dows will be covered by hatches during cruise,
raises a requirement for adequate cockpit light- 6 ANGULAR VELoCITY
ing, Experience from experimental high-altitude EQUIVALENT TO 65 KNO7S
flights has been that deep contrast exists between r AT 1000 FEET ALTITUDE
objects in the cabin illuminated by sunlight .5
through the windows, and tho'e not illuminated.
Therefore, an even artificial illum,-ition will 6

be more satisfactory than that provided by C
natural means. The optical, radar, and map ,
prestntation must also be visible inside the

cabin. Therefore, it is necessary that the level ).

of cabin illumination should be no higher than t
absolutely necessary. 8

IJ

Visibility of the terrain from the vehi- z' 2
cle presents another major problem. Under 4
static conditions, the normal eye is able to dis-

cern an object subtending an angle of one I
minute of arc (Reference 2). At an altitude of 4C

260,000 feet this means that an object with a
minimum dimension of 75 feet can be distin- 0
guished with the naked eye. Several factors 0 4 6 12 is 20
affect this capability; it falls off with velocity MACH NUMBER
and the direction of the velocity with reAefct
to this dimension; it is a f, nction of the angle Figure 5. Equivalent Terrain Speed During
of the path of sight along which the object is Cruise of MX-2276
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Thus far the discussion has been con- functions are desirable; it should be possible to

cerned with acuity; visibility is another phase of look forward and down for landing, and alco to

the same problem. If the object is large enough look back and follow the bomb after launch.

to be discerned, its visibility is determined by Figure 26 shows the vertical angle through which

several other factors: the head must be moved in order to see the
bomb during descent. This figure shows that

(1) General level of illumination. It Is necessary to look horizontally behind the
carrier at launch, and very nearly horizontally

(2) Contrast between brightness of ob- at the termination of the bomb flight in order to

ject and background agi,inst which it is seen. observe the detonation, and determine Its rela-
tive location, Depending upon the location of the

(3) Attenuation by atmosphere. sighting head, this capabil!÷y can be provided.

These factors cannot be controlled ex- In addition to the visual presentation,

cept in a general way. For example in the case it is planned to provide the radar and the map

of (1) the flights can be executed duringdayiight information through the same field lens. This

hours and the magnification will be of some aid. will conserve cockpit space and make the use
of the flicker or other matching technique more

It is proposed that a projection-type feasible.

p,-riscope with a field (or true) lens presentation

should be provided for external vision. By

means of a periscope the pilot can be provided

with more vision than can be obtained with a 360

canopy. In addition it iseasiertocool the small

lenses of the periscope than the large area of a 320 SATELLITE VELOCITY

canopy. Although this type of periscope cannot SV

provide as wide afieldof viewas would be avail-

able with an ocular-type scope it has several 280 APPROXIMATE UPPER LIMIT
OF LEVEL FLIGHT

outstanding advantages. The first and most 2

important of these is that the presentation can - 240 (W/S)"I0lb/ft

be observed while the observer Is wearing a CL :0.20

helmet with the visor closed. This is nut pos-

sible with an ocular-type periscrpe. A second -oo

advantage 18 thai "he head of the observer is i

located an appreclabie distance (16-18 inche,; 160 EQUILIBRIUM

from the field lens during; observation. Thi-i is -- ! WALL TEMP,

especially important during landing wherc"i4has - 0ILAMINAR FLOW'
been shown to be difficult for an operator to < 120 LAMINARFLO"'

.een....... 2FT AFT OF
SI LEADING EDGE

keep his head in position on the periscope with- LE OF ACIE 8°ANGLE OF ATTACK

out severe bumping. An additional advantage is so

that the pilot can look at the instrument more ABOVE CURVE WALL

easily and probably have less eye adaptation TEMP <IO0° F

time than if an ocular-type were used. 40 BELOW CURVE WALL
TEMPF>lSO0°F

Although the field of view is limited 0

with a periscope, the sighting headcanbe moved 0 4 a 12 16 20 '4

manually to scan the areas of interest. This VELOCiTY-feet perseconds X"3

head can also be moved manually to watch a 5 10 15 20

single area of interest as the aircraft passesit. MACH NUMBER OF GLIDE

"The normal position of the sighting head in cruise

will be such as to provide optical coverage of

the area shown by the radar. Two additional Figure 6. Aerodynamic Flight Limits
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h.C 1,ric ;1 I~;Iuim is esipecially true for the very short flight times
invol ved.

Ono o1 thle ro";rl 1iv pOhliris to be con -
sidered iii Stage III tllght is tile quest!On of 4, Comparison of Manncd and Unmanned
probable heilth hazard fromo cosmric radiation. Weapon System
This problem can be di vided into at least two
mal or categories: (1) the physical data describ- In this study cont rcad, which was conducted
log the intensities of cosflzu radiation (mass and without conf igurational investigations, it has not
energy spect ra anid f requency of occu rrence), and been possible to make a quantitative analysis
(2) the biological effects of such radiat ion. comparing the manned and unmanned systems.

Even if configurational data were available,
The first category has been investigated many of the advantages and disadvantages are

to the extent that it is fairly well agreed, of an abstract nature and cannot readily be as-
(Rteference 4) that the maximum radiation within signed a number value. A qualitative analysis
the atmosphere occurs at an altitude of 12 is the only type which can be made for such
nautical miles, followed by a sharp decrease values.
with a minimum at about 20 nautical miies and
agradual increase onl out into space. At the The disadvantages of a manned system

iiilcruise attitude of MX-227ti (approximately are rather apparent and can be listed briefly as
40natialmiles) the vehicle Is at this minimum follows.

radiation level. As the vehicle glides down 1. The weapon system is heavier since it
during cruise, it approaches the altitude of ms nld h egto h ahseeto

maxmu rditin.seat, and the various gear required for his use.

Heavy nuclei begin tuappealat altitudes 2. The man occupies a volume whlchcould
of 12 nautical miles and Increase with altitude, otherwise be reduced or eliminated.
The Stage IlI cruise therefore occurs in regions
where the heavy nuclei are just beginning Inbe- 3. The volume of the cabin occupled by the
come a problem but are still rather spai'sr. man moust. be pressurized and cooled. Pressuri-

zation requires increased structural weight, and
Investigation of the second category has additonal equipment is necessary for both pre,4-

not reaultLEd iii much good agreement. T he surizing and cooling.
radiobiloogical efie-cs of different portions of
the r'adiation spectrum are decidedly (lifferelit, 4. Tlhe presence of a human is required
Tlhe effects of the heavy nuclei are not yet well over enemy territory.
established since it has not yet beeni possible to I h oeon iavnae r x
duplicate them froni terrestrial sources. As a I h oeon iavnae r x

coneqenc, heove-al pobemis not very amined It becomes apparent that they are not

well def ined; therefore, the solutions are not yet syspltem. eiiae yte s f-numne

evident.sytm
1. The weight of the man and his gear is

Several facts do appear which can be supplanted by additional equipment which is
stated with sonmc confidence. Effective protec- necessary to perform his functions.
lion front heavy nuclei by shielding dnes not
seem feasible. (Rteference 5>' Unless extremely 2. The volume occupied hy the man also
heavy shleiduopl. is Used it will not provide ade- cannot he completely eliminated since thle re-
quate pr-ut ec~imi) and may eve;! iuitensit y the placement equipr-.,.nt wilt occupy some volume.

dan ivr.c Tin' pro(b~ hfilly of a hlit from thIe very
tli'Lvv iii 1(0 is quit( 1v lo;incill t tile alti - 3. The volunie whic h must he pressu rized
tides inl cilt' sIion. '[he jeforet, judgting frtom the1 and cooled widi be redo red hut not eliminated,

presehlt StItcl of fill lit. 11t litoobabiirk of sigini- since it is stili necessary to provide sucha vol -

fir ant soii1;iti( iJiliil i u.jr I c ls owv).V TIhis arni for certalin types of gear. Thus, if the
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equipment must be provided in any event, the Throughout the flight tests the following
additional requirements for the man show up advantages accrue for the manned system.
chiefly as increased amounts of materials, such
as stored ituids. 1. Qualitative reports of various vehicle

characteristics can be obtained from the p)lot
without special instrumentation. Examples of
these would include yaw, pitch, roll, stability,

4. The danger to the man flying over handling, etc.
enemy territory is reduced because the system
vulnerability is low and the reliability will be 2. Telemetering can be largely elimin-
high due to the presence of the man. ated, together with a large amount of the re-

Whereas the foregoing discussion is con- cording equipment otherwise required.

cerned chiefly with weight penalties of individual 3. Elaborate flight programs for obtaining
vehicles, the advantages rf the manned system specific information can be followed by thepilot
lie in reduced missions and, hence, reduced without extensive programming equipment and
numbers of vehicles requh-ed to achieve given automatic inputs.
results. To illustrate all of these advantages it
is necessary to consider the development of the 4. Test instrumentation can be made to
weapon system from the very beginning, operate better it the pilot is available to make

adjustments during the test.
Early in the design of the system certain

problems of guidance, communication, and spe- 5. Through the elimination of such links
cialized equipment are eliminated. In the flight of communication as telemetering and rec-
test and development stages the advantages are orders, a large area of question is removed
more apparent. In these tests the pilot can ob- when the data Indicate a malfunction, i.e., the
serve and report on the functioning of many of question of whether the data is poor because of
the vehicle and eouipment characteristics. In eehicle operation or data transmission is
an automatic system such observation would re- eliminated.
quire extensive instrumentation. More impor-
tant is the ability of the pilot to cope with new In the operational missions of the aircraft
phenomena which develop in the tenting of ouch many of these advantages carry over, but addi-
advanced systems. It is difficult to anticipate tlono'l advantages also become important. The
all such phenomena and to design and install first and probably most important in the case of
special equipment for detecting and handling the MX- 2276, is the many capabilities which the
them prior to their occurrence. This type of presence of a human at the target areaprovides
advantage is typified by the experience gained to the weapon system. Thesr includethe reduc-
during the record speed i'u.• in the X-I aerplane. tion in the required accuracy of the navigation
Recoverability of the test vehicle is an ex- system and the reduction inthe preciseness with
tremely important Leature provided with the which the location of the target need be known.
manned system. •I he vehicles for weapon sys- The exact coordinates of the target need not be
tems performing ýhe missions anticipated will known it its location relative to a radar or optical
be large and expenive. Many hours anddollars checkpoint is known. In additiontothese primary
are required to get such a vehicle ready for navigational advantages, the crew will be abicto
flight with all components operating correctly. report a large amount of information concerning
If the flight is the order of one hour and the the flight which would not otherwise be available.
vehicle is expended at the end of the test, the These data would include description of the ve-
test program becomes extremely expensive. If hicle operation in general, suchas howthe speed
the vehicle is recovcrcd, the entire system can and altitude agreed with those programmed, how
be available shortly for further teating with well the vehicle remained on the prescribed
substantially fewer laboratory and ground test course, etc. Other information which the crew
hours. may obtain will incli-de data obtained by observa-
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tlion, i.e., a type of reconnaissance information. The manned system has operational flexi-
Through visual and radar observation the crew bility. Alternate targets can be attacked, a
may observe such items as military installa- certain amount of correction is available if the
tions, city configurations, possible missile target is not precisely where it is reported, and
launching sites, aircraft runways, etc. In ad- in the event of certain types of failure the
ditlon to this type of information any defense bomber can be saved and also the warhead if
which the enemy may develop for use against desired, The presence of a man in the system
the weapon system can be reported as soon as improves the over-all reliability through his
it is used. Such reports may result in im- ability to perform the functions of many parts
mediate changes in tactics for subsequent mis- of the automatic systems involved.
sione or even modification of the weapon aye- The final advantage of including a man in
tern. the system consists of his ability to perform the

landing operation. It is probable that an auto-
Another major advantage is the informa- matic or remotely operated system could beS~~~tion which can be obtained concerning the bomb, utco eoeyoeae ytmcudb

In the normal course of events the crew wi designed which would perform this function.know where the bomb is launched and whether However, the problem of bringing the vehicieor not the launch was successful. The bomb close enough to the landing area so that groundonothlanhwsscesu.Tebm control equipment could be used to bring it in
should be observable by optical means from
several seconds after launch until detonation if and land it, would require additional com-

S sufficient magnification is provided. Thus it. plexity in the guidance system. The problembehavior during flight can be determinedtohsome of performing the necessary maneuvers to re-extent. In addition to observing the bomb, the duce speed and altitude from the high residual

crew will also utilize available checkpoint in- values at the end of cruise would require thefrldevelopment and installation of complex auto-formation to correct the bomb flight path. The matic equipment.
location of the detonation will be observable.
When this material is compared with that avail- It is concluded that from the viewpoint of
able from an unmanned vehicle of similar range an operational system the advantages justify the
the advantage is apparent. use of a manned system.

B. AERODYNAMICS

1. General provide the best indication of the characteris-
tics of this weapon system consistent with the

The basic intent of this effort has been to most advanced state-of-the-art. The aero-
determine the areas in the field of aerodynamics dynamic studies are reported in detail in
which must be considered in the design and Reference 6.
development of a very high-speed and high-
altitude aircraft. In addition to ascertainingthe The areas investigated during this study
extent of specific problems in these areas, the included atmospheric characteristics, glide per-
effort also included a review, improvement, and formance parameters, flight mechanics, the
extension of the initial methods of analysis to general field of aerodynamic )eating, stability
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and control, stage separation, and bomb trajec- and typical of the class of vehicles in question
tories, for use in the present study. An additional

advantage was that performance re-estimations

In order to plan the study in these basic could be directly compared with the initial
areas and hold the investigation to applicable estimates.
conditions, it was necessary to define the flight
conditions encountered by this weapon system. 2. Glide Performance (Nonrotating Earth)
Figure 6 shows the altitude-velocity relation-
ships for the boost-glide type of path as deter- A complete re-evaluation of the lift and
mined from the present study. Although this drag coefficients and the maximum L/Dcharac-
path may be modified by future optimization, it teristics of the aircraft has been made. These
is adequate for the purpose intended, characteristics have been evaluated at 4 < M< 20

since the major portion of the range (approxi-
Also shown in Figure 6 are the aero- mately 97%) is attained between these Mach

dynamic flight limits of control, lift, and heating. numbers.
The control limit corresponds to a dynamic
pressure of 10 pounds per square foot, This Shock expansion theories were employed
value of dynamic pressure has been suggested to predict the local surface pressures and flow
as the lower limit which still permits theuse of conditions, except In the case of the nose where
aerodynamic-type controls. The lift limit is the concept of Newtonian flow was also used.
for a low static wing loading of 10 pounds per The skin friction drag coefficients were deter-
square foot and a hyperisonic lift coefficient of mined from incompressible skin friction
0.20. This is indicative of the upper altitude formulas modified for compressibility by ref-
limit for level flight. The effect of centrifugal erence temperature parameters. Boundary
force resulting from flying a circular path about layer transition was assumed to occur at
the center of the earth is included. It should be 2.8 x 100 local stream Reynolds number through-
noted that the lift limit loses its significance out. Altitude and angle of attack were found to
as satellite velocity is approached because the have a largp effect on skin friction in the higher
effective gravity is beckming zero. The heating altitude region.
curve is for an 1800°F skin temperature two
feet from the leading edge of the wing, and The performance based on these methods
approximates the temperature problem with is shown in Figure 7. The effect of the bomb is
respect to the flight path. The shaded area also indicated. Except fr the lower altitude at
shows the region of flight possible with respect the higher velocities, Ihis performance is sub-

to these limits. stantially the same as the origlnaj estimate.

In many of the aerodynamic investigations
for the present study It was necessary to have a
fairly specific configuration to evaluate. Since V, 19 OWOOps0 ,V:22 tUO tpll ,t =2Fmln --. --
the study did not require development of better or % v 2 2,000 f Pn m I
optimized shapes, the configuration presented in 2200 OM13 DROP - !-I
the initial work was retained (Figure 1). The • II I 0 1 8
majority of the aerodynamic studies have been 160 - ASOARD

concerned with the hypersonic flight of the ' 120--------------V,4000fps
bomber i.e., the glide airplane. In the initialso .'i
layout of the bomber, major consideration was -I..._of

githm e o obtaining good glideperformance, since wr o 4 0 0 2 4 6 8 10000120000 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
greatest interest at that time, and lessattentiOm RANGE-nautical miles
was given to stability and control. The configura-
tion may not represent the final configuratio.t,
but it was considered to be sufficiently realistic Figure 7. Systcm Flight Path
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The dynamic pressures of the glide flight Ti ? values of L/Dmax and altitude for the
of the bombor withand without payloadare shown present estimation and those originally esti-
in Figure 8. Throughout the flight, these values mated are compared in Figure 9. The L/Dinx
indicate the feasibility of aerodynamic stability curves are very similar to those of the present
and control. Even at the highest altitudes, the analysis although giving a slightly lower
dynamic pressures are of the same order as for L/Dmax. As a result, the nonrotating earth
present subsonic aircraft. The maximum indi- glide range for the present calculation does not
cated airspeed is 316 knots and the rtnimum is differ appreciably from the initial one, The
146 knots. equilibrium altitude is lower for the new calcu-
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Figure 8. Free Stream Dynamic Pressure
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PRESENT ANALYSIS

- ORIGINAL ANALYSIS 0.06-, WITH INTERACTION

IL 0.04 =---------i----
-I ~WITHOUT INTERACTIO

WEIGNTv 14,600pounds

0 4 8 12 I6 20 24
VELOCITY- feet per second x 103 0.004 WITH INTERACTION-

IOC D . . =- - -1

WEIGHTm 14,600 pounds / WITHOUT INTERACTION-

6 o.nR 4O /
* 2 / 7

%zoo L/DmGxWITHOUT

~I6O• 0 160 L

12 L/D WITH INTERACTION

0% 4 S 12 IS 20 24 410 It 14 Is is 20
VELOCITY- feet per aetond x I0-3 MACH NUMBER

Figure 9. Comparison of Original and Figure 10. Effect of Shock-Wave-Boundary
Present Flight Paths Layer interaction on Wing Characteristics

lation at the higher speeds. The latter is that the, differences in pressure result in an
partially due to the use of the new Rocket Panel* increase in lift, which will, in turn, increase the
atmosphere. equilibrium altitude somewhat. Since L/Dmax

is a function of altitude, differences in L/Dmax
A preliminary investigation into the effects may result. This effect of increased equilibrium

of shock wave-boundary layer interaction on the altitude has not been included in the present
wing L/D has been made. It was found that at study.
the present equilibrium glide altitude there are
appreciable effects on surface pressures and 3. Flight Mechanics
skin friction, but that the summation of these
effects on L/D produces only small changes a. Flight Path
from the no-interaction L/Dm values. Figure
10 presents these results. "Ishould be noted (1) Effects of Earth Rotation on Glide

Range

In order to become more familiar

*The Upper Atmosphere Rocket Panel, Harvard with the new terms in the linear equations of
College Observatory, Cambridge, Mass. motion and to demonstrate the differences in
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glide trajectories typical of the MX-2276 when 12
great circle courses in various directions about
the rotating earth are taken, several glide (L/D)ASSUMED CONSTANT AT 4.0

CL FOR :L/O) ASSUMEOsO.O9trajectories have been calculated with the aidof 10 W/S:22
IBM computing equipment. Since earth rotation INITIAL EQUILIBRIUM
effects can be illustrated using constant aero- IAITUDEQUILItRIU e
dynamic parameters over the velocity range, f ALTITUDE (AT22,000 ft per see)

typical constant values of wing loading, lift-drag, CAST 2,004o feet- il,0 234,0O0teet/
and lift coefficient for maximum lilt-drag ratio W
were assumed for most of the calculations. WEST 223,000feet
These values were taken as W/S = 22.0, L T AFL1I3HT TO EAST
L/D a 4 and CL c 0.09. - NO EARTH ROTATION -

For flight about the equator the 4 FLIGHT TO WEST
calculation of the glide trajectory reduces to a W
two-dimensional problem, since for this case Z
the Coriolis and centrifugal forces act in the -4 2
vertical direction. For flight to the east the
Coriolis force adds to centrifugal force, re-
ducing the lift required for any given velocity 0
and, hence, reducing the drag, thereby increas- 0 4 2 16 I 20
ing the glide range. For flight to the west the VELOCITY- feet per Hoend x IO
opposite effect occurs and the glide range is
reduced accordingly. The results of these Figure 11. Effect of Earth Rotation on G"ide
calculations are presented in Figure 11 together Range. Equatorial Flight
with the glide range which is obtained from the
assumed parameters when the rotation of theearth is neglected. For the given assumptions is to utilize increased lift force to overcome the
eandhforanginitial velocitye oie a2,0s0uftipes lateral components of the centrifugal and Corio-and for an initial velocity of 2.2,000 feet per

second relative to the surface of the earth, a lie forces. This procedure will require rolling

25% increase in range results for flight about the aircraft to some bank angle rno that the ver-

the equator to the east, and 15% reduction in tical component of lift force will maintain the

range results for flight tc the west as compared desired glide path while the horizontal component

to the range calculvaed for a nonrotating earth. of lift force is employed to maintain the desired
great circle path. Approximate calculations

Flight about the poles of a rotating were made to determine th., e effects for the
earth results in a three dimensional problem former case. The results, ehown in Figure 12,
since in this case components of the centrifugal indicate an appreciable effect on range but much
and Coriolis forces act along both the normal less than the effects on equatorial flight. It is
and lateral axes of the vehicle. For this condi- apparent that flight direction must be considered
tion glide range may be calculated in several when the mission of the weapon system is
ways. First, the flight of the vehicle may be planned.
conducted so that the angle of roll is maintained
at a zero value, For this case it is necessary (2) High Altitude Trajectories
to yaw the vehicle in order to provide the force
required to maintain the great circle polar path. In general, the heat transfer from
The disadvantage of this approach is that the the boundary layer to the adjacent aircraft sur-
vehicle will most likely be less efficient ingen- face decreases as the local airflow density 1l'
erating aerodynamic forces in yaw than in gen- decreased. This effect suggests that the MX-
erating lift forces; hence, some penalty will bhe 2276 temperature problems might bp alleviated
paid in order to maintain a zero roll angle great to some extent using higher altitude flight paths
circle path. The other alternative for such a path than those orlgiv.aily proposed. There are sev-
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14 attack variations, since the lift force required to
(DlASSI.'MED Ci,.NSTANT AT 4.0 support the vehicle is essentially constant with

CL FOR (L'IASSUMEO - 0.09 altitude at a given velocity. However, theupper
12 surface temperature and heating are consider-

- 22 ably reduced.

INITIAL ALTITUDE a 234,000 feet
10 of V' 22,000 ft per sec Increasing the angle of attack from

80 (approximately the angle for maximum L/D)
to 150 yields a relatively small decrease in the
total heating. The reduction In range is shown

-• NO EARTH ROTATION (Ii 0) by the curves presented in Figure 14 which are
---- FLIGHT FROM EQUATOR calculated for a constant 8°- and 150-angle ofS3 TO POLES •

C •- FLIGHT FROM POLES atak
I TO EQUATOR
w The third method of achieving

z 4 higher altitude flight, the partial lifling path,
requires that the initial flight path angle be
greater than that for a maximum L/D glide.

2 Increases in the flight path angle can be easily
attained by programming the ascent path tc the

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 U.2000

VELOCITY - feet per second x I63

Fig-ure 12. Effect of Earth Rotation on Glide • 000
Range. Flight on a Great Circle through A

the Poles. Zero Bank Angle a
1- 0 LOWER SURFACE

_-- UPPER SURFACE
eral ways of achieving these higher altitude 2
flight paths: (a) by decreasing the wingloading;
(b) by increasing the lift coefficients, or (c) by
flying a partial lifting path above the original
equilibrium path. Since the wing loading of the
initial configuration is already low (less than 25
pounds per square foot) the second and third -..

methuds were given the most consideration. 0
LAMINAR FLOW ONE FOOT STATION. NACA

Figure 13 presents the effects of £20 STANDARD ATMOSPHERE. EMISSIVITY - 0.9
increasing the angle of attack and, hence, the lift VELOCITY' 22,000 ft. per sec

coefficient, and thereby increasing the glide
altitude for a given velocity. The effects of shock
boundary layer interaction were not included and .0

it was assumed that flow on th.? upper wing sur- -

face continues to expand with increasing attitude,
although separation is quite probable. It should 0 230 240 250 260 270
h' noted that the lower surfac3 temperature is ALoITUoE-feet x 6o 0
nut significantly relieved by increasing the alti- ALTITUDE-feet x t"
tude lhr urih increasing the angle of attack. This
is l.t"'ius tie o local lowor rurf.,a'e pressure and Figure 13. Effect of Altitude oi Equiiibriurn
velocity remain nearly the samw through angle of Temperature with Constant Lift and Airspeed
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12 a=8

NACA STANWARD £Z.=S;ATMOSPHERE aged=.- 280 0T'_O. ,o.8s26 V0422,000 ft/seo
o I

W/S:-22
270 NACA STANDARO ATMOSPHERE

2i 260 PARTIAL LIFTPAT Pi :075=)

230

S' .a •Ise
424

220

0 4 a 12 16 20 24 4

SiNITIAL AIRSPEED -foet Pe seconds I-0 210 GLIDE
PATH

Figure 14. Effect of Angle of Attack
on Glide Range 200

190

desired final angle. Such a program will in I
itself result in a higher initial altitude. Thus, 180
at first glance, the partial lift path appears 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
advantageous. This advantage disappears, how- t -scoInds

ever, when the resuits of the ti'ajectory calcu- Figure 15. Comparison of Partial Lift and
lationb presented in Figure 15 are studied. For Glide Trajectories
these calculations a nonrotating earth was as-
sumed and the lift coefficient and lift-drag ratio
for an angle of attack of 8* were chosen. The
first 700 seconds of an equilibrium glide andthe b. Flight Path Heading Cohtrol
trajectory for a final ascent path angle (initial
partial lift path angle) of 0.750 are shown. As In order to accomplish a given mls-
would be expected, the initially inclined partial cion, that is, to deliver the hypersonic vehicle
lift flight path degenerates very quickly into an between two designated points on the surface of
oscillation about the equilibrium glide path and the earth, it is necessary to arrive at a means
approaches the well known skip trajectory. In by which the vehicle may be guided between the
this respect, the partial lift path possesses the specified positions. One of the important effects
disadvantages of the skip path wherein highloads, to be included is the rotation of the earth, which,
temperatures, and heat fluxes are encountered in effect, meanti that a vehicle which is guided
at .he bottom of the oscillation, to a specific poi.,t on the surface of the earth

is being directed at a target which is moving in
These methods of auhieving higher sp.c'e. It may bW. most convenient tf accomplish

altitude will not provide large reductions in thia naYi7ation by conventional means, that is,
temperatm.ic or heating eftoctt. Another method for flight between two designated points tofollow
which should 1W the0 subject of future investiga- the connecting path of a great circle on the sur-
tjonIs is dit-wuss,.d in Sect ioln IV-F. face of the earth.
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0.40

V322,000 It./sec.
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ANGLE KY.WEEN GREAT CIRCLE AND EGUATOR-degrees a

Figure 16. Normal Load Factor for Banked a• tO.Oe
Great Circle Flighta

z
t 0.04

i-
In the discussion of flight mechanics it 0

was Indicated that flight about a great circle W 0.02

which is inclined with respect to the earth's c

equator results in components of the centrifugal I
and Coriolis forces that lie along the lateral 0
axis of the vehicle. A possible method of coun- F

tering these lateral forces lies in rolling the -11L-RATIO OF NORMAL LOAD FACTORS
vehicle to a bank angle wherein the horizontal 7?4ec

comonntofliffrc balances the Coriolis

comGreat o CifrcleFih

force component. The feasibility of such apro-Fi u e1 .R t of T r f om agram depends upon the degree of roil angle and Inurst .antaeous Turea Circleathe amount of lift required, since it must be

remembered that increasing lift results in in-creasing temperatures on the lifting surfaces, cle flight, for flight at the equator, 1ad flight
and excessive roll angles may hav e a sInitial eading is toward the poles.
effect upon the navigation equipment. Calcula- From these results it is evident that a consid-
taons show that the maximum roilangle required erable increase in normal load factor (hence

to fly a great circle path anywhere on the earth lift) is required to obtain even moderate turning
is 22o at a velocity of 22,000 feet per second. rates.

Figure to a ne whr ein thedw hor required
for banked great circle flight at the same speed 4. Aerodynamic Heating

and altitude.
Aerodynamic heating of the structure at th-c

Of equal interest is the maneuverability hypersonic conditions necessary to achieve the
which can be obtained for various normal load desired performance poses a problem in this
factors. Figure 17 shows the rate of turn as , weapon system. In order to estimrte the para-
function of the ratio of normal load factor in a meters Involved, it has been necessary to ex-

turn to normal load factor for banked great uir- tend present methods of analysis beyond the
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speeds and conditions at which any data exist c. Convection
to substantiate their accuracy. Because of the
high speeds and relatively low decelerations in The convective heat flux into the sur-
glide, i.e., long duration of flight, the bomber face is governed by the compressible heattrans-
was the object of the most extensive analysis fer coefficient. Various solutions to: obtaining
during this study. The airframe design under this coefficient exist and the one selected or
consideration (Section IV-C) utilizes a thin outer use in this analysis together with the assump-
skin which will attain equilibrium conditions very tions involved is the reference temperature
quickly. method reported in detail in Reference 6.

d. Aerodynamic Heating Effects -Alt ofa. Heat Balance the Leading Edge

a Skin temperatures and heat transfer to (1) General
aircraft surfaces are determined from a sum-
mation of heat flux both into and away from a The equilibrium temperatures for
surface. For this application the heat flux on the one foot station both top and bottom of the
the outside is so much greater than any which wing during glide flight are given in Figure 18.
Smay occur on the inside, that this latter can These temperatures are based on the flight
often be neglected insofar as skin temperature plan for the .d,800-pound weight condition (with
calculations are concerned. The heat balance bomb). Since the local stream Reynolds number
then consists of the fluxes which result from is below 2.8 x 106 for these stations over the
convection from the boundary layer to the skin, entire glide path, the results for laminar flow
radiation from the surrounding environment to are shown. The temperature of the bottom sur-
the skin, and radiation from the skin to the face is highest at burnout and decreases with
surrounding environment. The condition wherein time. On the other hand, the temperature of
heat flux into the surface is balanced by heat the upper wing reaches a peak during the glide
flux out (skin temperature constant) is referred about 30 minutes after power shut-off. The
to as the condition of equilibrium skintempera- reasons for this are twofold: (a) the angle of
ture. attack decreases which means there is a smaller

angle of expansion and (b) the effect of expansion
on the local conditions is relatively lower per

b. Radiation degree at lower Mach numbers.

Several sources of radiation exist in the ONE FOOT CHORD STATION-WING
surrounding environment: the sun, the atmos-
phere, and the boundary layer. The magnitude 2000LOWR SURFACE

of the two former sources is so small it has 0

beer. noglected in this analysis. An investigation
of the latter source was conducted during this
study, and results indicate that it has important UPPER SURFACE
effects and should receive further study. How- w'(200
ever, sufficient results were not obtained to -
include this source of radiation In the heat trans-
fer results described herein.

Radiation from the skin tothe surround- 400 0 20 30 40 50 60
ing environment is highly influencedby emissiv-

ity AM the skin. Since the absolute value of this TIME FROM BOOST-min',tes

fact-.r was not known, a value Wf0.9 was assumed
and tile effects of varying this value are illus- Figure 18. Equilibriui. Temperature
trated. Time History
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T.BLE i. PAITICU,,AR FLIGHT CONDITIONS CHOSEN

Mach Velocity Attitude Angle of Attack

Time at Temp. Number (ft/sec) (ft) (degrees)

10 20 20,640 198,000 7.7

27 16 17,200 172,000 6.8

52 10 10,680 140,000 6.4

A calculation was made to compare M = 20, laminar back to 64 feet at M = 16, and
the temperature on the bottom of the wing at 32 feet at M = 10. The effect of the steep tem-
M a 16 on the 18,800-pound vehicle to the same perature gradient on the heat flux In the region
point on the 14,600-pound vehicle (after bomb re- of laminar flow has been examined and in gen-
lease). The temperature was reduced from eral was found to be small.
18250F to 17550F, which Is a relatively small
reduction compared to the 22 percent change in The abrupt temperature rise shown
wing loading that occurred. This isduein large at transition will not actually occur. Transition
part to the fourth power radiation term in the requires a finite length so that the increase
heat balance equation. It also indicates that a
largp, change in wing loading will be necessary
to strongly influence the surface temperatures.
If subsequent design shows a larger wing load- 2200 L LAMINAR FLOW
ing is necessary, theaccomimanying temperature -- TURBULENT FLOW
rise would be small. This reasoning, of course, [Boo TRANSITION

applies particularly to the case of radiation
cooling. 1400 _ MACH NUMBER 20 -

In order to give a representative 1000
picture of the equilibrium temperatures on the 0-
velhicle as a whol'e over the fligft path, profiles 2000
of equilibrium temperatures at three specific
Mach numbers for the 18,800-pcound configura- 1 600

tion have been computed. The particular flight NB

E MACH NUMBEai- 1
conditions that were chosen -are given in Table I. 0. 1200

Figure 19 gives equilibrium tem- Boo
perature profiles on the bottom of the body aad 1600
wing for the three flight conditions discussed.
The point of transition is shown in this and
subsequent figures as being at a local stream 1200

Reynolds number of 2.8 x 106. For the bottom
the transition point is located at 40,Q 18, ard 9
feet for Mach numbers 20, 16, and 10, respec- •4-*4OUTER WING

tively. If the transition were delayed to Re = -a-INNER WING.-- BODY . .

10 x 106, it would materiaily reduce the heating 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
problem as shown by the extension of the laminar
cu rves beyond transition. In particular it would LENGTH-feet
move the transition point back sothat thebottom Figure 19. Equilibrium Temperature at
of ihe body would be completely laminar at Bottom of Body and Wing
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should occur over an extended region. However, (2) Effect of Shock-Boundary Layer
there is insufficient information available to Interaction on Equilibrium Tern-
define this region and its actual profile. perature

It should be notedthat the maximum
temperature experienced over the bottom of the The interaction of the shock wave
body and wing is below 1800°F except for the and boundary layer has been demonstrated ex-
first two feet. In the region of turbulence 1700'F perimentally at hypersonic speeds. This in-
is a representative average temperature at the teraction is greatest at the nose or leading
higher speeds. edge, and decreases downstream. The mag-

nitude of this interaction and its effect on

In order to illustrate the combined equilibrium temperatures has been estimated

effects of varying body length, emissivity, and from two dimensional analyses for the top and

angle of attack, Figures 20 and 21 are presented bottom of the wing aft of the six-inch station.
angle arOn the bottom surface, the equilibrium tern-for laminar and turbulent flow, respectively.
One particular flight condition at Mach number perature is increased a negligible amount (less

20 was chosen for this representation. The than 40'F). On the upper surface the effect is

effect of body length has been noted previously, much larger; the temperature increases from

The importance of the coefficient of emmissivity 1100°F to 1800°F at the six-inch station at Mach

of the aircraft surfaces is demonstrated. The 20. At lower Mach numbers and greater dis-
of tances aft, the shock-boundary layer interactionselection ofsurface finish for the glide vehicle effect is reduced. Thus, within the limitations

merits careful appraisal with reapect to emis-
sivity, of the present flight path, it may be concluded•iy that "he effect of shock wave-boundary layer

Angle of attack is a particular interaction must be included on the upper sur-

significant parameter showing a variation of face at the higher Mach numbers.

approximately 100°F per degree ax.gle of attack
for laminar flow. For tubulent flow this varia- e. Leading Edge Heating
tion is about 150'F. In light of this, it is evident
that maneuvers requiring additional angles of Temperatures and heat fluxes in the
attack and control deflection may increase the stagnation areas of leading edges and nose
heating loads on the surfaces. It is apparent have been estimated for two conditions on the
that pull-up and turns would be temperature- flight path presented in theperformance section.
limited rather than "g"-limited, e.g., at the These are shown in Table U. The estimations
beginning of glide flight the aerodynamic lift are baed on an extension of the theory for a
provides one-third of the lifting force; there- cylindrical leading edge normal to the flow and
fore, in order to provide a one "g" maneuver, the theory for a hemispherical nose. The
large angles of attack would be required. theories are for 4ncompressible flow; it Is

3000 ALTITUDE-198,000 ft

0.9 'JAI 2800 •
.2000 300

2000 1

w21000 a :0 0 0. -1 .1 V " 3 0 5 0 T o
500 LENGTH-fef-. 500 LENGTH-feet

Figure 20. Equilibrium Temperature at Mach 20 Figure 21. Equilibrium Temperature at Mach 20
for Laminar Flow for Turbulent Flow
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TABLE II STAGNATION POINT CONDITIONS

Assumptions:

1) No Dissociation

2) Emissivity = 0.8

Equilibrium Wall Temperatures

FLIGHT POINT

Model h 214,000 it, M = 21.9 h = 172,000 it, M 16

1/2-inch Sphere 6126°R 5828 0R

2-inch Sphere 5237OR 5008OR

1/2-inch Cylinder 5927 OR 5643OR

2-inch Cylinder 5064°R 4845OR

Heat Flux Through Surface: (BTU/sq ft-sec)

h = 214,000 ft, M = 21.9 h = 172,000 it, M = 16

Model Wall Wall Wall Wall
Temp. = 1500°R Temp. = 3000*R Temp. = 1500°R Temp. = 3000°R

1/2-inch Sphere 720.6 628.6 657.2 550.7

2-inch Sphere 359.3 298.8 327.6 259.8

/2-inch Cylinder 621.4 538.0 566.7 470.8

2-inch Cylinder 309.7 253.4 282.3 219.8

assumed that they apply to the subsonic flows that the temperatures and heat fluxes shownare

behind the normal shock waves at the leading only for areas near the stignation points. The-

edge and nose stagnation areas. Dissociation ories have been developed which predict a re-

effects have not been includr-d, though the air duction in heat transfer coefficient from the

temperatures behind the shock are sufficient to stagnation point to the 90° shoulder on spheres

produce some dissociation. At the present time or cylinders. This result has been substantiated

the dissociation properties of air are not known to some extent by tests.

well enough to predict quantitatively the effect
of dissociation. However, it is thought thatdis- The temperatures and heat fluxes in

sociation will not increase the temperatures Table II are given for an unswept leading edge.

shown. In tests at M 2r 7 (unpublished) the NACA has
found that the heat transfer to the front half of

The equilibrium temperatures indicate a cylinder is reduced by sweepback at a rate

the necessity for either a very high tempera- approximately equal to the cosine of the sweep

ture material or else cooling. It is of interest angle. Since the relation between leading edge

to note that the smaller radii shapes produce the length and sweep is inversely proportional to

higher temperatures. It should be remembered the cosine of the sweep angle the total heat input
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is not reduced by sweep as is the local heating. STAGE • GLIDE PATH
Thus, it appears that, If the leading edge is COOLANT 19 AIR
to be cooled entirely by an internal coolant, TOTAL COOLANT REQUIRED
sweepback in terms of necessary coolant is not fOX.1 dt a 6.69 Ib per sq ft
a prime consideration. However, if significant "fOx, dIt 0 30.8 It W 8 ft
radiation cooling is present, for a givon surface 0.0024l
temperature the total radiation will increase0.0
directly as the leading edge area increases with 0.010 0.0020

sweep resulting in a definite over-all gain 0.008 0.0016 AVE
from sweepback. 0.00 0.001 I FOOT O

f. Transpiration Cooling a 0.004 7 0.000 FIRST 10 FEET OF

For the higher glide velocity conditions 0.002 0.0004 - 0 X.IO
the temperatures for the first several fe.?t of a J
surface Jbay require cooling. Transpiration 0 0 0 20 3 0 50 0
cooling has been studied as a means of accom- TIME -O AweO
plishing this. In this methodof coolinga coolant
gas is passed through a porous outer skin into Figure 22. Average Coolant Flow vs Time for
the boundary layer where it modifies the bound- Transpiration Cooling of Wing Lower Surface
ary layer flow profiles such that the heat tran3 to 1600°R

for to the surface is reduced. The effectiveitess

of this method of cooling has been proven in low conditions is shown in Figure 22. The total
speed tests, but quantitative experimental infor- quantities of coo.ant air necessary are found
mation at hypersonic speeds is lacking. to be 6.68 and 30.82 Pounds per square foot

of surface cooled for the ten and one foot sur-
A transpiration cooling theory has been face length, respectively. Thus, for example,

developed in the present study and is discussed to cool the first foot of the approximately 40-
in detail in Reference 6. The theory applies foot span of the third stage, 1230 pounds of cool-
to a laminar boundary layer which is most ant air would be required.
pertinent to the present case since transpira-
tion cooling will most probably be confined to There is considerable promise of fur-
the areas near the leading edges where the ther reduct.on in the coolant rate from the
flow is expected to be laminar. It is probable value quoted through use of better coolants
that the injection of the relatively small amounts than air. Water may be much better because
of coolant into the boundary layer will not it adds a high heat of vaporization to the pro-
destabilize the laminar flow. In the strict cess. It is believed its use would at least
sense air must be used as the coolant because halve the previously mentioned coolant require-
the theory is based on homogenous boundary ment. It is concluded that transpiration cool-
layer considerations for which the coolant and ing definitely merits further development. The
boundary layer flows must b- of the same gas. effects of shock-boundary layer interaction and
It is believed that a dissimilar coolant can be slip flow, which may both be strong near the
handled with sufficient accuracy through a slm- leading edge, are not accounted for in the pres-
pie extension of the present theory, however. ent theory and should be included in future

studies.
To evaluate the merit of transpiration

cooling, thequantitiesof air injection necessary 5. Stability and Control
to cool the first foot and the first 10 feet of the
lower surface (though not the leading edge a. General
radius itself) have been estimated for the
Stage I11 (18,000 pounds) glide conditions. The A hypersonic vehicle of the MX-2276
average coolant flow per square foot for thesw type must be controllable and have acceptable
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0 variations in moment coefficient occur with Mach
0.01 number at a given angle of attack.

iO. \6N "On the basis of these preliminary in-

1_3 -. 03 \a 9o 12 14 16 IS820 vestigations, it appears that no undue difficulty
SM-- will be encountered in obtaining static longi-

4MOMENT CENTER tudinal stability in hypersonic flight with proper
-0A05T " S-TATIOIN548.8 location of the center of gravity of the airframe.

AND 0 INCHES ABOVE The problem of matching the requirements for
BODY BOTTOM stability at hypersonic velocities with those at

Agf: 896 inches lower flight speeds has not been considlered as
Srf&6I 15 square feet yet and will require further studies. In addi-

tion, the method used to obtain the moment

Figure 23. Pitching Moment Coefficient vs characteristics of the airframe has neglected
Mach Number and Angle of Attack the effects of shock-boundary layer interaction

on the distribution o1 forces and moments. A
preliminary evaluation of interaction indicates
that an appr. iktole effect may result and should

handling characteristics throughout the regime receive further consideration.
it encounters--from the ascent, with separation
of various stages, to the peak of the hypersonic
glide, during the glide at hypersonic and super- c. Control surfaces
sonic flight velocities and for the low-speed
landing conditions. The stability and control The moment characteristics of several
characteristics of aircraft up to low super- control surfaces have been studied briefly to de-
sonic speeds are presently understood to a termine the feasibility of using aerodynamic con-
reasonable degree. The design in this regime trot in hypersonic flight. Several types of con-
should encounter no fundamental lack in methods trols of equal surface area have been considered
of analysis. In the hypersonic flight regime, to determine the relative merits of each. These
however, new conditions are encountered which are: (I) a slab-type trailing edge (constant
require a review of present methods. The chordwise thickness) control shown onthepres-
equations which govern the motion of the vehicie ent configuration, (2) a moveatle tip control
include new terms which are significant due to which is a portion of the outboard section of the
the highvelocities which are expected--this re present wing, and (3) a trailing edge wedge
quires a complete reanaiysis of the methods control formed by making a wedge of the outer
which are presently employed to investigate the wing from the 50% chord back, with upper and
dynamic stability. Free flight test vehicles are lower wedge angles equal to the wedge angle
presently approaching the flight regimes of the of the present wing.
MX-2276 and will be able to furnish empirical
data. Approximate theoretical flow models may The effectiveness of these control sur-
be employed to obtain theoretical estimates. faces has been determined from inviscid two-

dimensional shack or expansion theory. A
b. Static Stability comparison of the variation of pitching moment

coefficient with control surface deflection is
Some preliminary estimates of the shown for all thre, types of controls at Mach

aerodynamic static longitudinal stability of the number 20 in Figur-e 24.
third stage have been made. The pitching mo-
ment coefficient variaiit.n with Mach number A preliminary investigation indicates
and angle of attack is p. esented in Figure 23, that increasing control deflection for trim re-
It is (if mlerest to note that the principal varn- suits generally in a reduction in maximum lift-
ations in moment coefficient occur in the region drag ratio. This will result in a reduction of
M N 4 to N1 8 and thatabove M - 8 only slight the range calculated for zero control deflection
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M t20 S ref615 8q ft tref:896 in. CG AT STA. 548.8

SCONTROL2 64.1 sq ft
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Figure 24. MX-2276 Staige III Control Surface Pitching Moment Coefficient
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and, since the angle of attack for a given lift boosters separate and drop away as their fuel
coefficient is somewhat higher with control de- loads are expended and the final stage then
flections than with no control deflection, an irn- accelerates to the initial glide conditions. The
crease in the heat transfer, aerodynamics of these separations was con-

sidered in a qualitative manner but no definite
It is apparet therefore, that selection conclusionzj can be drawn. It is recommended

of a control surface will result from a number that during the preliminary design of the sys-
of compromises which would be ovaluated in a tem, booster-vehicle combinations be put into
design study. The present results indicate that aerodynamic test as soon as possible since this
sufficient control effectiveness is available at is the only way of evaluating such effects in a
hypersonic velocities to make aerodynamic con- quantitative manner.
trol feasible without large aerodynamic losses.

d. Shock Boundary Layer Interaction 7. Tandem Staging

The preliminary evaluation of static While in the original concept the stages
t.tability and control at hypersonic flight veloc- are arranged in parallel, thV feasibility of tan-
Ities has been made using aerodynamic para- dem staging should not be excluded from future
meters which. were determined from inviscid design considerations. Some of the relative
fluid flow theory. As previously noted, the hy- advantages of the two arrangements are as
personic flight path of the MX-2276 enters follows:
regions wherein the effects of fluid viscosity
lhecome increasingly impoltant in determining a. Handling - The parallel arrangement
the aerodynamic pressure forces which act on is apparently easier to erect, combine
a moving body. Fluid flow theories which neg- the stages, and service before launch.
lect these effects may be expected to give only
approximate estimates of these forces. A pre- b. Stability - When the final stage is
Uiminary theory which considers the case of the winged, it is easier to make the paral-
two-dimensional flat plate at an angle of attack lel configuration aerodynamically sta-
In viscous flow including shock boundary layer ble. It Is more difficult to arrange the
interaction has been developed and is presented thrust axes of the rocket motors of
in Reference 6. With this theory, asample cal- parallel stages to pass through the
culation has been made for simple semiwedge over-all center of gravity.
airfoil section with a chord length equal to the
mean aerodynamic L,,r.. of the MX-2276 oute- c. Co, ... - control motors would gen-
wing, at M = 20, at an angle of attacy. & , and erally have longer moment arms, and
an altitude of 200,000 feet. thus be more effective, for the tandem

case.
For this two-dimensional analysis the

effects of shock-boundary layer interaction in- d. Performance - A tandem configura-
crease the moment coefficlefit by 13 percent tion will probably have less aerody-
and the left by 16 percent. The effects on three- namic drag. The parallel arrangement
dimensional shapes such as bodies and wings allows simultaneous burning of motors
are as yet undefined, from several stages and reduces over-

all powerplant weight.
6. Separation

e. Aerodynamic Heating - The tandem
As shown in Figure 1, the initial con- stages can be arranged so that the

figuration uses three stages of boost. The first final stage forms the nose of the com-
and second stage boosters and the bombar are plete configuration thus producing
a',sembled adjacent to one another in a parallel thicker boundary layers on the aft
arrangement. The first and second stage stages and generally lens heating.
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Figure 25. Bomb Zero Lift Trajectories for the bomb was used, and it was assumed that
drag coefficient was constant over the range of
flight velocity. Figure 25 presents the impact
veiocity, and the time and range interval between

f. Separation - The parallel configura- th-. time at which the carrier passes over the
tion is subject to high interaction target and the time at which bomb impact oc-
forces, large local loads, and the pos curs. It 1s apparent from these results that the
sibillty at colUson of stages. Tandem design of the bomb will require a compromise
separation IS essentially instantaneous, between the desired impact veilocity and the time
there is no aerodynawic interaction on •nd range interval. Figure 26 presents the l'.ne
the boosted stage fron: the booster; of sight angle from the carrier to the bomb as a
however, experience has st own that function of time Zr:'era t•' &uiu j'nt for two
even the tandem separation may give assumed drag coefficlienti.
large angular accelerations to the , .taii.boosted stage. 9. T

8. Bomb Tra jectoriem As a part of thise study program a pre-
liminary survey was conducted of the test

A preliminary analy:sis of the zero lift facilities, where the problems associated with
trajectory of the MX-2276 twomb has been made the design and development of such a hyper-
for two release conditions to illustrate the sonic vehicle could be investigated.
mechanics of the bomb drop. Trajectories were
calculated for initial velocities of 22,000 and Facilities available, under development,
13,000 feet per second, and corresponding and planned were included in this survey. A
initili altitudes of 259,000 and 158,000 feet, summary of these facilities and a general di-

respectively. The effects of earth rotation cuesion of their usefulness and limitations is
were neglected. A range of drag coefficients contained in Reference 6. Figure 27 is a bar
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FACILITIES a. Flow Region

I SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS One approach centered about a critical

2 FLIGHT TEMPERATURE SIMULATION investigation of the foundations of the basic
AND HEAT TRANSFER TUNNELS concepts of hypersonic flow theory in an effort

3 to indicate the nature and types of flow patterns
LTNwhich could be expected to result from hyper-

4 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS sonic velocities. It was desired to determine
both the physical problems and the basic flow

5 IMPULSE WIND TUNNELS equations which could adequately and consist-
6 8ALLISTIC RANGE EQUIPMENT ently describe these hypersonic flow problems.

To this end, an analysis of the fOw about a fiat
0 5 F0 1T 20 plate flying in the range of speeds and altitudes
0 MA5H I R IS20 corresponding to the flight plan was made de-

CN R lineating the nature and the extent of the various

flow regions. In attempting to build up an over-
Figure 27. Approximate Mach Number Coverage all picture of the various flow regions, however,

at Present Test Facilities details of the flow about a plate for various

Mach number-Reynolds number combinations
are required, and since there are very few
experiments in the high Mach number, low Rey-

Sgraph showing the range of Mach numbers in nolds number range of interest, these details
which the various types of facilities will be must at present be supplied by theory. In
useful. It can be generally stated that consid- particular, it was apparent that the boundary
erable progress has been made in the develop- layer slip and shock-boundary layer interaction
ment of facilities for tesLing and evaluating the phenomena could be appreciable in parts of the
effects of very high-speed and high-attitude Mach number-Reynolds number range of in-
flight. The NACA has flown PARD models at terest,
a Mach number of 10 and are now devising
means of increasing this speed. A hypersonic
test vehicle (HTV) has been developed and b. Shock Boundary Layer Interaction
flown to provide in!ormation in the Mach num-
ber range of 10 to 15. The summary of facili- A survey was made of the various
ties Indicates thWt at the peseiit time there are shock-boundary layer interaction theories in
13 facilitic. capable of testing to a Mach num- order to compile and correlate the information
ber of 10 and 7 facilities which can test at on this phenomenon for use in building up a
Mach numbers from 10 to 20. picture of the various flow regions and for pre-

dicting the pressure, shear, and heating para-
10. Applied Research meters on a body in hypersonic flight. There

were, however, several different theories pre-
Applied Research Is concerned with the dicting different results for some cases of

existence and accuracy of methods for analyz- shock-boundary layer interaction, while other
ing the force and heat loads towhichthe bomber cases of interest, e.g., the expansion side of a
will be subjected and with the major flow prob- plate at angle of attack, had not been considered
lems which need be solved in order to provide at all. It was necessary, therefore, to go into
an adequate set of methods of analysis. One of the shock interaction theory in some detail in
the primary aims was to point out the "new" order to evaluate these theories. As a result,
ur "unconventional" phenomena of hypersonic some improvements were made on existing
flight which are not apparent or do not occur theory, (flat plate, zero angle) and new theory
;it or)Idlnrly sul)cr:onic speeds and to provide and niumerical results were obtained for the
nin;ins for assessing their importance. This cases of interaction on a flat plate at positive
work i I)rprsented in detail in Rleferen;:e 6. and negative angles of attack. The increases
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in pressure and skin friction coefficient due to tially unaffected by dissociation so long as both
shock Interaction for all cases canbe correlated the stream and body temperaturec, are below
in a general but simple and convenient form. dissociation values. It appears that a similar

result holds in the stagnation region of a blunt-
c. High Temperature Phenomena nosed body.

Another line of approach followed in A recently completed program (at Bell
this study was to make probing investigations Aircraft Corporation) to compute basic tables of
into the nature and magnitude of "new" effects flow parameters for both shock flow and isen-
arising from the high tenpefatures which would tropic flow, Incorporating real gas effects up
be realized in the boundary layer and behind to dissociation tempe ratures, is discussed.
strong shocks in hypersonic flight. To this end, Since the gas flow tables are basic to any nu-
studies were made of the emissivity of air merical analysis of the flow, it was important

S(which governs radiative heat. trPnsfer), of the to determine how the actual behavior of air at
effect of dissociation of the air on convective high temperatures differs from that described
heat transfer, and of such gas effects on shock by the standard ideal gas tables, and thus the
flow relations. In these cases, determination real gas flow tables were needed as a standard
of even the order of magnitude of an effect in- ccrmparison. A numerical comparison at typical
volved detailed investigations, flow conditions of interest was made. It is of

particular interest to th2 performance and
In considering whether or not the in- viscous heating analysis that real gas effects

tensely hot air in the boundary layer radiates on the flow adjacent to surfaces at reasonably
an appreciable amount of heat to the adjacent low angles of attack, e.g., the Stage M] lower
structure, the first step is to estimate the surfaces, are small.
emissivlty of air at temperatures of the order
of 1O,000R and low densities, The estimates d. Transpiration Cooling
obtained from air analysis based on the quantum
mechanical aspects of kinetic theory show that A survey and evaluation of the existing
the order of magnitude of the emissivity of air theoretical and experimental literature on the
at the temperatures under conoilderation is aerodynamic aspects of transpiration cooling
sufficiently high so that radiative heat transfer was made seeking a basis for the calculation
appears to be an important factor. It remains, of conlant, requirements. Practically all of the
however, to solve the flow equations in the theoretical studies examined were restricted to
boundary layer, including a radiative heat trans- supersonic ihow at low Mach number, generally
fer term, in order to determine the exact way less than 3. Hence, it was deemed necessary
in which radiation will qualitatively and quan- to develop new solutions to the equations of the
titatively affect the over-all heat transfer pic- compressible laminar boundary layer ircluding
ture. A prerequisite to such a detailed study the effects of transpiration cooling for Mach
is a precise knowledge of the emissivity as numbers up to 20, and to carry out the calcu-
a function of wave length, pressure, and tem- lations for the Mach number and altitude range
perature. A theory has been developed to com- of interest. As the end result, an approximate
pute this quantity; It was not, however, possible theoretical method was developed for computing
in this study to carry out the detailed numerical the rate of mass flow injection of coolant re-
calculations. quired to keep a surface at a given (arbitrary)

temperature under given initial free stream
Sonea brief thoughts and remarks on the conditions.

calculation of the transport properties of dis-
soclatea gases are given and an investigation of The theory applies to a laminar bound-
the effects of assumed equilibrium dissociation ary layer which is most pertinent to the present
of air on the boundary layer characteristics is case since transpiration cooling xill must prob-
reported. The results of the latter study show ably be confined to the areas near the leading
that skin friction and heat transfer are essen- edges where the flow is expected to be laminar.
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It is probable that the injection of the relatively ONE-FOOT POINT ON FLAT PLATE
small amounts of coolant into the boundary layer
will not destabilize the laminar flow. In the A% DISSO•N•ATION

strict sense, air must be used as the coolant AT TmEu POMATY

because the theory is based on homogenous LAYER (WALL MEUR APPROXIMATELY

boundary layer considerations for which the _ THREE.TIMES AMBIENT TEMR)

coolant and bcundary layer flows must be of 320
the same gas. but it Is believed that a dis- r-STRONG SHOOK-
similar coolant can be handled with sufficient 280 WEA W K- BOUNDARY

accuracy through a simple extension of the B LAYER

present theory. A set of exemplary design 4 LAYERACTION
charts were calculated using air as the coolant. INTERATION EANO OF

e. Hypersonic Inviscid Flow Theory 1100

The detailed investigation of shock- 160

interaction theory led to a thorough study of 7s INSIDE" SLP
hypersonic inviscid flow theory, since results o BOUNDARY
of the latter have an important influence on the
results of interaction theory based on the two-
layer model. Furthermore, the so-called "New- so
tonlan flow" approAimation of inviscid hyper-
sonic flow is an important practical method for 40
determining pressure distributions on a body
where viscous effects do not predominate, and,
hence, the applicability and limits of this ap- 0 0

proximation were given consideration. Some MACH NUMBER

contributions to an understanding of an improve-

ment in accuracy of the approximate hypersonic
inviscid theory were made. Figure 28. Flight Regions

f. Boundary Layer Transition

In any practical computation of fric- hibited by the test data available, and from

tion drag or aerodynamic heating, the state of discussions with several experimenters during

the boundary layer must first be assumed, i.e., our visits to other research agencles.

a knowledge of the transition point is required.
Unfortunately, the pres ent state of reliable Based on the preceding work, Figure

knowledge on this subject leaves much to be 28 illustrates some of the flow phenomena which

desired. The effect and the importance of the must be considered. The flight path is shown

many variables which could effect transition superimposed on a plot of boundary layer inter-

and the mechanism of transition itself is not action and slip flow boundaries of fluid flow as

yet understood; hence, the assumptions of theory they apply to a point one foot from the leading

are incomplete and experiments are not fully edge of a flat plate. In addition, hypersonic

controlled. The best that can be done at the flight, through shock waves or viscous forces,

present time is to assume a transition Reynolds produces air flow temperatures sufficiently high

number based on the trends exhibited by avail- to cause deviations from normal air properties,

able wind tunnel and flight test data. In the i.e., real gas effects, and in certain areas also

original work and the present study a transition dissociation of the air. A curve showing where

Reynolds number of 2.8 x 106 at all Mach num- approximately 5 percent equilibrium dis-

bers was assumed. This appears to have been sociation could occur In the boundary layer

conservatively low judging from the trends ex- is also shown.
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gC. STRUCTURES

1. General (2) Presentation of sufficient load con-

ditions to provide an indication of configurations

The problems of structural design for the yielding minimum loads for use in future
MX-2276 weapon system are complicated bythe studies.
high temperatures encountered during hyper-
sonic flight. It was found during the analysis a. Structural Environment
that the structure could be divided into two
separate types: The flight path originally estimatedfor

this weapon system is shown in Figure 9. While

a. Primary structure - This is the struc- the high altitude atmospheric properties have
ture which carries the loads and comprises been established, knowledge of upper atmosphere
approximately 75 percent of the structural disturbances is still limited. Gusts at moderate

* weight. It Is subjected to moderate heat fluxes altitudes (0 - 50,000 feet) are well defined by
and, if no cooling is provided, maximum tem- current specifications. However, above these
peratures will not exceed 1700*F. Its weight is altitudes, they are not yet defined. Winds may
very critical, produce the same effects as gusts when there

are wind velocity and direction differences in

b. Secondary structure - This Is the strata through which the vehicle passes at high
lightly loaded structure for such areas as lead- velocities. Using wind data and extending con-
ing edges, fuselage nose, and control surfaces. ditions already specified, criteria for high alti-
In these areas localized equilibrium tempera.. tude gusts have been established. The gust
tures may go as high as.5000-600"F andieasi- velocities et 1h.igher altitudes are reduced by the
bility is the prime structural consideration. ratio of C. 1/. at the altitude under considera-

tion to .A at 36,000 feet. Such a provedz r
In this section materials, structural con- results in a 10-foot per second equivaient gust

figurations, insulating methods, and cooling at 105,M00 feet. Current investigations have not
methods have been evaluated for both types of shown equivalent gusts or winds of greater mag-
structure. The results of preliminary tests of nitude at altitudes over 100,000 feet, so there-
several cooling schemes are also included, fore the 10-foot per second gust velocity is
Reference 7 reports the structural work in retained to 260,000 feet. Usi,'g these criteria,
detail, methods of performing gust calculations have

been adapted for use with this airplane.

2. Criteria and Loads
b. Plight Loads

The criteria and loade effort has been
directed towards two goals: The effects of both centrlfugal and

Coriolis accelerations have been considered,

(1) Exploration and definition by cri- methods for computing them developed, and the
teria of the new environment and flight forces magnitudes computed. Criteria such as MIL-S-
to be encountered. 5700, MIL-S-8629 usually define the load factors
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to which an aircraft will be designed. This is tolerated while maintaining the flight path are
done graphically by a "V-r." diagram for each de- listed below.
sign altitude. It is npo. wssible to categorize the
MX-2276 aircraft in this manner because of its Angular
advanced design. Therefore, anew diagram was Translational Acceleration
evolved to replace the conventional V-n diagram Aircraft Axis Load Factors Radian/sec 2

usually associated with structural flight loads
work. Based upon the sequential arrangenient of Longitudinal 0.1nx 1.0
load conditions the '1-n" diagram (tiron versus Lateral ±0.5 ±1.2
load factor) was chosen as the most descriptive of
the Load environment. This type of diagram, to- Vertical 0. 2 nN *1.0
gether with the definitive flight path of this
weapon system, permits, a comprehar,tsive pic- These factors must be small If the
ture of the Load environment to be presented on desired flight path is to be realized with the fuel
a single chart Including the wide range of aiti- available. The vertical factors are especially
Studo and speeds encoui~tered, important in this respect and have been limited

upon this basis. The lateral and longitudinal
The principal parameters influencing factors are not as critical and have been selec-

load factors during powered flight are: ted upon the basis of past experience.

(1) Decreasirg weight due to fuelcon- c. Landing Conditions
sumption and stage sepiration.

I..%nding conditions, although of secon-
(2) hIcreasing axial acceleration and dary interert in the study program, have been

* velocity because of weight decrease with ap- given some consideration. This consideration
proximately constant thrust, has centered around the initial configuration.

Since stowage space and weight are prime con-
(3) Travel through the "gusty" portion siderations for the landing gear, the configura-

of the atmosphere (h = 0 to 100,000 feet). t~ion limitations are considered first. The thin
but deeply insulated wing precludes any gear or

(4) Decreasing dynamic pressure over outrigger installations outside the fuselage.
100,000 feet and hence decreasing capability of With space at a premium inside the fuselage
realizing large aerodynamic loads. and possible internal temperatures over 250°F,

some form of flat retractablh sttol skid ina st
(5) Low transverse flight path accel- apprcpriate. Omission of any outriggers neces-

erations until the latter part of Stage III flight. r-Itates a side-by-side gear for stability. The
aft center of gravity location and a wide rear

Preliminary estimates of the design body is suitable for such an arrangement.
load factors have been established and are pre-
sented in their proper relations in Figures 29 Stability during a high-speed, nose-
and 30 for powered flight and for glide flight. down landing requires a nose wheel rather than

a skid. If weight and size of the nose gear are
Throughout the powered flight the vary- to be a minimum and the forward fuselage de-

ing weight causes large changes in axial accel- signed by flight loads only, the nose gear loads
erations. Figure 31 shows the rapidincreasein must be severely limited. This means a low
axial acceleration as fuel is consumed, and the attitude (high-speedl landing, a very efficient
abrupt change at siaae separation where a lesser oleo strut, and a cg as close as possible to the
thrust is initiated tor the reduced size vehicle, aft or main gear. Rapid decelerations when the

main skids touch down, cause hard nose gear
The probable mnagnitude of the transient impacts which can be re~luced with the preced ..g

dynarnic maneuver load factors which can be precautions.
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Figure 29. Typical T-n Diagram for Ascent

In addition to these limitations, a very d. Ground Support
important landing load parameter, tne descent
velocity, must be selected on the basis of wing Ground handling equipment for the
aires, landing speed, and lift efficiency of the transport, erection, and assembly of the flight
wing. A limit descent velocity of the order of articles and for fueling ano servicing the as-
8 feet per second as specified for heavy born- sembled flight vehicles, have been considered.
bardment aircraft is appropriate. Wing design The basic philosophy used requires that no
requirements for the long high-speed glide path ground handling condition should result in a
necessitates a wing design that will afford a structural weight increase in the flight article.
reasonably low wing loading of about 30 pounds In oider to make the ground handling loads com-
per square foot. With this wing ho.tding, it is patible with flight loads, transverse loads must
reason•ible to cxpcct an 8-foot vIr secuid des- he distributed over the airframe structure and
cont velocity can be -ealized, particularly for axial reaction must be concentrated at the
Iuilh-s)pvcd ill)hn1E1S . rocket engine gimbals,
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Figure 3D. Typical M-n Diagram for I• • ~ l-I

Glide Flight Stage tI

Longitudinal loadsz pose the most cr1-
tical ground handling condition for the assem-
bledi and erected vehicle. The ground reactions
must support the empty or loe~led aircraft SHEARING FORCE
either at the rocket gimbals ot on some adja- ..... PITCHING MOM•ENTcent structure. h- addition to etending around

the racket engines such a ground support must
pull clear of the engines at take-off and with-
stand the full rocket blast for a raatter of 10
seconds while under load. By adding weight in
the form of bult-in support structure extending Figure 31. Typical Axial Acceleration
to the outside of the body this high temperature Forces and Moments
condition caf be relieved.

3. Structural Materials b. To compare material efficiencies over
a range of temperatures and under various load-

Early in thn study a survey of structural ing conditions so that relative weights of ele-
materials was made with the following obJec- aated temperature structures could be investi-

tives. gated.

pl To select materials suitable for the c. -o gather de-ailed mechanical and
various elements uf the airframe, considering physical properties of the materials selected
the type of conswruction under Investigation and for use, so that inormation is aallable for the
the associatet temperature levels or heatfluxes. design studies.
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The materials were divided into two cate- heat transfer to the inside of the airframe may
gories as previously mentioned. For the pri- often be neglected inso!,r as calculation of
mcry trtncture: euuillbrium temperatures will equilibrium skin temperature is concerned.
not exceed 1700*F, which Is approximately the From a structural stanupoint, however, ihis
upper limit of presently available metallic transfer is extremely important. As the skin
materials. Since any degree of insulation or temperature rises to the equilibrium value, the
cooLing may be applied to the primary structure, temperature of the entire airframe will con-
its operating temperatures may be established tinue to approach this equilibrium value unless
at any value below l700"F, whichever leads to insulation or cooling is provided to separate it
minimum weights. Thus, it was necessary to from the heat source.
consider, for the primary structure, all mate-
rials which will operate below 1700*F and this If cooling is provided, some or all of the
inLLudeo all available structural materials ex- heat entering the structure can be introduced by
cept the ceramics and cermets. The term various means into the coolant. Thecoolant may
ceramic is intended hero to Include not only then beexpendedoverboardorcirculatedthrough
true ceramics, which are basically oxides, but a heat exchanger. If a heat exchanger is used, it
also the nitrides, carbides, etc. can dissipate heat only by radiation since the

hot boundary layer completely surrounds the

For the secondary structure, such as lead- airplane. In any case, the sum of radiation heat
ing edges, fuselage nose, and control surfaces, loss and the heat loss through expended coolant

Sequilibrium temperatures in some localized will equal the convective heat input. With an
areas go as high as 5000-6000*F. It is obvious expendable coolant the weightof such coolant can
that such areas must be cooled, but because be minimized by operating the surface at the
Sflight times are long ( 70 to 80 minutes), it can temperature limit of the material so that the
be eApected that "passive" structures, in which maximum heat ! dissipated by radiation. This
no attempt is made to protect it from the heat, then becomes a compromise, or an optimiza-
would be lighter than a continuous supply of tion, butween the quentity of coolant and the
expendable coolant. Thus, for the design of efficien,.y of the structure at high temperature.
secondary structures, all of the "newer" mate-
rials, the ceramics, graphite, and molybdenum Interposing a layer of low conductivity
were considered, and some thought was given insulation material between the cooled structure
to the potential of such materials as tungsten, and the hot boundary layer is a practical means
beryllium, and even some of the precious met- of controlling the proportions of heat absorbed
als, such as platinum. by the coolant and that dissipated by radiation.

The se.ection of the proper insulation thickness
The results of the survey are presented in introduzes another variable into this optimiza-

Reference 7, where they have been discussed and tion.
are summarized in a series of tables. Detailed
properties are presented for Inconel X and The optimization of the heat protection
Haynes Alloy No. 25 which are the high-tempera- system may also include the condition where the
ture alloys selected for potential use in the third heat taken into the structure is so small that it
stage airframe. Figure 32, which illustrates the can be absorbed entirely by the heat capacity of
tensile properties of Inconel X as a function of the structural material. In the work which fol-
temperatures, is presented to show a typical lows, such an arrangement is termed an "Insu-
variation of structural piopertles with tempera- lated Structure" while the combination of Insula-
ture. tion and coolant described previously is called

an "Insulated and Cooled Structure".
4. Heat Proteclion

The aerodynamic heating effects are rela-

Section IV-B-4 contains a brief discussion t.',ely moderate over the major portion of the
of the heat balance on the outer surface of the airframe and especially in the areas of primary
airframe. In that section it is stated that the structure, making it practical to consider Ikeat
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Figure 32. Stress-Strain Diagram for Inconel X at Elevzited Temperatures

protection. Protection of the primary structure tages, together with their application to the air-
by Insulation, by cooling, or by a combination frame of the bomber follows. Some of these
thereof results in the conditions that full equill- systems have been developed to the stage of
brium temperature is never attained by the preliminary testing, and the results of these
primary structure. Advantages that may be ex- tests are included.
pected from the protection of the primary
structure include: Heat protection systems for the high tem-

perature secondary structure have been studied
(1) Rteduction of structural temperature in a general manner with sufficient numerical

to the point where materials with a useful and support to Indicate arrangements which deserve
reliable load carrying capacity can be used, more detailed study.

(2) Reduction of structural temperatures a. Insulation and Coaling Materials
still furthei, to allow the iise of materials of
higher strength-weignt ratio. (1) Low Conductivity Insulation Mate-

rials
(3) Elimination of thermal stresses so

that the most efficient type of internal structure The densities, conductivities,
can be used. useful temperature ranges, and other pertinent

A short summary of the materials, prin- data for a number of Insulating materials have
ciples, and systems used to obtain these advan- been collected and prestrfed in Table Ill. Vari-
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THER MOFLEX 3 PCF
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rn14 ZONOLITE HI-TEMP I8.? PCF

1I.0, SIL-O-CEL BRICK
z INSULATING FIREBRICK( 3OPCF (NATURAL C22) 29PCF

U VERMICULITE GRANULES 7PCF

S.6 DIATOMCEOSBRC SIL-O-CEL BLOCK 23 PCF
II
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Figure 33. Thermal CondLICtivities of Insulators
ation of conductivity with temperature is pre- L

sented in Figures 33 and 34, while Figure 35 is
a plot of the products of conductivity and dendity,
against mean temperature. This latter curve, .

therefore, Indicates the weight of various mate- 6PF 1, C
rials for a required value of ther mal resls- 2.0
tance. Table Ill is concerned only with materials 3 -C

which show a high efficiency on the basis of 1.6
weight. 5?CS1.2

It will be noted from table ILI that 9P-F
insulating materials fall into three broad groups MO 0.-
with respect to the function of Insulating struc- z -FIBERFRAX
ture: Q0. -~-REFRASIL

(a) R elIat iv elIy hard brick-type 10
inaterials capable of forming the external sur- IL0I0 BO0010010 60 6020
face of the aircraft, able to support aerodyna- I- MEAN TEMPERATURE-OF
role pressures anid to resist abrasion from the Fioure 34. Thermal Conductivity of Fibrous
airstream. Insulators
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Figure 35, Relative Weight of Insulation

(b) Loose, fibrous or powdered ma- by the high-temperatu-e conditions under which
terials which require an external cover to pro- most of the radiation foils will necessarily
vide the aerodynamic contour and to carry operate.
pressure loads.

The other requirement for radia-
(c) Gases, chiefly air, which re- tion barrier material is availability in very

quire an external cover to provide the aerody- small thicknesses, since this will govern the
namic contour and to carry pressure loads and weight of the barrier assembly. Mechanical
also a means of minimizing heat transmission strength is not important except to the extent
by radiation, that the foils should support themselves over

a reasonable distance. The toils will be sepa-
Ultimately, therefore, the compari- ratedat intervals, by spacers which prevent the

son of efficiencies for insulating materials must foils from sagging and touching. Since the
include the weight of the protective outer wall, spacers form a conduction path of relatively
since this will differ greatly between the groups low resistance through the air space, it is
mentioned above, clear that an optimum combination exists be-

tween the thickness of the foils and the number
(2) Material for Radiation Barriers of spacers in which the maximum insulation

value is achieved for each pound of weight.The important requirement of a

materlal for radiation barriers Is that it have Figure 36 shows emissivity values
a surface condition which is highly reflective for a number of pure and alloyed materials,
to radiant energy in the infrared band. Gen- plotted against temperature. It can be seenthat
erally, this requires a highly polished metallic the low values of emissivity, and particularly
surface, but, unfortunately, wide deviations the ability to retain these low values under high-
from the optimum result from a slight deteri- temperature conditions, are best realized by
oration of the surface. This deterioration is certain of the precious metals. This conclusion
generally, though not exciusivoly, the result of led to the study of plating and cladding as a
oxidation, and it is usually greatly accelerated means of using extremely thin sheets of pre-
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012 materials with a low boilingpoint Include hydro-
• PL gen, helium, oxygen, nitrogen, and water, and

>10OI PLATINUM with the exception of water, these materials rely
I- PUR~E AND

> *-POLISHED upon temperature rise for heat absorption.
Since these materials have boiling points well

., ,POLISHED ALUMINUM FOIL below OF they will normally be used In the"W 006
L j0gaseous form with corresponding large volumet-
Zo04 GOLDHIGHLY POLISHED ric flows and small heat transfer coefficients.
o Water bolls at a convenient temperature for0.02 structural use and has a large value 9f latentheat which can be readily used.

0
400 600 .s.•0 1000 1200 The other group of materials having

500 700 900 1100' 1300 large heat capacity are the light metals. Heat

TEMPERATURE-OF capacities of these materials are greater than
that of water, but the boiling-points which must

* Figure 36. Emissivity of Metal Surfaces be achieved to make full use of this capacity are
very high. The metals have the added advantages
of good conductivity, good heat transfer coef-
ficients, and a large heat capacity per unit

Scious metal. Tests of plated materials indicate volume, but there is the problem of maintaining
that the plating was completely removed by oxida- them in the liquid form.
tion and diffusion into the base metal when ex-
posed to temperatures of 1600'F in air. Ex-
posure of gold foil, 0.002-inch thick, to the Table IV r presents a summary of
same conditions produced no visible deteriora- the important properties of materials suitabletion of the polished surface. From these tests for structural coollng, and Figures 3'? and 38
it was concluded that only the pure metal foils show heat capacities on a comparative basis,
should be considered, plotted against the temperature at which the

coolant leaves the hot surface. Since boiling

Tests of silver, platinum, and gold temperatures are controlled by pressure, Fig-

foil were conducted. The silver tarnished to the ure 38 shows heat capacities over a range of

ex.tenA thai it was unsatisfactory. The platinum, pressures.

although satisfactory, was eliminated because of
its excessive cost compared to gold which was b. Insulation and Cooling Principles
also satisfactory. Gold foil has therefore been
selected for further consideration. (1) Use ot Insulation

(3) Cooling Materials Insulation applied to airframe
structures has three functions:

Cooling materials will generally
be 6elected on the basis of cooling capacity per (a) Protection of structure from
unit weight, with secondary consideration being high temperatures.
cooling capacity per unit volume, thermal con-
duttivity, boiling point, etc. The heat capacity (b) Reduction of heat flux Into a

of a coolant will Include that which produces a cooling system.
temperature rise (specific heat),and that which
produces change of state (latent heat). (c) Protection of crew, equipment,

etc.
Materials having good heat capacity

fall niaturally into two groups in which the boiling Items (a) and (b) are discussed in

Ictmprattire is the basis for division. Suitable this section and (c) in Section IV-A. In general,
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m4o given structural temperature, after exposure toHYODOGEN ELIUM the high boundary layer temperatures for a
0 / ELIU specified time, two simple expressions have

- 20e / /1 been developed based on a number of practical
~ Allen" WAIJIUUDAVII P.uFFUnU Wv

, so the two extreme types of heat transmission:

14.0 -,WATER
0 ? coductivity.(a) Pure conduction with constant

,o < OXYENThe assumptions on which this

.0w NTOG work is based are as follows:

-m0o -0 • • 100 (a) No heat capacity In the insu-
WINAL COOLANT, rllPERATI-R latOn.

(b) Infinite conductivity through the

Figure 37. Heat Capacity of Cooling Fluids structural skin, applicable to thin shell struc-
tures.

satisfactory accompiishment of the first two
functions, results in satisfaction of the third. (c) Constant external temperature

The heat transmitted between two at the outer layers of the insulation.
points by conduction is proportional to the tem-
perature difference between the two reference (d) Constant conductivity withtemr
stations, while the heat transmitted by radiation perature, low conduction materials.
is proportional to the difference of the fourth
powers of the absolute temperatures. It the (e) Constant emissivity with tem-
heat problem of the bomber is visualized as a perature, of all surfaces of radiation barriers.
cool structural skin, separated from an outer
skin or covering which may be at an equili- (f) Neglect of conduction paths
brium temperature of 17000F, it is apparent through the radiation foils due to spacing
that the intervening space should be filled with material, connections, etc.
material very opaque to radiation. Such mate- Note that assumption (c) permits
rials, of course, are necessarily dense, and inclusion of the heat transfer by forced convec-
therefore heavy, and even if materials of low tion from the boundary layer to the outer
conductivity are used, such as diatomaceous covering, and also the radiation from the
brick, an appreciable amount of conduction is covering back into the boundary layer. This is
introduced. These considerations lead to the normally difficult to include in a complete solu-
study of an "insulation" consisting of a series tion because of the fourth power radiation, but
of parallel metal foils each with highly re- with insulation it can be assumed that heat con-
flective surfaci.s and acting as a barrier to ducted into the structure is small enough that
radiation. The air between these foils and the the outer covering, or the outer layers of insu-
necessary spacing materials result in some con- lation, reach equilibrium temperatures instan-
duction. taneously.

(2) Theoretical Expressions for Insu- (3) Conduction and Radiation Combined

lation Requirements

To evaluate analytically the amor mt As noted previously, the use of
of insulating material required to maintain a radiation "barriers" will require consideration
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Figure 38. Total Heats of Metal Coolants

of the conductivity of the air between the foils. (4) Cooling
It has been determined that the conductivity of
air Is not substantially reduced by reduction in The division of the structure into
pressure until the molecular mean free path the Load carrying primary type subjected to
becomes of the same order as the dimensions of moderate heat fluxes and the lightly loaded
the air space. Thus the high altitudes at which secondsary type, some of which are subjected to
the MX-2276 flies are not Likely to produce any high heat fluxes (e.g., the leading edge), has the

significant reductAons of air conduction, so that following significance from a cooling standpoint.
this term must be included in the evaluation of For the primary type structure,
radiation barrIers, the equilibrium temperatures are within the
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range of structural materials. Thus, 4lthough since it insures that coolant temperatures are
it may not be desirable from a weight stand- constant regardl,,ts of the length of thecircula-
point to use the high-density, high-temperature tHon path or of the variation of flux along the
materials for the heavily loaded primary struc- path, until all the water is boiled.
iurv, it ,,nty bv plo diu,,ble to use such rnaterial
in a light, protective, outer wall. One of the A system of heat protection which
highly efficient fibrous insulators Luuld then be uses insulation and cooling combined will ob-
used between the outer wall and the primary viously require a system for distributing coolant
structure, to reduce heat flux into th, cooling to the surface, and, if the efficient fibrous in-
system. sulators are used, it will require an external

protecting wall to carry aerodynamic forces.
For the secondary type of structure, The weight of this outer wall will vary slightly

equilibrium temperatures are so high that cool- depending on the thickness of insulation, since
ing must be used at the exposed surface, regard- the height of the attacl ment structure will be
less of the weight involved. The problem in affected. Similarly, the weight of cooling sys-
these regions is to study various methods of tern will be affected by the quantity of coolant
cooling so weight may be minimized. to be used.

For a first approximation it will
(5) Cooling Combined with InsulationFoafisaprxmtnitwl

be assumed that outer wall and cooling system
The properties of coolants shown weights are independent of variation in the pro-
Th proprseries of coolrants shon portions of insulation and cooling. Then thein Figures 37/ and 38 serve to demonstrate the toawegtcnbopiidbymiizgte

overwhelming superiority of water as a cooling total weight can be optimized by minimizing theoverhelingsupeiorty f wter s acooing sum of insulation and coolant weights.
medium for areas that can also be protected
by insulation. The liquid metals require very
high temperatures before a heat capacity can (6) Low Capacity Cooling Systems
be realized that is comparable with that of Using Water
water. Oxygen, nitrogen, and methyl alcohol
are significantly inferior. Helium shows a J In conjunction with the combined
weight superiority over water except In the use of insulation and water cooling for the pro-
most useful temperature range (200 to 700*F). tection of primary structure, a number of
The practical difficulties and the hazards of schemes have been devised for supplying the
using hydrogen are obvious, and it has not been required amount of coolant at all points on the
considered during the present study. The po- structure.
tential weight saving by the use of hydrogen is
very significant, however. (a) Circulation System

In addition to its general conven- In this system the water is
ience and efficiency, water has two other im- pumped through suitable passages ir the struc-
portant advantages as a coolant for primary ture, a small part is converted to steam, and
structure: the mixture of water and steam is taken back to

a central separator so that the remaining water

(a) The boiling temperature of can be recirculated.
water permits the use of aluminum structure
with resulting high structural efficiencies. Advantages of the circulation

system are: a guarantee of coolant, where re-
(b) The use of the change of state quired, and in the necessary quantity; the ability

of water from liquid to vapor as the principal to deal with a wide tolerance inheatflux without
S•IJCe ,f hI-at absorption provides a guarantee failure of the system; no fundamental research
o midln-i deniperatures. This is particularly required bince the mechanics of water boiling
impl)ortan with a circulatory type of system, have been adequately studied and muchempirical
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Inforialtion is available on the design of water properly; and the presence of water and steam
cooling and boiling systems. throughout the airframe may prove unsatis-

factory.
DtaadVantagc,, of theO Gy~tOm

are: weight and the undestrability of using a (c) Compound System
mechanical system.

In this system the water sinkIs
(b) Distribution System confined to a tank, and air Is circulated through

a closed system as a means of transporting
In this system water in fed to heat from the structure to the water. The air

the areas of skin at the rate at which it is eva- is pumped through ducts covering the entire
porated, no return lines are required. Two structural surface, and through aheat exchanger
arrangements have been devised for this sys- within the water tank. After being cooled by
tern. In the first, water Is fed to many points giving up heat to the water, the air would be
on the inner surface of the structural shell, recirculated.
there being approximately one suchpointtoeach
-square foot of surface. The water is then ab- This system has the advantage
sorbed and spread uniformly over the local area of not requiring water throughout the structure.
around each feed point, by a thin "wick" material The disadvantages are large volumes of air
covering the entire inner surface of the struc- required with the attendant large ducts and

ture. The success of the system depends on the pumps. This volume can be decreased through
ability of the wick material to transport water the use of compressors and turbines, at the
by capillary action over the local area around a expense of increased weight and complexity.
feed point; and also on the development of a
satisfactory metering device to controlthe flow. (7) High Capacity Cooling Systems
Two wick materials have been considered during
the present study: an all-wool felt, approxi- In the areas where equilibrium tem-
mately 1/8 inch in thickness, and awovenfiber- peratures -are too high for the use of insulation,
glass material of brand name "Refrasil". cooling systems capable of handling much higher

values of heat flux than the system just de-
The second arrangement uses scribed will be required. This difference will

a layer of material adjacent to the skin which be a factor of at least 100, so that it may be
contains the total quantity of water that Is used safely assumed that water-soaking devices will
during the flight. The material used Is be totally inadequate. dowevertne possibility
"Vermiculite", an exploded mica, which has the of developing very high temperatures allows
ability to hold an amount of water equal to be- corsideration of coolants such as the liquid
tween three and five times it own weight. metals, in addition to water. Such a system,
Steam charging of the "Vermiculite" is visualized working at high temperatures, takes maximum
as a convenientmeansoffillingitwiththe neces- advantage of heat dissipation by radiation, and
sary quantity of water before take-off. at the same time these areas are generally

lightly loaded secondary structure so that the
The advantages of the first sys- use of high-temperature, high-density structural

tern are the reduced coolant flow and the elimin- materlais may be acceptable.
ation of return lines. The second system has
these same advantages plus a lighter distribu- Cooling systems for areas of high
tion system and since the distribution occurs heat flux divide naturally into those with and
prior to take-off, the system is "fail safe". without an expendable coolant. If the coolant Is

The disadvantages of these sys- not expendable, it must be circulated to areas

tems are the additional weight of lines, duts, of the airframe with high temperaturer, and then

manifold, and residual water; the fact that the to those where the naturalequilibrium tempera-

water may not be diffused through the wicking tures are lower than the temperature limit of
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available materials. The temperatures of those SUPPORTS ARE ALONG ob AND ;d.
areas can then be raised by the coolant, with a IN THE STREAMWISE DIRECTION
resulting dissipation of radiant energy. The
study of cooling systems that function without ALONG EDGE d b.
an expendable coolant thus becumes a study of AND
means of transporting heat from the areas of
very high flux, to areas where heat can be lost
by radiation. • PANEL WIDTH

Systems using an expendable I
coolant as a means of cooling reduce essentially PANEL 7/ # I
to the choice of coolant on the basis of heat LENG
capacity, working temperatures, etc., and of / OF BENDING
means of distributing, circulating, and expending . /STIFFNESS
this coolant. d LIGHT OUTER

(a) High Capacity Systems - Ex-
pendable Coolant INNER CORRUGATED INCONEL X

SHEET CONTINUOUSLY SPOT-WELDED
Two methods are available for 10 A FLAT OUTER INCONEL X SHEET.

using an expendable material as a structural
cooiant: (a) transpiration cooling, and (b) con- INNER PRIMARY EDGE SUPPORT
vective cooling. Since transpiration cooling in- STRUCTURE
volves interaction between the coolant and the AIRLOAD

boundary layer, this is treated in Section IV-B. M_
Figures 37 and 38 show the properttas of variousAL
possible coolants and show the superiority of
liquid metals as expendable coolants. Estimated S i //
coolant weights for Liquid metal expendable SEC. am
systems apply to the leading edge of the bomber
using aluminum, magnesium, and sodium as Figure 39. Structural Configuration Principles
coolants. Aluminum-- has the highest latent heat
of vaporization but requires operating tempera-
tures higher than those at which any known this system, the area being cooled can be oper-

structural material is useful. Magnesium has ated at a lower temperature level than the
half the heat of vaporization but operates at area from which heat is being dissipated. How-
temperatures within the useful range of existing ever, since materials arc setting the Limits,
high-density superalloys. Sodium has a smaller this is a dubious advantage to offset the addi-

latent heat, but is useful at even lower tempera- tional weight and complexity.

tures. Water has a cooling capacity of about
one-half that of sodlurn, but has the obvious ad- S. StructureiConfiguratuons
vantage of convenience and safety. The preceding discussion of the problem

(b) High Capacity Cooling System - of protecting primary structure indicatedprom-
Nonexpenciable ising results for systems which utilize external

insulation either with or without cooling. Pre-
Two methods are also available liminary analyses indicated that a Light outer

for use of this type of system. In the first, wall striicture to provide aerodynamic contour
coolant may be pumped through the system ab- and carry airloads, combined with an inner
sorbing heý.i at the hot area and losing heat on primary structure to carry structural loads was
the cooling :rea. In the secondahigh-tempera- the most satifactory solution. This principle
ture refrigeration cycle is necessary. With is illustrated in Figure 39 which also shows the
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RETAINING SK IN -CORRUGATION
STRIP PANELS

STRUCTURE UASSEMBLY

CHANNEL HEAD

Figure 40. Outer Wall Attachment Structure

mechanism of airload transmission to the pri-. panels, is equivalent to 0.70 pound per square
mary structure via the supporting edge membera foot of surface.
while at the same time retaining the capability
of expanding thermally in all directions. This Figure 41 shows a second edge attach-
floating characteristic avoids transfer of ther- ment development in which the retaining strip
mal stresses to the supports and hence to the and the support channels have been combined
primary structure. Inconel X was chosen as the to provide, with reduced thicknesses, the neces-
external skin and corrugation as previously ex- sary bending strength to carry loads from the
plained. corrugations. Figure 41 also shows how the

weight and heat conduction have been minimized
Two designs utilizing these principles in the attachment by removil of material, and

have been devised. In the first of these (Fig- strength and stiffness maintained by maximum
ure 40) the nuts supporting the outer retaining use of flanges, beads, etc.

strip are arranged to float after the screw has
been tightened, so that differential expansion The attachment of Figure 41 has the ad-
between the retaining strip and the support vantage over that of Figure 40 in that it is ap-
channel Is accommodated. Both the support preciably lighter in weight, being only 0.31
channel and the retaining strip are divided into pound per square foot of surface for an 8-inch
approximately 4-inch lengths to allow for ther- wide skin panel. This advantage is offset, how-
mal expansion, but free expansion of the sup- ever, by the fact that individual skin panels are
port channel is somewhat restricted by the not readily removable for r.epairor maintenance,
attachment to the aluminum primary structure. and also by the fact that the proposed attachment
Thermal stresses and deformations induced in is more susceptible to thermal stresses. This

the support channel by this restraint have been latter condititon arises because of the additional
estimated and found acceptable. Heat trans- continuity of Aaterial and, hence, additional re-
mission into the primary structure has been straints in the scheme of Figure 40 compared
minimized by arranging for edge contact only with that of Figure 41.
at the base of the floating nut, and by reducing
to a minimum the width of the conduction path 6. Testing
through the support channels. This latter slno
minimizes the weight. Total weight of this The type of construction which was analy-
attachment structure, based on 8-inch wide tically found to be of minimum weight for the
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CONTINUOUS WELD OR BRAZE

INSULATION

BEADED LEGS-

Figure 41. Outer Wall Attachment Structure

primary wing structure of Stage III (Figure 40) span of 0.037 inch occurred at a time of 80 sec-
was subjected to a series of tests. The test onds. The temperature program applied consis-
program included tests of fabrication, strength, ted of heating at i. rate of 14*Fper second from

rigidity, thermal warpage, and cooling. 70'F to 1470*F in 100 seconds, holding 1470'
for 30 seconds, and decreasing at a rate of 56F

a. Fabrication per second to 2240 F at a total elapsed time of
375 seconds.

The fabricating tests indicate that sat-
isfactory methods are available for handling all
problems connected with fabrication. These in-
clude forming, joggling, and welding of panels, d. Thermal Cooling Tests
all to very close tolerances. These methods
are available even though much of the stock is A series of tests were conducted to
of foil gauge. demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed

wick-type cooling system. These tests were
b. Strength and Rigidity designed to determine:

Bending and simulated air loading tests (1) If the wick which covers the inner
were conducted on outer wall specimenz at surface of the aluminum alLuy wall can distri-
room temperatures. These tests showed that bute the coolant under the prescribed heat flux
stresses of 88,500 psi under positive conditions and not develop dry areas next to the skin or in
and 136,000 psi under negative conditions were local patches.
required to fail the specimen. In the a.r load-
ing tests, a positive average distributed loading (2) The amount of coolant required to
of 14psi was successfully withstood, and failure cool the aluminum skin at the boiling tempera-
occurred at 17.9 psi average distributed nega- ture of water.
tive loading,

The basic specimen consistedof 0.125-
c. Thermal Warpage Tests inch x 8.00-inch x 10.88 aluminum inner wall

and two 4.17-inch x 8.37-inch sections of outer
A wall panel was heated from a heat wall, the necessary supports, nutplates, retain-

source such that a uniformity within *50" at er strips, screws, and locating pins to duplicate
IS00'F was achieved on the test panel. A max- the proposed means of attaching the outer wall
imum deflection at the center of the six-inch to the inner wall.
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Figure 42. Thermal Cooling Test: Figure 43. Thermal Cooling Test:
iDouble Layer Refrasil Saturated Vermiculite

Th• most successful cooling system of 0.0045 diameter 100 mesh stainless steel
utilized a double layer of refrasil backed with a screen. In this vertically mounted test panel a
perforated aluminum foil sheet. During the tests water ratio of 1.54 was obtained as compared
water was supplied at a rate of approximately with 3.83 obtained in a horizontal panel. Figure
17 cc per irninute through a single supply point 43 shows the temperatures attained during the
located 2.00 Inches from the top of the panel. tests.
Figure 42 shows the test results. It is signifi-
cant that the sections where a supply of water Comparison of the time elapsed before
was continuous were maintained at the boling the sharp temperature rise at the various ther-
point of water. mocouple locations shows the marked effect of

Another test of Interest was that of the gravity on the distribution of the water over the
cooling system wherein the water required for panel. It is apparent from these results that the
cooling was stored in 0.26 pound of 15 pounds portion of the vermiculite adjacent to the inner

per cubic foot density vermiculite which was wall tended to dry out more rapidly than water
held In contact with the Inner wall by a box made could be drawn from the remainingvermiculite.
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D.__ NAVIGATION AND CONTROL

1. General a. Weight of airborne equipment (plus
cost and power consumption).

The tremendous speed, short time of
flight, and longs range of Stage M! create many b. Number od ground stations and their
navigational problems which are peculiar to th.s complexity (plus operating personnel,
type of weapon system. In addition, the navi- maintenance cost, etc.).
gation and control system must be capable of
operatlon for either bombing or reconnais- c. Present state of the art (and estimate
sance missions. Reference 8 is a detailed re- of development in 10 years).
port of the study of the navigation and control
system. d. Flexibility of use and capability of in-

dependent action by pilot. (The factors
Considering the general requirements, shown in parentheses were secondary

the following four classes of navigation sys- considerations only.)
tems have been investigated for possible ap-
plication for the MX-2276 weapon: As a result of these studies, the primary

bomber navigation system selected is all-
a. All-inertial navigation inertial. The radar and optical systems are

used by the pilot as sources of navigation in-
b. Doppler-aided inertial navigation formation for use at his discretion in diverting

to an alternate target or landing site, correction
e. Position-aided inertial navigation of mapping errors, or other action requiring

judgment and decision. They also serve as a
(1) Loran type means of obtaining reconnaissance data. For

the reconnaissance mission, extreme accuracy
(2) Radar beacon is required of the navigation systems. In

order to illustrate the accuracy which this sys-
(3) Navarho tem can attain for this purpose, a preliminary

error analysis to determine instrumentation re-
(4) ATRAN map-matching quirements has been made for a total CPE of

4000 feet at an 8000-nautical mile range. This
(5) Star Tracker range and accuracy is considered to be the

maximum capability. A relaxation of the
d. All-electronic positional navigation accuracy requirements would eliminate the

with the same position fix possibilities need for some of the advanced instrumentation
as mentioned above, techniques recommended for attaining this ac-

curacy.
These classes of navigation were eval-

uated considering the following aspects in ad- During a bombing mission, the bomber's
dition to the basic accuracy requirements. navigation and control system must navigate
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the bomber to the desired release point, pro- essary for keeping the platform aligned with
vide the proper initial conditions to the bomb, the reference coordinates and the signals nec-
and release the bomb at the correct time. essary to convert the output indications of the
After relen.•, by means of radar or optical accelerometers from an inertial to an earth-
fixes on the target or aimpoints, tho, crew fUed reierence, Tihies 6iga•ls are thc cor-
measures and transmits position corrections rek-tion terms for centripetal and Coriolis
to the bomb via a radio link. On the basis of accelerations.
this correction to the bomb guidance system,
the accuracy requirements of the bomber navi-
gation system are less stringent, for a bombing (1) Reference Coordinates
mission alone, and the instrumentation can be
less precise. One of the simplest systems to

The bomb navigation system should guide instrument is the conventional latitude and

the bomb to the target over a range in the order longitude coordinate system where the meas-

of 300 nautical miles and detonate the warhead urements are performed in the horizontal North

with a 1500-foot CPE at the desired target. and East directions. However, this system is
limited to a nonpolar operation due to the

2. Bomber Navigation and Control System excessive azimuth torquing rates (infinity at a
pole), necessary W keep the system North

For clarity in discussion, the system can aligned.
be considered in three sections. An inertial
reference system determines the position of the Sinco the operational area of the
bomber with respect to a set of reference co- MX-276 extends over the polar regions, a
ordinates. The navigation system determines transverse polar coordinate system has been

the flight path the bomber is to follow and selected, utilizing poles which Lie outside the
generates the required control sigrals. Finally, operational vrea of the bomber. Although the

the control system exerts the proper forces on required inFtrumentation is more complex than

the bomber to cause the desired maneuvering and for the conventional polar coordinate system

to obtain satisfactory stability, (North-East system), navigation is permitted
over vast areas of the globe.

Figure 44 is a block diagram showing the
major components of the navigation and control The transverse. syntem is based
system. The inertial reference system is re- in its orientation on a great circle between the
presented by the platform, accelerometers, and take-off and landing points. Since it is desir-
position computer. A flight path computer and able for simplicity to measure horizontal ac-
flight programmer fulfill the requirements of celerations in two mutually perpendicular ce-
the navigation systom in supplying the proper ordinates, the system is based on transverse
roll, pitch, and yaw control signals to the longitude and latitude.
bomber autopilot.

a. Inertial Reference System The equator of this system is taken
along the great circle connecting the take-off

The heart of the inertial reference and landing points. This avoids the possibility
system is the accelerometers measuring along a of approaching the transverse poles eventhough
aet of reierence coordinates. This coordinate the target may conceivably be off this great
system is established by the orientation of a circle by an appreciable distance. As can be
multi-axis, gyro-stabilized platform. Aposition seen from Figure 45, this system is similar
computer double integrates the outputs of the to a conventional latitude-longitude system with
accelerometers to obtain the desired position the equator displaced. The vertical coordinate
information. In addition to this function, the is established by the direction of the Listwata-
position computer generates the signals nec- neous local vertical.
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Figure 44. Bomber Navigation and Control System

(2) Stabilized Platform The first of these methods, which
involves the use of a star-tracker, has special

The stabilized platform maintains merits for very long times of flight since there
the measuring axis of three accelerometers is no steady state drift Involved. However, the
along the direction of the transverse longi- instrumentation required Is complex, and this
tude and latitude coordinates and the local complexity combined with the short time of
vprtIcal. The supervision of the platform to flight makes the use of this system unwarranted.
establish this reference coordinate system can
be achieved by several different methods. Two The second method which is rec-
of these methods seem appropriate to this proj- ommended is a conventional gyro-stahilized
ect according to the present state of inertial platform which uses very accurate gyros. From
techniques. the many possible platform gimbal config-
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uratlons, the platform shown in Figure 46 Figure 46. Platform Design for Bomber

was selected since it easily accommodates both Navigation System

the vertical launch and a large roil angle for

maneuvering. It is gimbailed as a yaw-roll-
pitch platform with the addition of an outer roil

gimbal. The inner element of the platform is The accurate determillatiun of alti-
separated into the accelerometer sectioni and tude by pure inertial means presents certain

the gyro section which are rotatable relative to problems. To circumvent theseproblems a ra-
each other. dar altimeter will be combined with the inertial

instrumentation, Corrections must also be made

To maintain the platform horizontal for the change in radius of curvature of the geoid

and aligned with the reference coordinate sys- as a function of latituJe, direction, and altitude,

tem, it is necessary to rotate the platform to In order to keep the accelerometers properly
compensate for earth's rotation and curvature, aligned with the axes of the reference coordinate

system, a combination of Schuler tuning and comr-

(3) Position Computer pensation for earth's rotation is utilized.

The position computer determines (4) Accuracy Considerations
the instantaneous position of the bomber in

ternis of altitude and transverse longitude and The overall CPE of the proposed

latitude. In addition, the position computer inertial navigatlon system is determined by the

supplies the vorious signail for torquing the accuracy of the components of the system.

gyros and rutating the accelerometer platform

section rel•itive to the gyro section in order to The following assumed accuracies

keel) the stLbilIzed pilatform sli . I to the re- of these components., are values that will I)e at -

ference coordin:te systin,. tainable within the time period of this program.
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-5
Accelerometers 0.5 x 10 of full range Maximum Longitudinal 5g

Integrators 2 x 10-5 of full range Acceleration

Gyros: Random Drift 0.01 deg per hour Maximum Normal 0.5g

Torque Accu- 0.01 deg per hour Acceleration

racy (torquing rates less Maximum Vertical Ig

than 100 deg per hour) Acceleration

Based on the foregoing assump-
The preceding value for gyro drift tions, the individual standard errors have been

does not reflect improvements possible withthe computed and listed in Table V.
special gyro operating technique discussedlater
In this section. These standard errors have been

evaluated for various flight times and the CPE
Initial ground alignment of the plat- determined. The results of this error analysis

form will be made to the following accuracies: are shown in Figure 47.

Leveling 4 seconds of arc It should be noted that in the evalu-
ation of errors the high cruising velocity of the

Azimuth Alignment 10 seconds of arc bomber was considered. The centripetal accel-
i veration due to this speed reduces the effective

It is believed that a leveling period of one-half vertical acceleration to about 0.25g.
hour will be sufficient to attain these values.

12
In performing a preliminary error

analysis of the navigation system, the following Ii
assumptions have been made concerning an
MX-2276 mission. 10

9
Maximum Navigation 10,400 nautical

S
Range miles

Average Velocity 4,000 nautical miles 2

in 25 minutes C6

Maximum Cross Range 1,000 nautical miles

Maximum Transverse 170 4

Latitude

Maximum Altitude 50 nautical miles
2

Maximum Longitudinal 22,000 feet per

Velocity second

:Aaximum Lateral 4,000 feet per 0 10 2 30 40 5 60 70 'O 90 100

'Velocity second TIME.-Flnutes

Maximum Vertical 1,000 feet per Figure 47. CPE as a Function of Flight

Velocity second Time and Range
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TABLE V

INSTRUMENTATION ERRORS

Range Accuracy Standard Error

A. Transverse Longitude Channel
-5-51. Accelerometer i5g 0.5 x 10. of full range 2.5 x 10 g

2. Velocity Integrator *22,000 ft/sec 2 x 10.5 of full range 0.44 ft/sec

3. Range Integrator t10,400 n.mi 2 x 10"6 of full range 1265 ft

4. Schuler Loop Integrator ±180 degrees 2 x 10-5 of full range 13 sec - arc

5. Positioning of 2 sec - arc
Accelerometer Section

6. Gyro Drift 0.01 deg/hr

7. Initial Platform Leveling 4 sec - arc

B. Transverse Latitude Chamnel

1. Accelerometer ±0.5g 0.5 x 10'5 of full range 0.25 x 10-5 g

2. Velocity Integrator ±4000 ft/sec 2 x 10"5 of full range 0.08 ft/sec

3. Range Integrator ±1000 n.mi 2 x 10 of full range 121 ft

4. Gyro Drift 0.01 deg/hr

5. Gyro Torquer 0.01 deg/hr

6. Initial Platform Leveling 4 sec - arc

7. Initial Azimuth Alignment 10 se -arc l

Gravitational anomalies must also Altitude is determined to 300 feet
be considered for the groundlevelingoftheplat- and vertical velocity to 0.1 foot per second
form since the gravitational r.1dial anomalies in through the use of the pr'viously described alti-
the United States may approaci, 0.2 cm per sec2  tude channel. This alovs a computation o! the

and deflections of a plumb bob up to 30 seconds radius of curvature correction with a 500-foot
of arc have been observed. Because of the height error and an error of 10-4 of the total correc-

of the cruise portion of the flight path, it can be tions for centripetal and Coriolis accelerations.

expected that local anomalies alongthe flight path In the worst case (transverse longitude channel)
of the bomber practically disappear. this would correspond to an additional 5 x 10-6 g

standard accelerometer error and a 0.5foot per

The accuracy of the computation of second standard velocity error.

the correction terms for the latitude and longi- The errors involved in the computa-
tude channels (radius of cu:-vature, Coriolis and tion of the gravitational acaleration using a
centripetal accelerations) is selected soastobe constant value for the radiL . of the earth is well
compatible with the basic Instrumentation, within the allowable vertical error.
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(5) inst run ciii ii in b. Navigation System

The lnstrumentatloi of the MVX-2276 Input i n f o r m a I I o n to the navigation
,.... n a ....... ... u ... ....... ... wil ... ..a .. nt basl. .. t .. s o"btaine d t . ... firi, i t. rn pu tv
elements of an inertial reference system. Gyros which indicates the location of the bomber from
supervise the stabilization of the platform, map data and from flight operations as stored
accelerometers act as the primary sensingele- in the flight programmer. The system is auto-
ments, and integrators obtain velocity andposi- matic but may be corrected at the discretion of
tion information. In addition, certain auxiliary the pilot by information derived from the radar
computing elements are requiredto generate the or optical equipment.
necessary correction terms. The required com-
putations can be performed by either analog or The basic problem of navigation can'be
digital techniques; a third method, that may be considered in two parts: flight between two
termed "pulsed-analog", shows promise In that aimpoints, and aimpoint departure. The take-
it avoids the complexity of arithmetic approxi- off and landing sites as well as the target are
mations whtlsý retaining the advantages of "count- considered as aimpoints in this discussion.
ing." A preliminary analysis indicates that a In the general case the desired flight path would
combination of pulsed analog and digital tech- consist of crossing several aimpoints for a re-
niques would provide the best system. connaissance mission or in passing sufficiently

close to prescribed check points (aimpoints) to
obtain radar or optical fixes while performing
a bombing mission.

(a) Gyros

Several gyros are under devel- (1) Flight Between Aimpoints
opment for various programs that could con-
ceivably satisfy the accuracy requirements. The most direct flight path between
However, these are of rather large size and two points on the earth is along a great circle
weight so that the platform becomes extremely ',;finpd in earth-fixed coordinates. While fol-
heavy. A different solution becomes mandatory lowing such a path the bomber is subject to
because of the low permissible weight in the Coriolis forces which the bomber has to coun-
bomber. teract. This requires an appreciable roll angle

during the entire time of flight, resulting in aOne solution utilizes a slow and probable loss in range.

continuous rotation of the gyro housingabout the

gyro spin axis. By this process, most of the gyro To avoid these forces the bomber
drift torques are rotated so that their effect in may be navigated along a great circle course
terms of drift angle becomes negligible. Sucha in a space-flixed coordinate system. The dis-
scheme allows the use of small gyros. advantage of this form of rnavigation is the exis-

tence of large position ?rrors with respect to
the aimpoint, since it is impossible to predict
the exact course of the bomber over the earth.

(b) Accelerometer and Integrators These variations from the expected flight path

The high accuracy requirement are caused by deviations in the velocity and
rules out the use of conventional direct reading altitude of the bomber from predicted values.
accelerometers and necessitates a servo-con-
strained instrument. This is anull-typeinairu- The exi8 ence of large position errors requires
ment whereby the reaction torque, due to the either a switch to another form of navigation or
acceleration of an unbalanced mass, isnuiledby a rapid turn in the vicinity oi the aimpoint to
an electromagnetic torque. The current in the obtain the required accuracy in passingoverthe
torque coil is then proportional to acceleration. aimpoint.
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A method of navigation that would (c) Aimpolnt location
comlibine the advantlages of the !previously dig-
cussed systems would program transverse lat- (d) Alternate aimpoint location
itude as a function of transverse lungitude as
indicated by the position computer. The pro- (e) Automatic leveling for
grammed latitude is the latitude at which the bomb platform
bomber should be in order to insure arrival
over the aimpoint. This is a space-fixed great (M) Automatic bomb release
circle path if the actual values of altitude and
velocity correspond to predicted values. If this (g) Changing autopilot
assumption is in error, the bomber stillfollows parameters
the programmed path on the earth, but this path
I is no longer a apace-fixed great circle. The (h) Automatic checkout
bomber is then subject to Coriolis forces that procedures
are a function of the difference between actual
and predicted values of altitude and velocity. c. Control System
The important consideration is that the bomber
is navigated to arrive over the aimpoint. In addition to its normal function of

providing stabilization of the bomber, the control
system performs the lateral maneuvering and

(2) Aimpoint Departure pitch control required to fly the desired flight
path. Provision is made for the pilot to over-

After leaving an aimpoint the bomb. ride the automatic control system and to provide
er, in the general case, enters a turn to reach a manual control.
new heading angle before navigating to the next
aimpoint. The flight path, particularly the head- If a navigation system malfunction
ing angle at which the bomber approaches an occurs, the pilot can assume control and navi-
aimpoint, and the loc2tIon of the next aimpoint gate using conventional techniques. Similarly,
are carefully selected in order to restrict the in case of a failure of just the flight path corn-
required turn angle to a small value. puter, the pilot may navigate ihe bomber along

the programmed path by monitoring the bomb-
(3) Flight Programmer er's computed position on a map display.

The bomber navigation system con- 3. Proposed Bomb Guidance System
tains a flight programmer which Is capable of
automatically initiating the various functions re- The bombing mode consists of allowing
quired along the flight path. This programmer the bomb to fall freely until it reaches a Mach
consists of a storage element and several func- number low enough that aerodynamic control
tlion generators. The storage element permits may be initiated without producing excessive
setting in all pertinent information for the oper- heating. Since the bomb must be pr e vented
ation of the bomber. The function generators from rolling during Its entire trajectory, a
produce the various programs as functions of means of roll control other than aerodynamic
position, alciude, speed, acceleration, time, etc. should be provided.

The following list, though not en- A basic inertial system which can be cor-
tirely complete, points out the most significant rected from the bomber by means of a radio
programs and commands which have to be gen- link appears to be most suitable for guiding the

crated during the bomber flight, bomb to the target after it is released fron, the
bomber. The bomber operator can obtain acuir-

(a) Pitch altitude ate information on the target location by tither

radar or opt ical means ... I the bonm)ber approac lies
(11) St•age sel sei al';ion sign.ils the larget area. These dam ';,r litwn he used to
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compute error signals for transmission to the d. Position Computer
bomb. This correction feature is of extreme
value considering the accuracy required andthe The bomb position computer basi-
lack of map data on target locations. cally double Integratc. accclerations to ete .-

mine position. It has the added requirement
of providing platform rotation signals and

a, Coordinate System Coriolis and centripetal acceleration correc-
tions. Since the reference coordinates of the

The choice of coordinates for this sys- bomb and bomber systems are identical, the
tern is very much dictated by the bomber correction terms required to be computed by
navigation instrumentation which delivers the bomb position computer are identical to
velocity and position information in a trans- those for the bomber.
verse polar coordinate system. The system
selected consists of using the same basic velo- From preliminary investigations it can
city and position information as developed in be deduced that the random portion of the gyro
the bomber navigation system. The lack of any drift should not exceed about 0.1° per hour,
transformation in the coordinate systems be- accelerometer errors should be in the order of
tween bomber and bomb should result in a 5 x 10-4 g, and the integrator accuracy should
higher over-all accuracy without increasing the amount to less than 1 part in 5,000. As men-
complexity of the total arrangement. Correc- tioned previously the small range and shorter
tiona in the target location required during the flight time of the bomb allows a less accurate
bomb flight can be accomplished very easily by instrumentation of the corrections than was
varying the target coordinates. required for the bomber navigation system.

The over-all error of such an instrumentation
over a 300-nautical mile range, including any

b. Stabilized Platform effects of these errors on the aligament per-
formance, is estimated to be in the order of

As in the inertial reference system of 15UO feet CPE, exclusive of map errors.
the bomber, the three accelerometers are
mounted on a multi-axis platform which stabil- e. Flight Path Computer
izes their measuring axes along the axes of theSdesired refetenrce coordinate system, The',"ranre-to-go" i nfo r ma ti on in-

r cterms of transverse longitude, latitude, and
altitude increments in itself is not sufficient
to direct the bomb to the desired detonation

c. Transfer of Initial Conditions point. A flight path computer is necessary to
derive from this information the necessary

For the proper operation of the bomb signals from the proper yaw and pitch control.
guidance system it is necessary to introduce the
instantaneously correct initial conditions from
the bomber navigation system, This allows a 4. Radar and Optical Correction of
proper alignment of the stabilized platform in Navigation System
the bomb so that the bomb system acceler-
ometers read the same accelerations as those on a. General
the bomber platform. The velocity and position
outputs of the bomb system are also adjusted Correction of both the velocity and
to the indications of the bomber navigation position outputs of the bomber navigation sys-
systum. The position Information from the tern have been considered. It appears that the
bomber consicts of the Instantaneous position radar and optical data cannot be obtained with
of the bomber less the coordinates of the tar- sufficient accuracy to warrant velocity cor-
,et. The bomb guidance indication then develops rections. However, they can be obtained ac-
in terms of range-to-go to the target. curately enough to warrant position corrections.
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One possible method roezrects only the COMPUTED LOCATION
range-to-go information computed inthe bomber OF SOMBER (W3 . )7
wiLhouuL ur.ectlag the bomber navigation sys-
tem. TRUE LOCATION

OF BOMBER

The method of position corrections can L%) I
be seen from Figure 48 which assumes, for
clarity, perfect position fixes. (Lo , A, ) are INDICATED
the map coordinates of the aimpoint while (L AX .BOMSGR

A, ) are the true coordinates. (L', A' ) is the

location of the bomber as indicated by the PC
navigation system and (L', Xa) the true AX. A

bomber location. The radar or optical equip-
ment measures PA, the relative distance be- C0ONAT

tween the true aimpoint and the true bomber OF AJMP IN"

location. However, in computing the true (LJ',11) ACTUAL
bomber location on the basis of position fixes, COORDINATES
the map coordinates of the almpoint are used, OF AIMPOINT
thus locating the bomber at (L , X/), The
distance, PA, is displayed to the pilot.

An outline map of the terrain over
which the bomber flies is also displayed to
the pilot and is driven by the navigation longi- yst em
tude and latitude indications. The bomber System
position on this may may be represented by a
pair of cursors which move over the map face,
or by positioning the map with respect to the the same scale. The pilot is then readily able
display such that the center of the display is to see the difference in th" location of an aim-
maintained at the bomber position. On the point on the map as compared to the radar or

map, (L' - Lo') representa the distance from optical display.

the indicated position of the bomber to the
predicted aimpoint along the L' axis, and Figure 49a shows a sketch of this

()*'- ) represents the corresponding dis- map display. The map may be a reversed
tanceirlong the A' axis. These distances are negative with aimpoint and major land features

also indicated to the pilot, outlined on it with respect to the programmed
flight path which 16 along the centerline of the

Position corrections are then made map. The map is on a long strip and scaled

by the pilot by adjusting the map display to equal to the scale of the radar and optical

make the distance WL' - Lo') and (''- X' ) displays. Movement of the map is lengthwise

corresponding to the respective distances on through the display as the bomber travels along

the radar or optical displays. its programmed path. The programmed path,
in general, Je,iates a certain distance from the

b. Map Display L' axis of the transverse coordinate system, but
because both the take-off point and the landing

The map display is driven by the in- point are on this axis, these deviations are

dicated longitude and latitude of bomber in small. Therefore, the map may be driven

such mennP~r that the center of the display is direcily with the computed transverse longi-

the bomber location. Since the bomber location tude and scaled as a function of the ingle

is also the center of the radar and optical dis- X, the angle between the programmed path and

plays, this map may then be superimposed over the L' axWs. This eliminates the possibility of

either the optical or radar display which have errors arising from a computer used to con-
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Figure 49. Map Data Presentation
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vert distances along the L' axis to distances painting and permni the nbservitl ion of smaller
along the flight path. target areas. Referenie 9 contains a detailed

desc riotion of the rad.ir sllU
Since the bomber, in general, does nut

exactly follow the programmed path, these The techniqoe fur simultaneous Lobing,
deviations must be introduced into the map as incorporated in this radar, requires that the

display. As shown In Figure 49b, the bomber antenna array, looking to either side, be di-

location at an indicated longitude L' differs vided into two halves. Each half is end-fed and

from the programmed path by (;k"- ,A') where the combined pattern will depend on the relative

"): is the programmed latitude. P phasing between the two halves. If the two

p halves are fed In phase, the combined pattern

The map computir, Filgre 49c, re- is as shown In the upper pattern of Figure 50b,
solves this error into components normal and If they are fed out-of-phase, the combined pat-

tangent to the programmed flight path. The tern is as shown immediately below (the cen-
normal component, (),-- )t ) cosXis used to ter of the pattern will be displaced a few degrees
drive the map normal tts centerline. Sir- from perpendicular to achieve a reasonablydlarly the tangential component (erli-n') sin broad band impedance match). Both of these

X represents an error in the location of the patterns are obtained simultaneously by con-

bomber along the programmed path as pre- nectin. the two halves of the antenna to the
sented on the map, Since the map is driven 'side" arms of a "Magic Tee" or other hybrid.

with the L' indication, the term ;k The other two arms of the hybrid are re-

sinX is resolved into a component along the spectively called 'sum" and difference' arms
L' axis. This term is used to correct the L' in the block diagram, Figure 50d.
Indication driving the L' map servo.

Tl.e remainder of the radar set consists

it is also necessary to rotate the map of a modulator, magnetron and power dividor, a

about the center of the display by the angle be- local oscillator referenced tothe magnetronfre-

tween the bomber axis and the tangent to the quency, 4 mixers and IF strips (a sum and a

programmed path. This angle Is (V'-X) whe-e difference strip for each side) and 4 detectors.

Y is the horizontal angle between the bomber The "sum" detectors are ordinary linear de-

attitude and the L' axis. tectors; the "difference" detectors arebalanced
phase detectors. The output of the phase de-
tector is (approximately) the magnitude of the

5. Radar product of the two inputs of polarity determined
by the relative phases. (See the bottom pattern

a. Recommended System shown in Figure 50b.) The detector outputs and
synchronizer pulses go to the display.

In Reference I In which the early
work on the weapon system was reported, The display which is proposed for this
a Ku-band side-looking radar system was pro- radar (Figure 51) is a flying-spot cathode-ray

posed. A technique of simultaneous lobing was tube whose image is projected ontc a moving

specified to provide resolution improvement, photosensitive film which Is developed in 2sec-
Radar data were to be displayed on a fac- onds or less for viewing by the pilot. Ihe image

simile printer or a rapid film developing and of the radar map wouldbe combined optically with

viewing device. As a result of the work ac- the previously prepared strip map to facilitate
complished during this study contract in which position fixes. Provision for comparison of the

only the original configuration proposed for the map with the actual ground as viewed by a

airframe was considered, the most promise still periscope should also be Included.
lies In the siroultaneous lobln,, sicle-loukhig"

radar (Table Viand Figure 50), very similar to The details of this display are as fol-

the one proposed at the start of this program, lows. The spot of the high resolution cathode-

The power has been inrreased (o improve ground ray tube is deflected by a range swrep starting
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TABLE VI. TENTATIVE SPECIFICATIONS
PROPOSED SIDE-LOOKING RADAR

(FIXED ANTENNAS, SIMULTANEOUS LOBING)

Fr A ,•uecavy 16 kitII

Peak Power 100 kw each side

Pulse Repetition Frequency 1200 pps

Pulse Width 0.4 microsecond

Receiver Bandwidth 3.0 mc V

Antenna Length 22 ft

Antenna Width 6 in.

Ground Coverage 10 to 50 nautical miles, each side

Near Paage Far Range
Spot Size (from 200,000 ft) 500 ft x 600 ft 1000 ft x 250 ft

NOTES: See Figure 50c. The underlined figures represent the resolution in
azimuth. They are subject to a further improvement of a factor of 3, achieved
by indicator display technique (spot positioning).

Resolution of Indicator 5000 spots for 100 n. miles
Film Requirement for 10,000 n. miles 7 in. x 50 ft

Minimum Discernible Spot Target 40 square meters

Weather Penetration Light rainfall

Weight Estimate

Antennas 300 lb

Radar and Indizator (CRT oaly) 250 lb

Size Estimate

Antennas (2) 24 ft x 1.5 ft x 1 ft each

Radar and Indicator 8 cu. ft

with the altitude return and intensity modulated illumination within the area on the film which re-
by the output of the "sum" receiver. The re- presents the ground spot size is determined by
suiting line of spots is focused upon the moving the output of the "difference" receiver of the
sensitized film or paper whose speed is scaled monopulse radar. Thus, if there are a number
from the aircraft speed given by the navigation of strong reflectors within the illuminated
computer. Separate tubes are used for right and ground spot, the position of the displayed spots
left radars and the images are combined opti- on the film will, when averaged over a large
cally. The size of the projected spot on the film number of pulses, show the targets approxi-
is about one-third of the corresponding beam- mately in their true locations. The ground inter-
width of the antenna. Thepositionofthis spot of cept of the beam will be slightly hyperbolic
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Figure 50a. Proposed Simultaneous - Lobing 1 2 3 4
Radar: Possible Location c Antennas

Figure 50b. Proposed Simultaneous-Lobing
due to the deviation of the antenna axis from Radar: Antenna and Patterns
horizontal. The cathode-raytube sweep would
be slightly curved to compensate.

Since the antenna of this radar is not systems for the Rascal missile and has been
stabilized, and it is desired to present the op- working under contract to the Bureau of Aero-
erator with information in ground coordinates, nautics on improvements to render the system
some stabilization of the display is required. even more reliable and more difficult to Jam.
In order that the resolution of the recorded image With this backlog of experience it has been
will be limited only by the cathode-ray tube, the relatively simple to specify the parameters of
recording film must be about 7 inches wide (as- a missile control system which would meet the
suming 20 lines per millimeter optical reso- MX-2278 requirements. These parameters are
lution) and about 50 feet of film are required shown in Table VII. The exact choice of fre-
to record the 10,000-mile flight path. quency for this system will depend upon the con-

figuration of both the bomber and the mispile
b,. Bomb Command System locations. A calculation of severalpossible ire-

Bell Aircraft Corporation has consid- quencles shows that the indicated power will suf-
erable experience in the design of command lice for any of the possible freq,.encies.
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Figure 50c. Propost'd Simultaiieuous-Lobing Radar: Ground Coverage

c. Associated Radar Problems tow density (the pressure may be as low as 0.1
mm Hg). It is known that high-power radar en-

During the past year theoretical, and ergy will cause ionization of the oxygen and other
in some cases experimental, evidence has been molecules, provided the density of powerflowis
obtained concerning the following problems sufficiently great. An atten-pt has been madeto
which are common to all radar systems for determine from the theoretical data the limiting
this weapon. In each case satisfactory solu- power level for antennas of various sizes op-
tions have been obtained for application to the erated at various frequencies in the range of al-
radar system proposed. titudes at which the bomber is to fly. The pri-

mary source of experimental data on this prob-
In addition, methods of resolution im- Iem is the work at the Research Laboratory of

provement have been studied intensively, es- Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
pecially those involving the techniques of co- nology by Herlin and Brown in 1948. Utili-
herent radar, in order to redcce the require- zing these data It was determined that the radar
ment for a large antenna array. It was found systems proposed operate with powers that are
that because of the very high speed and altitude, less than the calculated breakdown power by a
none of the techniques studied are practical. factor of four or greater, even for continuous
The systems studied Include CW radar, the operation. For pulsed operation at these alti-
Sherwin system, Redap, and Douser. tudes, the power required for breakdown is ex-

pected to be considerably greater.

(1) Breakdown It appears that sufficient data are
available on the breakdown problem to proceed

The atmosphere in the region im- with the design of a radar set provided safety
mediately surrounding the bomber is of a very factors of 2 to 5 times are used.
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Figure 51. Display for Side-Looking Radar (Simultaneous Double-Pulse Lobing)

(2) Radome Problems pertles, Since some of the properties of
fused silica far exceed those required, such ma-

A survey of the ceramic and other terials as Fosterites, Steatites, Wollastonites,

radome materials disclosed one material which Aluminas, AF-156, and Vycor should be con-
shows high promise for this application. This sidered as possible alternatives. To evaluate

material is fused silica which is capable of their suitability, equipment for measuringelec-
withstanding the extreme temperatures, meets trical and mechanical properties at tempers-
the thermal shock and stru(tural strength re- tures up to 1000. C at frequencies up to 36
quirements, and has acceptable electrical pro- kilomegacycles will be required.
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TABLE VII. TENTATIVE SPECIFICATIONS

MISSILE COMMAND LINK

Frequency 1000 to 10,000 megacycles

Peak Power 5 kw

Channel Bandwidth 500 bits per second

R.F. Bandwidth 2 mc

Maximum Range 240 n. miles (free space)
for +20 db signal-to-noise
ratio

Carrier

Weight Estimate 50 lb
Size Estimate 1.5 cu. ft (not including antenna)
Weight Estimate 

25 lb
Size Estimate 0.5 cu. ft

(3) The Effect of Atmospheric Bend- to the radar system. As aresultof the study on
Ing on Radar System Accuracy beam bending it was concluded that negligible

distortion of the radar picture is to be expected.

There are two types of bending
which influence radar applications to this weap-
on: first, the air in the immediate vicinity
of the bomber forms a weak but significant (4) The Effects of Cloud and Rain

prism which will deflect radar (and optical)
waves to a certain extent and will cause dis- It is of considerable importance in

turbances like blurring; second, the variable the tactical applications of the MX-22•'6thatop-

density and natural ionization nf the air be- erations be independent of weather conditions on

tween the bomber and the ground will have the the ground. Radar provides this all-weather op-

effect of bending and attenuating the radar eration while optical methods are greatly handi-

waves. A calculation of the amount of bending capped by clouds. However, in order toprovide

which would be experienced for various angles a radar set having the best postible resolution

of propagation was formulated theoretically. and using the minimum power, it is necessary

These show that for the angles within 600 to go to a very short wavelength, which will

of the vertical the angular disturbance due to result in some sensitivity of the radar system

the thermal ionization of the boundary layer will to weather effects. These effects have beenex-

be completely negligible for frequencies above tensively studied in many meteorological stud-

1000 megacycles, while angular disturbances due les.

to density variations are not important at fre-
quencies below 36,000 megacycles. This ap- It is concluded from an application

plies both to the steady-state deflection and to of these results to the MX-2276 problems that

random deflections due to turbulence. a suitable radar for this weapon system will be
less affected by rain than navigation and recon-

The propagation through the re- naissance systems presently in use, because of

mainder of the air, including the slightly ionized the high altitude, high depression angles, and

"D" layer, will not cause deviations detrimental high resolution.
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(5) [.:c'311o A ;\h iclnhI A,\rriy•-; iouIltS onWCO SSc'• ry,. llow ",xer, targect identifi-
cation c'oulId b) confused by suitable techniques.

E InIIINIti ' t Oini Idtei t; llcW; (If Ipol'er Tlhe way to improe this situation is to increase
I VtqOnlcAtuid de,"llil ,'uhollitioli d titatt that the fhe resuolution, which is also desirable from

llrgrSl possiblLe antenlna structure be used. other considerations. Against ionizing smokes,
the higher frequencies have a definite advantage

ll of the ptoheoretcl wick hand in that the required electron concentration for

,ni y of In~ prctiepal t technqear Wh havge- total reflection increases linearly with the

been developed In the past year on large- radar frequency. The use of such techniques
aetre airbornehas only been postulated, howover.
plicable to this antenna design problem. In
addition, the techniques ,)f surface-mounted d. Alternative Radars
radiators which have been developed at Ohio
State may prove to be of value. Since many radar systems were in-

Tevestigated prior to the selection of the system
ee The largest antenna so b ar de- recommended, It is appropriate to list thoseSveloped gives approximately 1/2' bandwidth at which are most interesting and may Iqlter

X band. The antennas considered above have which tre mst itretin an myste r
slightly smaller beamwldths and are longer and prove to be useful for this weapon system.
perhaps will be heavier unless a higher fre- (1) Side-Looking Double-Pulse Lobing
quency is -used or the aircraft's structure is Radar, Table VIII
utilized to a very large extent.

The lobing technique incorporated
(6) Jamming and Countermeasures in this radar consists of transmitting two short

pulses, a few microseconds apart, from an an-
During this year's study, little tenna which Is a traveling wave array.

effort has been devoted to consideration of
lamming and electronic countermeasures be- (2) Simultaneous-Lobing "Canted" Ra-
cause it felt that these properties of a radar dar - TaOle IX
system are very sensitive functions of the This radar may have application

state of the art reached by the enemy and either as a "filler" radar to observe the area
therefore cannot be predicted with enough re- immediately under Stage ill which the side-
liability to warrant any fle-nj coniclusinus. It looking radar does not cover, or possibly as
is most likely that techniques for active jam- an alternative to the siee-looking radar. Weight
ming (noise, CW, and pulse) will be most estimates are given for both applications.
fully developed In the 10,000-megacycle band

because it has been the standard airbo!,ne radar (3) Frequency Scanned Radar- Table X

frequency for almost 10 years and will prob-
ably continue to be so for some time. At This radar provides a view of the

higher frequencies (Ku and Ka bands) iamming area ahead of Stage III at the expense of in-
will be less apt to be well developed and well creased antenna weight and display complexity.
organized. This is, of course, amatterof time, Although it uses advanced electronic techniques,

and if it were known or even suspected that it is felt to be completely practical within the

such a frequency was to be used, the jamming MX-2276 developmental time schedule.
equipment could be developed.

(4) Mechanically Scanned Radar of the
Techniques of passive jamming - Rascal Type, Table XI

radar camouflfge and smokes - have been
studied in this country and presumably else- The principle problem with this
where. The navigation is not strongly affected radar is the radome, Although special solutin.s
by radar r;cinwufiage because its inertial ref- are possible it Is not as suitable for tills appli-

erence system makes large numberss of aim- cation.
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TABLE VIII. SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
(DOUBLE-PULSE LOBING)

Frequency 10 kmc

Peak Power 120 kw each side

Pulse Repetition Frequency 1200 pps

Pulse Width 2 x 0.4 microsecond with 2-microsecond separation

Receiver Bandwidth 3.0 mc

Frequency Shift for Lobing 12 mc

Antenna Length 22 ft

Antenna Width 7 in

Ground Coverage 10 to 50 n. miles lateral, each side

Spot Size * (Considering resolution Near Range Far Range
improvement of 02 from beam multi-
plication, aititude 200,000 ft) 550 ft x 600 ft 1000 ftx 250 ft

Resolution of Indicator 5,000 spots for 100 n. miles

Film Requirement for 10,000 n. miles 7 in. x 50 ft

Minimum Discernible Spot Target 22 squ.,re meters

Weather Penetration No Ihunderstorms.

Weight Estimate

Antennas 300 l1)

Radar and Indicator (CRT only) 250 lb

Size Estimate

Antennas (2) 24 ft x 1.5 ft x 1 ft each

Radar and Indicatoi 6 cu. ft

• NOTES: The underlined figures represent the resolution in azimuth.ý They

are subject to a further improvement of a factor 3, achieved by indicator dis-

play technique (spot-positioning).
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TABLE IX. CANTED RADAR

(FIXED CANTED ANTENNAS, SCANNING BY FORWARD MOTION, DUAL PULSE LOBING)

Frequency 16 kmc

Peak Power 100 kw each side

Pulse Repetition Frequency 1200 pps (Same as Side looking system)

Pulse Width 0.4 microsecond with 2-microsecond separation
(Same as Side-looking system)

Receiver Bandwidth 3 mc

Frequency Shift for Lobing 12 mc

Antenna Length 12.5 ft

Antenna Width 8.5 in.

Cant of Antennas 450

Squint of Beam 700 from forward end of antenna axis

Ground Coverage 0 to 11 n. miles each side (17 to 28 n. miles for-
ward)

Spot Size * Near Range Far Range

290,000 ft 2  440,000 ft2

(Distorted spot shape)

Resolution of Indicator ) Indicator is integrated into Side-looking radar
) indicator

Film Requirement for 10,000 n. miles)

Minimum Discernible Spot Target 26 square meters

Weather Penetration Heavy rain marginal.

Weight Estimate

Antennas and RF System 250 lb

Indicator (CRT only) 50 lb Added to indicator of Side-looking radar

Size Estimate

Antennas (2 required) 15 ft x 1.5 ft x I ft each

Radar and Indicator 3 cu. ft Added to Side-looking system

' See notes of Table VIII
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TABLE X. FREQUENCY SCANNED RADAR
(CONVENTIONAL PULSE RADAR)

Frequency 10 kme

Peak Power 80 kw

Pulse Repetition Frequency 2500 to 4000 pps, depending on altitude

Pulse Width 0.4 microsecond

Receiver Bandwidth 3.0 mc

Antenna Length 22 ft mechanical

Labyrinth Length 110 ft

Antenna Width 7 in.

Scanning Frequency 2.0 scans per second

Frequency Range for Scanning ±5% (9500 to 10500 mc)

Maximum Scanned Angle 300 left and right

Scans per Target 22

Ground Coverage 60 miles wide, centered on ground track
15 to 50 miles ahead of bomber

Spot Size (from 200,000 ft)

Range Azimuth

On ground track, Near 600 ft 800 ft
On ground track, Far 300 ft 1600 ft
Edge, Near 400 ft 1200 ft
Edge, Far 300 ft 2000 ft

Minimum Discernible Target Radar Area 36 square meters

"Weather Penetration No thunderstorms

Resolution of Indicator 2000 spots square

Film Requirement for 10,000 n. miles 70 mm x 50 ft

Weight Estimate

Antenna 500 lb

Radar and Indicator (CRT on!y) 450 lb

Size Estimate

Antenna 24 ft x 2.5 ft x 1 ft

Radar and Indicator 6 cu. ft
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TAB3LE XI. MNI;CANICAI.,Y-SCANNED NADAH
(CONVENTIONAL PULSE HADAR, ROTATING DUAL PILLI.UX ANTENNAS)

Frcquency 3G knic

Peak Power ' 300 kw

Pulse RepiLtiion Frequency 2500 to 4000 pps, * dcpendinp_ on altitude

Pulse Width * 2 microseconds 0

Receiver Bandwidth 1.5 nic (to )llow foi- Doppler shift)

Antenna Length 6 ft

Antenna Width 2 4 in. (cacch half)

Rotation Rate (back-to-back antenna) 90' pJIL second

Time between scans 2 seconds
Scans per target (at 20,000 ft/sec 5

ground speed)

Ground Coverage (from 200,000 ft)

Range 18 miles to 50 miles

Angle 70'; left to 70' rilpht

Spot Size

lange Azimuth

Near 2000 it 1000 ft

Far 1200 ft 2000 ft.

Minimum Discernible Target Radar Area 150 square meters

Weather Penetration Heavy clouds - no rain

Resolution of Indicator 500 slxpts square (offset ppi)

Film Requirement fur 10,000 n. miles 35 nim x 10 ft

Weight Estimate

Antenna 300 lb

Radar and Indicator (CRT only) 300 lb

Size Estimate

Antenna 7 ft diameter x I toot deep

Radar Indicator 5 ca. ft

NOTE: These values are unreasonably high. They are given for
comtparative p)urxoses only. They are required if ground
paiiiling n'nu;t be seen as asuomed in the procodirnf radar
designs. Reduction of power ipossihhe only at the expense
ol :-jtic of mininmum discernible spot target.
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E. rPROPULSION

1. General rhe various propellant combinations were
examined on the basis of performance, combus-

The problems of selecting a propellant lion chamber temperature, regenerative cooling
cumbinatlion for this weapon system are some- possibilities, potential availability and cost,
what similar to those encuuntered in design toxicity, handling experience, and storage sta-
studies of other long-range vehicles. Therefore, bility. The propellant combinations were first
previous studies have been reviewed with the compared on the basis of specific impulse.
following differences in mind., Theoretical shifting equilibrium values of speci-

fic impulse for a chamber pressure of 300 psia
a. The particular requirements of this and a nozzle exit pressure of 14.7 psia are

weapon system differ somewhat from shown in Table X11. Figures No. 52, 53, and 54
those of previous studies. show the theoretical shifting equilibrium values

of specific impulse chamber pressure withnoz-
b. Additional propellant data and experi- zle exit pressures of 14.7, 10.6, and 1.47 pals.

ence have become available sincethese The theoretical values of specific impulse were
studies were made. calculated for the various expansion raiosfrom

the data in the table.
c. The development time available may

rule out certain propellants which re-
quire extensive preliminary Investiva- Additional increase in specific impulse
tion prior to the establishment of a resulting from reduced dissociation effects at
preliminary design. the higher chamber pressures was neglected.

Calculations show that an increase in specific
As a result of this review, it was found that impulse obtainable with an increase in cornbus-
liquid oxygen and JP-4, which were selectedfor tion chamber pressure is almost entirely caused
long-range guided missiles now under develop- by the increased expansion ratio through the
ment, were most feasible technically but would nozzle. Various physical properties of thepro-
result in an undesirably large weapon. The study pellants considered In this evaluation are briefly
was then reduced to a search for a propellant summarized in Table XIII. RFNA is included al-
combination having a higher specific impulse though its performance, eveii with hydrazine, is
than liquid oxygen and JP-4 and which could be lower than desired. This was done because
operationally available within the desireddevel- some consideration was given to having a more
opment time. The material discussed in this storageable oxidizer than liquid oxygen. The
section is reported in detail in Reference 10. following propellants in various combinations

were selected for further study:
2. Propellants Considered

Oxidizers
Using liquid oxygen-JP-4 as a bace line

fin" cIomparison, the entire field of propellants Liquid Oxygen
was surveyed for those propellant combinations Liquid Ozone
which offered promise of better perforn|mince. Liquid Fluorine
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TABLE XII. THEORETICAL SPECIFIC IMPULSZ (SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUM)
OF VARIOUS PROPELLANT COMBINATIONS

Propellant Combination r* I sp PS Id Tc OK Tc OF

F 2 N 2H4 2.2 314 1.32 414 4340 7352

F 2 & NH 3  3.0 311 1.17 364 4238 '180

F 2 & 60% N2 H4 + 40% NH 3  3.5 310 1.29 400 4300 7280

70% F 2 + 30% 02 & IP-4 3.8 298 1.26 376 4340 7352

02 & N2 H4  0.83 272 1.01 275 3248 5386

02 & N2 H2 (CH 3 )2  1.1 268 0.95 256 3100 5120

0 2 &60% N2 H4 + 40% NH3  1.06 266 0.97 256 3150 5200

80% 02 + 20% 03 & 3P-4 2.2 270 1.02 275

02 & JP-4 2.4 262 1.01 265 3410 5678

NH 3  1.25 262 0.86 225

RFNA (Type Ill) & N2 H4  1.25 246 1.26 272 2920 4798

RFNA (Type 111) & N2 H2 (CH 3 )2  2.7 242 1.24 263 3100 5120

RFNA (Type III) & .JP-4 4.6 231 1.26 291 3080 5080

A-roxnrimate mni"tiure earti !or mavxmuim ar ......... n .l..

Chamber pressure 300 psia, nozzle exit pressure 14.7 psia, shifting equilibrium

Both ozone and fluorine can also be used as 3. Oxidizers
mixtures with liquid oxygen.

a. Liquid Oxygen
Fuels

This is the most widely known rocket
JP-4 oxidizer and offers good performance with many
Dimethyl Hydrazine fuels in those applications where its limited
Ammonia storageabillty can be tolerated, Complete infor-
Hydrazine mation necessary for the design of a rocket
Boron Compounds engine exists, and much experience in produc-
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360
FLUORINE AND HYDRAZINE- 3i60 Fkinell 6%Hydralin, + 40% Ammonia-

350 FLUORINE AND Fluorine Mydraxine
60%HYDRAZINE 350

340 +40% AMMONIA

340
330

70% *FLUORINE 133
6320 // • .30%OXYGEN _?OFlorine

30/ O"nAND PP-4-4
OX YGEN AND HYDRAZINE .1 320 a 0 Dlehyhdr-nc6 o 3 1 o E N A N D I.. . . .. \XY Di m et O ,, h , lh yd r azi n --

AND J0O4 BooeNDJP429 U

IL OXYGEN AND AMMONIA OXYgen 1160% Hydroulne
0 ~ ~~OYGEN AND20 4Amyol

??U Z 60%H-YDRAZINE Oyej xgnSmel
040%AMMONIA 270--

260 300 400 500 600 700 g00 900 1000

45 Chamber Pressure - piO
250

NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE3 14.7 psla Figure 53. Theoretical Performance of Several
240 Rocket Propellants (Expanded to 10.6 psi)

300 400 800 600 700 Boo 900 1000
CHAMBER PRIEUSUIRE-.psia

tion of liquid ozone to oxygen has been investi-
Figure 52. Theoretical Performance of Several gated as a means for achieving a higher per-

Rocket Propellants (Expanded to 14.7 pbi) formance thin for liquid oxygen alone. A con-
cent'ration of 42.4 percent ozone in liquid oxygen,
which is considered tobe the upper limit for salfe
handling, provides an increase in performance of

tion, handling, and testing has been obtained. It about 4 percent. The disadvantages of this oxi-

must be remembered that liquid oxygen is not a dizer are (1) a serious problem of rapid decom-

good coolant, and any fuel selected for use with position in concentrations over this amount, (2)

it must be capable of cooling the thrust chambers poor stability under local heating conditions, and
of t engine. This the limitation (3) there is no production of ozone in other thanothe engine. This places some limitation on laboratory quantities. Consequently, ozone is not
propellant combinations which may be con- considered seriously at this time either alone or
sidered when liquid oxygen is used.or the oxidi- mixed with oxygen.
zer.

b. Ozone C. Liquid Fluorine

Ozone by itself is unstable and cannot Liquid ziuorine is the higheat pcrfor-
be handled practically as an oxidizer. The addi- mance oxidizer available for use withfuelscon-
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FLUORINE BHYORAZINE tamning no0 Lcrbon, such asi hydrazine and amn-
400 monla, Those fuels 111e not1 good coolants,

FLUORINE a 60%HYDRAZINE part i cula rly for use with fluorine where
90+40% AMMONIA combustion temperatures are higher than with

oxygen. With hydrocarbon fuels, Iluo r ine
alone offers a smaller performance advantage

:93070%FLUORINE+ 300/ over liquid oxygen becaufe the fluorine reacts
OXYGEN &JP-4 only with the hydrogen, leaving the carbon to

*OXYGEN 8 burn with oxygen. Therefore, with a hydro-
37 600/aHYORAZINE carbon fuel such as JP-4 the optimum oxidizer

OXYGEN 11 +40% AMMONIA appears to be a mixture of liquid oxygen and
Uj360 HYDRAZINE 80 % OXYGEN liquid fluorine. The variation In performance

+ 20% with increasing amouvts of fluorine is shown in
OXs DMTYLENY1ZIN OZONE EB JP-4 Figure 55. It can be seen that an increase In

35 DMEHYHYRA-N specific Impulse of over 16 percent can be ob-
STAGE 1Etained by the addition of fluorine.

u340SAE
W ~ .T&GN - ---- ---. Because of this Increase in perfor-

4nOXYGEN & AMMONIA mance over that obtainable with oxygen alone, a
330 further study was made of the use of fluorine

OXYGENS JP4and oxygen with JP-4. Considerable experi-
320 mental work has been done with fluorine-oxygen

mixtures and JP-4 by both North American
Aviation and NACA. Most of the problems re-

3I00 400 1500 soc 700 600 900 1000 lating to its use have been, or are being, Inves-
CHAMBER PRESSURE-psi. tigated. There does not appear to be any seri-

ous factor which would prevent the use of fluo-
Figure 54. Theoretical Performance of Seve'~al rine in a rocktct oxidizer, although ti~e handling

Rocket Propellants (Expanded to 1.47 psi) and operating procedures are more complex.

30 ESTIMATED ACTUAL AAr39
290 TpAT PC 500 polo

..I >/.W. KELLOG T

I VD SHFTN EAIIRU
23L0FOZEN COMPOITIN 0 IOI AEOROJET 8 R7634

240

O2 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6: 70 ?5 80 85 90 95 IOU
% FLUORINE IN OXIDIZER (BY ' EIGHT)

Figujre 55. Speuific Impulse vs Percentage of Fluorine by W~eight in ain Oxidizer for at
Propellant Consisting of OxYgen plus Fluorine and JP-4
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TABLE XIII. PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA FOR PROPELLANTS UNDER CONSIDERATION

Propellant FP BP Sp. Gr. C P T 'F Cost $/Ib
OF OF p c c P

Btu/lb- 0 F psL Present Future

F 2  -360 -306 1.54 0.29 808 -200 20. 1.00

02 -362 -297 1.14 0.39 731 -182 0.02 0.02

03 -418 -170 1.46 802 10 0.10 0.05

RFNA - 65 140 1.58 0.42 0.10 0.10

N 2 H 4  35 236 1.01 0.73 2130 717 2.50 1.00

NH 3  -108 - 28 0.66 1.07 1645 270 0.03 0.03

;P-4 - 76 0.78 0.48 310-510 575-710 0.015 0.015

N N4H (C ) it 711 145 0.79 0.65 882 482 4.50 1.00
2 2 3 21

FP = Freezing Point

BP = Boiling Point

C = Specific 'clat

The problem areas associated with the use of tions, including the use of scrubbing chambers
fluorine are discussed subsequently. for decontaminating exhaust gases. The use of

fluorine in onlv the third stage would eliminate

(1) Logistics the problem of releasing large quantities of
toxic combustion gases during launch.

Fluorspar is presently oel ithuritl-
cal materials list, chiefly because of the limited .(3) Design Problems

facilities available for reduction of the ore. A
preliminary investigation indicates that suf- Most of the design problems associ-

ficient fluorine for use only in the third stage ated with the use of fluorine are related to the

could be obtained with a nominal expansion of problems of material compatibility, resistance
existing facilities, to corrosion, and maintenance of physical prop-

erties at extreme temperatures. Many of these

problems are common toother rocket engine de-
(2) Toxicity and Handling signs and many materials developed for them are

suitable for fluorine use. Aluminum and stain-

The General Chemical Division of less steels can be used with fluorine. The use

the Allied Chemical and Dy: Corporation has a of plastics for seals, etc., presents a problem

contract to develop the technology for producing since teflon and Kel-F are not satisfactory.

and handling liquid fluorine, They have devel- Soft metal gaskets of aluminum and copper can
oped a trailer for transporting liquid fluorine be used; however, Monel is most suitable for

and another capable of storing the liquidamaxi- reusable tanks, although stainless steel or alu-

mum of 27 days without any servicing or loss. minum can be used for certain types of service
They have defin•d procedures for test opera- if properly designed. Thrust chamber compo-
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nents including injectors, have been made of b. Pure Hydrocarbons
aluminum and have proven satisfactory. Pump
seals are under development, and several prom- Substitution of a pure hydrocarbon for
ising materials have been reported by North JP-4, or blending JP-4 and a pure hydrocarbon
American Aviation. Regenerative cooling of a could improve the specific impulse. However,
thrust chamber using fluorine-oxygen and JP-4 a significant improvement is obtained only by
has not yet been demonstrated, but heat rejec- going to the light hydrocarbons which must be
tion rates measured by North American indicate kept refrigerated or pressurized. It is doubtful
that it is possible. if this complication Is justified by the slight in-

crease in performance obtainable. The coolant
problem with such a system wouldbe morediffi-

(4) Performance Attainable cult than with jet fuel.

The improvement in performance
which is obtained by the addition of fluorine has c. The Hydrazine Fuels
been shown in Figure 55. These data represent
the results of a large number of tests perform'ed There are three fuels available which
by more than one group and appear tobe fairly can be used with liquid oxygen in the MX-2276.
well established. Theoretical calculations indl- These are hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethyl
cate that a 70 percent fluorine and 30 percent hydrazine, and the 80 percent hydrazine-40 per-
oxygen mixture will produce the highest speci- cent ammonia mixture. The performance of
fic impulse. The experimental data show that these fuels at a chamber pressure of 300 psla
while the maximum impulse is obtained withthe expanding to one atmosphere is listed in Table
same mixture, xhe decrease in specific impulse XIV,
with decreasing amounts of fluorine is not as
great as the theoretical curve would suggest, "Tho performance of the hydrazine and
Since such a small decrease in performance unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine with liquid
occurs, the 50 percent mixture has been selec- oxyge,.., is greater than that of the hydrazine-
ted for use in this study. This mixture has a amrmonia mixture, the fuel suggested in the
lower combustion temperatire and shouldthere- int-ial proposal, The bulk density and density
iore result iW a more easily cooled thrust impulse of the hydrazine-oxygen combination
chamber. The optimum mixture ratio of oxidi- is substantially greater than the remaining two
zer to fuel is lower with the 50 percent mixture combinations, while that of the unsymmetrical
which will also help to relieve the cooling dimethyl hydrazine-oxygen is approximately one
problem. percent greater than the proposed MX-2276 pro-

pellant. In addition, the performance and mix-
ture ratio of the hydrazine-ammonia mixture and
liquid oxygen are slightly different than pre-

4. Fuels viously used. The difference in performance of
these fuels with liquid oxygen is not sufficient to

a. JP-4 base a selection on this parameter alone.

Of the fuels proposed JP-4 is the most Since the MX-2276 thrust chambers
common, and the required information for its must be regenerattvely cooled, one of the pro-
direct application to rocket design Is readily pellants must be a satisfactory coolant. In the
available. It is, of course, already available section on oxidizers, it is shown that oxygen is
in quantity production and has the lowest cost not satisfactory. Therefore, the fuel must be
of any of the fuels considered. Although, as usable as a primary regennratlve coolant. The
has been stated, a combination of oxygen and coolant properties and related characteristics
JP-4 does not present the desired high perfor- of the fuels as well as properties required for
mance, in combination with liquid fluorine the handling ano logistics must therefore be con-
performance is quite acceptable, sidered.
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TABLE XIV. PERFORMANCE OF HYDRAZINE FUELS*

Propellant r Isp PB Id

I so x PB
0 2 & N 2 H4  0.83 272 1.065 290

O2 & N2 H2 (CH3 )2  1.10 268 0.955 256

0 & N2 H4 - NH 3 (60% N2H4 ) 1.06 266 0.951 •253

(r oxidizer/fuel by weight; PB a bulk specific gravity of propellant)

*at a chamber pressure ol 300 psia expanding to one atmosphere.

(1) Hydrazine (3) Hydrazine.Ammonia Mixture

The major drawbacks to the use of The addition of ammonia to hydra-
hydrazine are its relatively high freezing point, zine results in a fuel with greater potentialities
its toxicity, its poor thermal stability, and its as a regenerative coolant than hydrazine.
tendency toward accelerated decomposition in
the presence of common materials such as Experimental data on regenerative
mild steel. On the favorable side, hydrazine has cooling with the hydrazine-ammonia mixture are
a high density, a high specific heat, a low vapor completely lacking although some tests have
pressure, and good storage stability. The been carried out with ammonia. Tests at JPL
results of experimental work are too limited in show that regenerative cooling with ammonia can
the range of operating conditior-. to lustify the be accomplished. Since not all the tests were
designation of hydrazineasasatisfactoryregen- successful, a problem area exists even here
erative coolant. with pure ammonia.

(2) Unsymmetrical DimethylHydrazine On the basis of the preceding infor-
mation, no choice as yet can be made between

Unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine the three hydrazine-tvpe fuels. A program
has a lower density, a slightly lower specific should be initiated to provide the basis for a
heat, and a higher vapor pressure than hydra- logical choice between the three fuels, The
zine. Its toxicity has not been fully determined, heat transfer characteristics should be investi-
but is probably somewhat less than hydrazine. gated in an apparatus designed for thispurpose.
Its storage stability, under conditions of limited Subsequently, thrust chamber firings should be
contact with air, is very good. It can be stored made. Witht~ut substantial evidence such as ob-
safely and without fear of deterioration or tamnable from actual firings, any choice between
freezing over a wide range of temperature. Its the three fuels must be considered conjectural.
thermal stability is much better than hydrazine.
Its vapors are not explosive. On the basis of its d. Boron Fuels
superior physiochemical properties, unsymmet-
rical dimethyl hydrazlne is probably moresuit- Consideration has been giver, to using
able for regenerative cooling than hydrazine. fuels being developed under Prolect ZIP. Vari-
However, there is no experimental data on re- ous boron compounds have been proposed from
generative cooling with unsymmetrical dimethyl time to time for use as rocket fuels but have
hydrazine to verify this. never found wide acceptance because of their
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cost, avai1;1bility, aId physI'al pruj1Wcltics when The airiran e values shown are arbi-
compared with more common fuels. It is be- trarily chosen for the purpose of presenting a
lieved that at least a year of experimeitatlon comparative evaluation and do not necessartily
with these fuels in actual rocket engines, or at rep'ebini an estimated cost.
least thrust chambers, will be necessary before
sufficient data are obtained to permit considcra- The possible arraniemcnts In the order
lion of these fuels for MX-227/6. of their desirability from the standpoint of the

size of the vehicle and the cost of the prosiram
5. Propellant Combinations Reserved for are:

Final Consideration
1. All stages: Liquid Oxygen-Fluo-

The preceding section discussed the vari- rine and JP-4
ous factors which were considered In the selec-
tion of a propellant combination for MX-2276. 2. Third stage: L I q u i d Oxygen - Fluo-
The combinations chosen are: rine and MP-4

a. Liquid Oxygen and JP- . Seconkd and First stages: Liquid
Oxygen and JP-4

b. Liquid Oxygen plus Liquid Fluorine
and JP-4 3. All stages: Liquid Oxygen - JP-4

Since the propellant combination, liquid
rinetothe pridimar is advang e of ading u oxygen and ammonie plus hydrazine, was pre-

ifie to the oxidizer is to reduce the size, sented in th2 first proposal, it has been re-
weight, and, hence, the cosat of the resulting tained in tha figures accompanying this report
weapon. Since it Is actually the cost which Is for the pnrposes of comparison with the data
most important, a study was made to deter- Included in the previous reports.
mine in some approximate manner the savings
in cost which might be achieved by the addition Further studies and more recent in-
of fluorine to the oxidizer. formD!Ion on large rocket engines have resulted

in reduction in the estimated weights of the
A comparison based on the weight of power plants for MX-2276 of approximately 25

the vehicle has been prepared for the several percent over that shown In the initial reports,
arrangements that are possible with these pro- This reduction is reflected in the accompanying
peilants. It is of interest that the cost of the figures.
propellants selected does not greatly influen.ce
the over-all cost for a significant number of For the purpose of permitting com-
missions. This is true because, although the parisons on a percentage basis, Figure 56 has
propellants represent a large portion of the been prepared. Since the oxygen and JP-4
gross weight for any combination, their cost is bomber is the most expensive, it has been
much less than the airframe cost. As a con- assigned the value of 100 percent. The cost of
sequence, the use of fluorine as an oxidizer the other arrangements can consequently bede-
results in the lowest over-all expense because termined as a percentage of the maximum prob-
it results in the smallest Pirframe. For the able cost for a desired number of missions.
purpose of presenting a cost comparison the
following values have been assigned: The cost differential between the ar-

rangement using liquid oxygen and JP-4 in all
Stage I and HI (Manned three stages and that wherein fluorine and

Vehicle) $50 per pound oxygen and JP-4 are used in the third stage
Second Stage (Unmanned) $35 oer pound with oxygen and JP-4 ii, stages one and two is
Liquid Fluor'in $ 2 per pound about $135,000 per mission. This is relatively
Liquid Oxygien and JP-4 $.02 per pound Insivnilficnnt. However, if extended over twenty
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100% "Or • JP-4 ALL STAGES missions and added it) the diffc-rence in coISt re-
coverlh' i• lhardwarie (stage one and tihree) the

'02 8 NZH4+ NH3 STAGES I 6 2 sav' t become sitnificant.
WFNA 8 NaH,4  STAGE 3 S'vinleS:

\0/ _0a1 &l JP-4 STAGES I & 2

02 + F2 & JP.-4 STAGE 3 20 Missions at$135,000 $ 2,700,000
0

-02 + F' 8 JP-4 ALL STAGES80% W 

Stage I and I II Initial
Cost Differential 733,00

LU Total Savings for One

70%i PROPEI.LANTS AND Bomber at 20 Missions $ 3,433,000

2ND STAGE EXPENDED Since it is logical to assume that more

than one bomber would be operational, this

60% 0 20 40 60 RO too figure may be multiplied hy the number of

E Obombers. If twenty bombers are assumed, the
NUM8E R OF MtSSION savings are 20 x $3,433,000 nr $68,660,000.

It is apparent that the cost of the fluorine pro-

gram would be amortized over a short period.

If oxygen and fluorine are used in all

Figure 56. Relative Cost of Various Bomber three stages the decrease in cost of bombers

Arrangements for a Number of Missions and missions is even more impressive.

F. GLOBAL WEAPON CONCEPT

1. General the draw is appreciably reduced and one or more

circumnavigations of the globe become possible

The material in this section is reported with the use of ve.ry little additional energy.

in detail in Reference 10.
b, The foregoinv advantale makes it pos-

By increasina the speed of Stage Ill sible that the take-off and landing can both be

from high hypersonic to circular velocity cer- accomplished within the continental United States

lain advantages are obtained which make such and Independence from foreign bases is achieved.

a measure worthy of consideration, These

addvanlt ges include: c., Desent (call be made at maxinmu
Jit coefficient rather than maximunm lifl- ove' -

; t Al or ii eal circular velocity the cen- drag ratio as requ ired for vrvaltFr •r ,,dy•'•-,it

if'rULal effect (all be utlilized I(o obtain lIft in- ranue. It may be possil• c 1w I bhit o nis ii .

h Jcad I aciode ; ! foferces. By this m eans som ew hat rcduce the i( -r'dvn la (' tu';1t 11mu ,.
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CUT-OFF (Vj NVc"-5S,0O1ftfIec) CUT- OFF I0.1VIV I <V V, %
TAKE-OFF & 9..~-30-50)
LANDINQ [ 370,00. SMALL IMPULSE

400- Yi-30*•OO, f- t (AV=-I600 ft/lec).•,..-..,vt"-,•40O, O00ft

X•XI

TAK(E-OFF SLANDING -X.. APOGEE
-13,000
ftheec 20,0

AREAIq

"". I,00� /0AREA 200M!

0o% 1/0ý

ft/seec

p .P E R I G E E 4E C N R C TY .250,00 .,- NEW ELLIPSE
Figure 57. Path Type I: Horizontal Delivery 300,000 ft (ECCENTRICITY
at Circular Velocity; One Circumnivigation; vo ; 26,000 ft/see <0.02)
Spiral of Descent; not Necessarily at L/Dmax (A SMALL VELOCITY INCREMENT,

AIS 200-300 ft/sea, PERMITS
SECOND CIRCUMNAVIGATION)

2. Flight Paths Figure 58. Path Type 11: Low Eccentricity
Ellipse with Perigee Near Target Area

In order to learn more about the require-
ments for global flight a preliminary investi-
gation of a manned global weapon system capable
of one or more circumnavigations of the globe that of lhtX.-2276. U more thkn one revolution
was made. Four types of flight paths were is desired, the initial altitude must be in-
considered. A general description of each of creased, probably to 500,000-600,000 feet.
these paths follows, alcng with some factors
which must be considered when evaluating their h, Path II (Elliptic) Figure 58
relative merits. A preliminary weight estimate
is also included. The vehicle is delivered not horizon-

tally, but at a small trajectory angle at near-
a. Path I (Spiral) Figure 57 circular or circular velocitv. The resulting

free-flight path is an ellipse whose apogee lies
The vehicle is delivered horizontally at an altitude between 700,000 and 1,000,000

at an altitude of abouit 400,000 feet at a local feet (110-160 nautical miles) but whose perigee
circular velocity of 25,700 feet per second. would lie inside the earth If the vehiclv were
The body does not fully escape from the atmos- permittea to follow this path beyond the apogee.
phere and therefore loses speed throughout the Therefore, a small impulse (burst of power)
cruise. As a result, the descent follows a is needed so that the vehicle enters a new
spiral path. When entering the denser atmos- ellipse whose perigee lies at an altitude of
phere, the aerodynamic portion of the flight is about 300,000 feet. The orientation of the
made at maximum lift coefficient rather than ellipse is such that the perigee lies over the
at maximum lift-over-drag ratio. The take- target area. Since most of the elliptic path
off is in the direction opposite to the shortest is outside the atmosphere, the velocity loss
great circle route to the target area. In this between cutoff point and perigee is small and
manner the vehicle appears over the target a second circumnavigation can be effected with
area at a velocity and altitude comparable to comparatively little additional energy.
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CUT-OFF (VI -29,000f t/a1ec, T3. Discussion of Flight PathsS.........) TAKE-OFF a

L~-' --LAN 111Table XV has been prepared in order to
assist in the evaluation of the various flight

OPaths.

_,o '•,p .. . The energy requirement, based on the
f-26• NOI O.number of revolutions assumed, is given in

TARGET V CONSTRAINEO terms of the ideal velocity. Assufning that

rsTM f the total energy required to send the givenAREA N @COST)/ rest mass, m, over the respective flight path,
v-23,000 is expressed in terms of equivalent kinetic
ft/s:, energy, then the ideal velocity is defined by

-1/2 mv 2 Ideal = kinetic energy of rest mass +

potential energy of rest mass + energy lost
! Figure 59. Path Type I!: Constrained Path due to gravitational pull during powered flight
F r .+ energy lost due to drag + energy lost due toI steering.

Therefore, Videal represents the velocity

c. Path IIl (Constrained) Figure 59 which the vehicle could obtain under the ideal
loss-free conditions of propulsion in gravity-

The vehicle is delivered horizontally free vacuum, This is the velocity for which
at a cut-off speed which exceeds the local the over-ali mass ratio of the vehicle must be

circular velocity. The excess, referred to as laid out. Table XV shows that the energy
elliptical excess., sends the vehicle into an requirements are about the same for all paths,

elliptic orbit unless it is forced, by negative with the exception of the constrained path.

lift, to stay at the initial altitude and to follow
a circular path. 'n order to accompilst. this, For ignition and power plant operation,

the vehicle must initt llu f1 , f t . .. .. the. . . I•i,• id.i. prupulsion periods
angle of attack, and the initial altitude must is of importance. It is desirable to keep this
be low enough to permit action of a sufficiently number at a minimum for reasons of efficiency
strong aerodynamic force. The angle of attack and reliability of the ignition process. In this

returns to zero as the speed is reduced to respect, the elliptic path is less favorable,
circular velocity. Thereafter, the path is because it requires a second propulsion period

similar to the spiral (Path I). at the apogee.

The characteristic flight path conditions
d. Path IV (Sustained) indicate that extreme altitude is required for

the elliptic path and extreme speed for the con-
Again the vehicle is delivered hori- strained path.

zontally, and the cut-off speed is sustained
at constant altitude by a small sustainer rocket The conditions over the target area are
motor overcoming the comparatively low drag. most favorable for the spiral path, yieldine
So far, circular velocity has been assumed as lowest altitude and speed without, however,
cut-off speed; the effect of a lower velocity rendering the vehicle vulnerable to enemy
should be investigated. If circular velocity defense. The elliptic and constrained paths
is used, the cruising altitude will have to be show near circular velocity over the target
of the order of 450,000 feet to reduce the drag area at an altitude of about 300,000 feet. The
sufficiently, and, hence, the thrust and pro- highest altitude over the target area is ob-
pellant consumption per revolution, also. tained for the sustained path.
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1..\1•1,1<~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~VN X. ,'l,."ll'l...-(l.:..l. ,'.t.t..Hl.\I;\PON ý,;Ys'I'I.vM

Sulj•-c Flh i'a ri mhr Path

Spi :. I E I I ipt 4 - 'm '-1t rai I,.d Sustained

Erier~y Numh,.r t ,icrvulu[ inlns I 1 1 •

lU rquirel-lnt Ideal velocity (1000 It/stc) 29-30 30 32-33 30

[,'nlilioll and [)()wet

Plantl Ope ratioll Propultsion Periods 2 1 Cont inuou_•

Initital Velocity (1000 It/sec) 25.7 25-25.7 28-29 25.77

Characteristic Max. Velocity (1000 ft/see) 25.7 26-26.5 28-29 25.7

Flight Conditions Max. Altitude (1000 ft) 400-450 700-1000 290-300 450

Conditions over Velocity (1009 ft/sec) 18-J6 26 26-25 25.7

Target Area Altitude (1000 It) 200-180 300 300-290 450

Load Conditions Normal load durinl, coa:s- 0-1 0-1 -0.2 -1 0-1

ting or cruise (I,)

Stability and Control Control Systems . Dual Dual Aerodynamic Dual

The load conditions normal to tilt in- flight paths in terms of vehicle weight. Since
stantaneous flight path direction which rIesult this study was of a preliminary nature, several
from the flight pathi configuration proper (i.e., simplifying assumptions were made as follows:
excluding load conditions durinpr powered flight
or due to maneuvering) are sinall in all cases .a. l'ayload for Stage III - 4200 lb
and never anywhere near the values obtaied I. (1) Actual Velocity Stage I = 0.75
for the skip path. The negative siln in the case Ideal Velocity
of the sustained path indieates that. durin,, Aehnal Velocity
flight at greater than circular velocity, the (2) Ideal Velocity Stage 11 0.94
apparent weight vector points away front tih
center of the earth. ()Actual Veocit Stage I,, 0.98Ideal Ve.loc ity

With respect to stability and cout rol

requirements, the number of control systems - (50% + JPA
;ieeded is indicative of the weighlt and relative c r F 2 * 5 2 J
complexity, as well its reliability to hMe ex- (1) Specific impulse Stave I - 316 sec
pected. Obviously, a vehicle operating iaisich,
and outside the atmosphere must hive two (2) Specific impulse Stage 11- 361 sec
types of couttrol - aerodynamic control within
tilet alinosphere, and jet control for vacuum (3) Specific impulse Stage]iI -361 sec
flighIt. This dual condtrol ii required for all

.- :10lh; tVXCept the ('oist r:ihled patil. Dry Weihhtd. Tk-fWehtStage. 1: 0.20
4. Weight Take-off Wei ht

Dry rtVt d 1 - _--W Stage II 0.15

A I it rel n t a rNy s t u d y (, Ie I h ake oft T:ike- Oft W-eight

W lhti it f l tilt 1 .ul z, [tv11I vA',J. II)ILtuti(it td It) DIry W•ei it

,val1il flitC .11' I- v r'tltUliirit' 4t- 1 t hsIh5( 4-1-- l- ý il-- Staire Ili ý- variable

P vit' rl 'l • • . !11.1.3 !11, , tl,!; 116i
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2600 Vi 7,700 FT/SEC

2400 6,700
•%", ,/A ;(AV)tot: 25,700 fps

2200 . . :(AV) : 26,700 fps

/ 7700 f. C :(sV)

2000 ....... D :(AV)Iot '26,700 fp s\ /
1800 -. ASSUMPTIONS:

AV( , -700'-'•)..._ STAGE; 1 2 3
ja5,700J ".-', _

51600 ,V' ' A 0.75 0.94 0.98
V 7100-- 7,7 00..-i"

'. 6700 Wd /WO 0.20 0.15 0.301400 "o 3_•. •/1570 w= GROSS WEIGHT STAGE 2

w 1200' 6.7.00

•'• .. ..- .'700

10010

900
600 !

REFERENCE:

- A B C D

400' AV, 5,700 6,700

""..... Avi. 5,700 6,700 7,700
AvI n 5,700 6,700 7,700200 I AVI= r ,f 00 7,700
Avi: 7,700

5,000 6,000 7000 8,000 9,000 10,000

VELOCITY INCREMENT STAGE 3, AV•"-(FT/SEC)

Figture 60, Exaniijle of the, FffPvt of F'n(,tiv Distrihition Among the Stage,, on T.ikil-Off vtiglht
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The investigation consisted of varying the 2600
velocity increments of the second and third
stage for a given first stage velocity increment 2400 W!
and repeating this for three different first- 0.330
stage velocity increments. By this meansthreo 2200 Wo
curves were obtained for agiven cut-off velocity /i
and four cut-off velocities were investigated. 2000 A-i 3 0 2 7
Figure 60 shows the results of this investigation _A/8" 2r00

for a ratio of dry weight to take-off weight for o00 /a

Stage Mf of 0.30. This figure also shows the / I f/0
associated weights of the second and thirdstage ?/

as a function of the third Mtage velocity incre- 1600
ment. The location of the minima indicate a W,
trend toward lower take-off weights with de- 1400 S
creasing first stage velocity increment, down
to about 5700 feet per second. From the view- '71200//i ~ ~~point of economy it is significant that the -•/"'/ g /

weight of the second stage increases with de- 1000 /
creasing first stage velriwtv increment and,/./
hence, more hardware must be thrown away at o00 /
the lower take-off weight. This trend is gen- /
erally true with multistage rocket vehicles, 800 /
i.e., the more of the hardware that is made /
expendable, the lower will be the take-off /
weight. 40 F 24 25 2g6 27 28 29 30 31

From this graph and additional studies at (A V) P. 10 fft /ise
different dry weight to gross weight ratios of tot
the third stage, the weight curves in Figure 61
have been obtained showing four bands of over- Figure 61. Take-Off Weight as a Function of

all take-ual weigl's for four different values Cut-Off Velocity

of dry weight to take-off weight for the third
stage, plotted as a function of the actual velocity
of the third stage. The limits of each band
represent the values found for the "upper the sustained path for operation at 450,000
minimum" and "lower minimum" for each set feet altitude and circular velocity. The con-
of three different stage velocity distributions strained path however requires weights of 2.3
such as shown in Figure 59. to 2.4 million pounds.

If a dry weight to gross weight ratio of If the results of the weight study are
0.3 for the third stage is accepted as a reason- considered with the flight mechanics consid-
able approximation it can be seen that for the erations, it appears that global systems of
spiral path a take-off weight of the gicbal about one-million pounds take-off weight are
weapon system of approximately 1,000,000 feasible and that the spiral or sustained paths
pounds can be expected. Similar weifhts can are the most attractive unless there is a re-
be anticipated for the elliptic path as well as striction on the maximum desirable altitude.
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V SYSTEM TRENDS

This section contains a resume' of the work Consequently, minimum size and weight are
performed in a configuration study sponsored deslhLJ iur thie bomb, yet it not only must have
by the Bell Aircraft Corporation. The study satisfactory stability and controllabilit? char-
was intended to augment the Air Force-spon- aiteristics, but for a short period it may be
sored study program, which did not provide exposed to higher temperatures than the born-
for design work, by applying cutrrent results ber. The high temperaturc peak, which In con-
to new configuration studies. Because of the ,iderably higher than immediate postlaunch
state-of-the-art, the configurations which have temperatures, is reached 80 to 120 seconds
evolved are considered to be a next step rather after launch for launch speeds of 13,000 and
than a flnM design. 18,000 feet per second, respectively. The tem-

pcrature then drops abruptly and after about 30
The method of approach used in the study secrnds ceases to be a problem.

was first to design the bomb, then the bomber
or final stage, and finally the booster stages, It should be noted that if largealrbrakes can
considering both as expendable and recoverable be provided, the temperature peak can be re-
(glider) first stages. Since each in order is duced substantially. However, the various prob-
the payload of the next stage, this is the logical loes presented by the brakes seem more difffi-
sequence to follow, cult to solve at this time than the problems

brought on by the high temperatures.
A. BOMB

These t e m p e r at u r e considerations, plus
Each additional pound in the bomb increases stowage aboard the bomber, make the use of

the take-off weight by more than 30 pounds, and conventional fins or aerodynamic surfaces ap-
the size of the bomb influences both size and pear undesirable. bi place of fins it seems
weighi uf the bomber., more practical to use a seif-stable body, which
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is controlled by flap-type surfaces located at travel on expending the propellants and bomb.
the rear of the body. Small hydrogen peroxide The configuration must be satisfactorily stable

rockets would be used for roll control. Thi, and controllable throughout the entire flight

self-stable body has a conical-ogival contour regime. In addition, landing characteristics

with the center of gravity being made to lie must be satisfactory.
ahead of the center of pressure by suitable

placement of the warhead and other large The main differences from previous designs

masses. Since the body is stable, the-flaps are are shown in the wing-tip-mounted vertical sur-
in the lee of the body when extended. Prelimi- faces and the high-wlng-bodyarrangement.
nary indications are that the necessary flap These changes are considered to improve direc-

deflection angles can be made sufficiently small tional stability substantially over the mcire con-

so that deflecting the flap will not produce a venticzal body-mounted upper vertical tail and

temperature problem on the flap itself. But the low-wing-body arrangement.
temperature on the windward side of the body

does increase, of course, with angle of attack. In addition to the requirement for small cen-

It may prove desirable, therefore, to restrict ter of gravity travel on expending the bomb to

control to the portion of flight just beyond the keep trim drag to a low value, it appears that
peak temperature region in order to minimize rearward ejection of the bomb from the body

temperature problems. Even so, using a 2g base will be the most practical procedure con-

turn, the bomb can be steered about 5 nautical sidering both the temperaiure problems en-

miles to either side of the initial bomb aim- countered with open bomb bays, etc., and the

point in the last 40 secunds. moments and separation problem associated with
dowiiward ejection of the bomb.

Preliminary structural studies show that
water cooling is probably the most satisfactory
heat protection method for the bulk of the body, C. BOOSTER STAGES

with the exception of the nose, for whicha com-
pletely satisfactory solution has not yet been The design work on booster stages has been

evolved, concerned so far with two types of two-stage

vchicles; one type is similar to the previously

showni MX-2276 boosters; that is, the first

B. BOMBER stage is winged and is landed in a conventional
manner, while the second stage is expended;

Once the size and weight of the bomb were the other booster arrangemcnt expends both

determined, the weight of all the equipment, in- stages. The main advantages of all-expendable

cluding items such as the navigation system, booster arrangements are low'first cost and

search radar, communication transmitters and greater adaptability to multistage configurations

receivers, cabin furnishings, etc., was esti- which exhibit simpler separation problems, The

mated and design work on the bomber was recoverable first stage offers promise of lowe.

begun. over-all cost provided sufficient re-use is pos-
sible. These factors remain to be evaluated

In these studies, as differentiated from in a systems analysis.

earlier configuration work, the total structural
weight was estimated for each specific con- The use of round bodies which permit integ-

fi guration, based on actual geometric charac- rat tank-body construction has been empha-

teristics of the wing and body. In making these sized in the present study, since this procedure

estinitcs. the latest data from MX-2276 struc- tends to lead to minimum stage weight and coii-

turlIl 111d heit insuiation studies data were used. sequently, take-off weight. With Integral coUi-

struction, the boosters are mainly pIr-pieliant

'ti 'la, "rcb"n ,hjecti,.'e- set for thp luomberare tanks with thp rocket power plant housed lIn a

I;trg(,ly thn .stl( ;s before. Propellants and rear fairing. For the all-expendable boost,ýr

Im)1n ,11) 11 t),t,id 10 1inninlize c entoer of gravity conl iguration, the first stage may be divided

I6.lt il N, INo. .- tI- l IC0
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into two sections and placed on either side of powered landings may be hazardous. Coise-
the second stage; the bomber aiid second stage quently it may be considered necessary to pro-
are then arranged In tandem. The use of two vide auxiliary propellant tanks and rocket me-
bodies for the first stage makes it possible for tors for landing.
all the booster sections to be no more than 10
feet In diameter and less than 6U feet in length. D. FUTURE TRENDS AND STUDIES
These sections can be shipped in standard
railroad freight cars. In keeping with the objective of re-using as

much hardware as possible, the presend study
The winged first stage can employ only one has considered bomber configurations which do

body, and with practical length-diameter ratios not discard the propellant tanks and rocket
becomes quite long. Hence, a three-stage con- power plants on burnout. However, recent
figuration utilizing a tandem arrangement of studies have emphasizedthepvramidlugch-arae-
the bomber and second stage, which is carried teristies of dead weight in the bomber, and it
pick-a-back on the first stage, may be the most now appears desirable to examine in detail the

,uitable, when minimization of over-all length over-all results obtained when the bomber pro-
is emphasized. A favorable outcome is that pellant tank and power plants are expended. For
the wing of the first stage provides an aerody- example, to house the tanks and power plants in
namic stabilizing moment. the fuselage means that the fuselage is larger

and heavier, and has more drag than one that
As mentioned before, the second stage has does not contain these items. The wing also is

been considered expendable. The reasons for larger and heavier because it must support
this assemption are as follows: It is much more fuselage weight as well as the weight of
smaller than stage one and thus more likely to the tanks and power plants.
be justified as being expendable; the research
and development cost of a manned second stage The over-all weight that could be saved in
vehicle will be high and probably difficult to the bomber when the tanks and power plants are
justify; and, finally, the larger over-all size and expended will be reflected more than 30-fold in
weight of the three-stage vehicle, with all take-off weight, and thus may prove to be an
stages recoverable, would make logiffir, main- e!C'.'W1 thing to do.
tenance, and ground handling problems more
difficult. Another promising idea is the use of more

than two boost stages. This is particularly
It is in order to point out probiemzn which applicable for all-expendableboosterconfl,,ura-

arise when the booster stages are manned and tions for two reasons: first, boo.;ter arrangLu-
recoverable. First of all, wings must be pro- ment is more flexible, and second, it is more
vided. For the second stage, which reaches Important to minimize the weight of expendod
very high Mach numbers, the wing would be hardware.
similar in construction to the bomber wing,
Cabin furnishings, control, communication sys- Other items which should be examined thor-
temns, and auxiliary power zources would have oughly in future studies are the use ofI large
to be provided. An extendable landing gear is wing sweep and perhaps a drooped wing leading
required, and the structure must be able to edge and a drooped body' nose to alleviate tirn-
withstand landing loads. Purging or inerting perature and heat flow problems, Prlimminary
systems for the tanks may also be required. indications are that favorable results may he
In addition, both stages are so large that un- obtained by employing these measures,
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VI CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS 1. Crew

The results of the past year of study have, a. The iumei u,,,u ,ira of the crt,..
In general, verified the initial concept of this of this weapon system are well within the
weapon system. No new major problem areas abilities of a human.
have been revealed and progress has been
achieved in most of the areas of investigation b. The er.vironment necessary to main-
required to support a program for the design tain the crew cf the bomber in sufficient com-
and development of this weapon system. fort to perform the functions required carn be

provided by the methods outtlined.

The Bell Aircraft Corporation sponsored

preliminary configuration design work has shown 2. Aerodynamics
the importance of a two-pronged attack for this
program, the first being configumraion design a. For glide performance the range and
and layout, and the second being evaluation of altitude are substantially the same as initially
the experimental and analytical investigation of pri~dicted except that the maximumn altitude is
the phenomena associated with the flight condi- reduced fruii .0,000 feet to 214,000 feet at a
tions of this weapon system in order tn support velocity of 22,000 feet per second. With the
or modify the analysis of the system character- bomb aboard for the entire flight, the range is
istics arxe performance. slightly greater than for atypical mission where

the bomb is dropped.
The following conclusions can be listedas

a result of the work performed during the past b. The inclusion of shock wave-
year under the ierms of AF 33(616)-2419. boundary iayer i n t e r a c t I o n on performance
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shows both lift and drag are increased with a I. Equilibrium dissociation of the air
negligible effect on the lift-drag ratio (hence, in the boundary layer should not affect the skin
glide perfnrmance). However, the effect of the friction and heat transfer values appreciably as
additional lift which will permit higher altitudes long av the local free stream and wal tempera-
to be attained has not been included in the tures are below the dissociation value. Such a
present glide performance, condition is the practical case.

c. The effect of earth rotation on glide J. Radiation of heat from the hot bound-
performance indicates large effects on range ary layer air to the skin appears to be an im-
for equatorial flight. Flight in the easterly portant quantity which should be included in the
direction would increase the range by 2200 boundary layer and heat belance equations. A
miles while in the westerly direction, it would theory to compute the emissivity of the hot air
be decreased by 1200 miles. for such analyses has been developed.

d. Attempts to reduce the viscous k. A theoretical method has been de-
heating by programming the flight path to veloped for predicting the transpiration coolant
higher altitudes using higher lift coefficients requirements for hypersonic flight conditions
than for L/Dmnx or by utilizing a partial lifting using air as the coolant.
path were not profitable.

e. Temperatures on the upper and 3 Strture

lower surfaces of the wing and body for glide a. A survey of materials Indicates
flight conditions show that the lower surface at f t urpel sa materials are
temperatures are higher indicating values of that, for the outer panel, suitable materials are

180C)F and lower from the 2-foot point aft. available for equilibrium temperatures up to
Leading edge temperatures are higher and In- 1800°F. Above 1800OF material fabrication
dicate the need for cooain e possibly by trans- techniques must be developed, and above 2400'F
piration e material development is required.

f. Shock wave-boundary layer inter- b. The study of cooling and insulation

action has a negigiblA effect on the lower sur- shows that the optimum structural design for
face temperatures. However, it does increase the primary structure from a weight standpoint
the upper surface temperatures by as much as consists of a heat protectiout method combining

700*F near the leading edge (neglecting the insulation and cooling. The primary structural
eifect of increased altitude due to increased areas comprise a major part of the structural
lift). This increase falls off rapidly asdistance weight.
from the leading edge increases. Resulting c. The heat protection consists of
upper surface temperatures are still less than double-wall construction wherein the outer wall
the lower surface values. is constructed of heat-resistant material and is

9. From a preliminary analysis, satis- separatec from the inner wall by insulation.

factory stability and control can be obtained up A coolant system is contained inside the inner
fatory stac berity 20. Shontr k wavebeoutainedawall to maintain the proper structural tempera-to a Mach number of 20. Shock wave-boundary ture.

layer interaction effects on lift and moment

values must be included along with effects of d. Tests of a sample of the structuralearths o rotation.hestrctra
earth rotation. configuration on an elemental basis for thermal

warpage, strength, thermal conductivity, and

h. Free flight as well as ground test coolant requirements verified the analytical
facilities are available for investigatinn of the estimates except for the amount of coolant re-
very high-speed and high-altitude phenomena of quired. This single discrepancy is believed to
this weapon system. be due to the improvised test technique employed
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e 1. The jior? •ms ;A Ilt, lotilwi tr alirlnll'1t, W llasi'onites, Alulinais, and Vycor are ilso
whi:1h were nt 1V'O•tli:,Atd in clcta il (such I'is sat isfactory.
I"' u, edge. a1.l ii.-i-) .,i:Il will ri quirec desig!ln.
" "hiinenl. : and test re~resentl only ai l.w per- 5. Propulsion
vent of the total surface area.

a. Current r es e a r c h and'development
4. Navigation and Control on large rocket engines of the 120,000-pound

thrust class using 02 and JP-4 as propellants
a. Ali all-inertial navigation system can be used for the propulsion units of the

for the bomber will provide an accuracy of boosters. These engines are already being
4.000 feet CPE for a range of 8,000 nautical tested.
mile--. Component and instrumentation accura-
cies required are realizable in the development b. For the bomber, the higher per-
time period. forniance propellant combination of 02 + F 2

and JP-4 is recommended because of the re-
b. A similar inertial system for guiding duction in over-all size and weight of the

the bomb will provide an accuracy of 1500 feet vehicle.
CPE for a range of 300 nautical miles.

c. A propulsion unit using this im-
c. Practical methods can be devised for proved propellant could be developed within the

comparing the inertial information withithepre- time scale of this program provided the engine
dicted path and the radar or optical data on development was initiated immediately.
check points to monitor the midcourse naviga-
tion phase and provide the information for d. Some expansion of fluorine manu-
terminal guidance. facturing facilities would be required for the

prosecution of this program.
d. A Ku band radar using the technique

of simultaneous lobing and incorp6ratinga side- 6. Global Weapon System
looking linear antenna array wi!l provide a
ground spot size resolution of 250 to 1,000 feet A p'elininary study of the global
from an altitude of 200,000 feet, depending upon weapon system indicates that such a weapon is
the range. siff iciently feasible and advantageous to warrant

further study.
e. Generally speaking, the radar system

can be designed and developed using thepresent B. RECOMMENDATIONS
.slsate-of-t h- radar-art with no morethan routine
problems or mechanical aspects of design. The recommendations forfuture workarede-

tailed in Ithe various applicable technical reports
I. Fused silica is a suitable radome (I(eferences 6-11). A summary of the mostim-

miat erial for this high tumperature application. porlant recommendataions is presented in Table
Otlher nciterials snich as Fosterites, Steatites, XVI.

Best Available Copy
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A Program Plan for the design and develop- Bell Aircraft, should be monitored, evaluated,
ment of this advanced strategic weapon system and incorporated by Bell Aircraft into the pre-
has been submitted as a special report (Iefer- Iiniinary design work. A study of the weapon
ence 12). The report describes in detail tIih capability and value from a military standpoint
program approach and the schedule, and also would be inluded.
presents work statements fur the areas of in-
vestigation during the first year of the program. The program plan report recommends that the
Cost estimates have been submitted under sepa- development program begin in September 1955.
'ate cover. This will allow time for the evaluation of the

past study results as well as provide the neces-
A. APPROACH sary lead time for the negotiation of the first

year of effort on this program. It further recom-
The Bell Aircraft Corporation approach to mends that AF Contract 33(616)-2419 be ex-

this manned advanced strategic system is de- tended from 2 May 1955 to 1 September 1955.
sirned to provide an operational weapon at the This four-month period not only permits further
ea riest possible time using technology and study of the more important problem areas but
e(quipment consistent with the most advanced also provides a continuing effort which can be
stalte,-of-the-art. The first year of the develop- accelerated in an efficient manner to the greater
welpnt ir aioani should provide sufficient hifornia- level of effort beginning in September 1955.
Itloi to initiate a l)llase I program. ' his first
,vlari' wouAld includut the pireliminalry design of B. PROGRAMS

('Idil+i '; ollsgiion for lhe welamn s'ste11•m and tilth
:-AW1 1 it0 ll1 , el'h l. :'uiulvs:i. T'ii,.,*fl•t 't W Iuld 'l'wv pirrmposals for the first Year of fhe prlo i-

me of Iihn ~ y tialItIa I an mxjwrii- [iatni ha co been suibmitted as Program) I and
IIImit, U in•,ii Oti•,lit , h, ! lltiim;lli. mi ti t ,i'i l'rumgruIin il. li I •hWh eultaibl a loWer

1i1.iily1, 1 ,i .e l 11 ,.0il1 i-ItOtl i iil ii illh ti'h ili level mph ',lim it i nl ith fir'St ye r w iuh III-

it"'" N" '" It' H" "'""l Best•i^a a /
IAvailable 

Copy
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crease the total system development by approxi- 4. Large-thrust liquid rocket engine de-
mately one more year than would be required velopment as well as small-thrust, higher per-
with Program U. formance units using an advanced propellant

combination.
1. Program I

The effort during the course of this one- 5. Radar system and antenna develop-

year program is the minimum that will provide ments for high res•olution.

the data necessary to evaluate the weapon sys-
tern from a military standpoint and to outline 6. Stability and control variations at

the system to an extent which will permit the hypersonic speeds and very high altitudes,

initiation of a Phase I program.

The three primary areas of investigation
are preliminary design and system analysis, 2. Program 11
military requirements, aiid applied research.
This program, although including a small ex- This program includes all the effort re-
perimental program to investigate phenomena quired during the first year in order to develop
associated with the very high speed and altitude the weapon system in the shortest possible time.
of this weapon, relies heavily upon the analytical The areas of investigation are similar to those
and experimental invebtigations which are being for Program I. The experimental invostigations
sponsored by other government contracts. Such and preliminary design work are expanded and
investigations Include the following broad cate- the development and test of system protutypen -

gotten: would be initiuted. Thl program would utilize
subcontractors to a gr,!',L extent not only to

1, Airframe heating as affected by factors assist in thn devolopmerl of specific items but
such as dissociation, shock wave-boundary Also to conduct parallel investigations in vor-
layer interaction, andboundary layer properties. tain areas to insure the bout solution in the

shortest time,
2. Heat protection including insulation,

cooling, and rattiatinn mthnpjh for the airframe Both Program I and Program II wouid
and Its contents. include sufficient preliminary design work to

permit the start of a Phase I program in
3, Inertial navigation system and cumps- September 1960 on the second and third statgen

nent developments, of the final th, ?...4;tte system.
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